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FOREWORD

Senators Herman E. Ta liadgc and Hubert II. Humphrey, the
principal authors oT the Rural Development Act of 1972, have said
repeatedly that the main thrust, of the law was to create jobs in
rural America.

Job creation can take many forms, but one of the foremost thrusts
taken by rural developers.over the past several years has been to
encourage the locition of manufacturing plants in the countryside.
The Southern States have been most active and effective in this
regard.

As its title suggests, this Committee Print is a series of papers on
the prospects, problems, impacts and methods involved in the process
of rural industrial development. It is hoped that the information it
ccntains will be useful to industrial developers in both general and
specific ways.

The Subcommittee does not necessarily endorse all of the conclu-
sions reached in those papers.

DICK CLARK,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Rural Deve loinnot.
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U.S. EMPLOYMENT SHAPiS THROUGH 1985
Mom the National Panning Association, Feb. 18741

U.S. employment will continue to shift from the Natio n's older
industrial areas to the South and West through the coining decade.
Among the eight. multistate regions, the Southeast, Southwest, Far
West, and Mountains States will increase their shares of total national
employment with the Southeast leading the way in absolute job
growth. California, Florida, Colorado, Maryland, and Arizona are
expected to show the greatest gains in employment due to job shifts
from other States.

For the period 1970-85, the National Planning Association projects
a total increase of 22.7 million jobs nationally., Every region and
State will experience a gain, in employment, but in half of the regions
and 27 of the States the number of net new jobs will be less than would
result if employment grew at the national rate. Thus, these regions
and States are expected to suffer relative job losses, ending the period
with a reduced share of national employment.

In making its projections, NPA analyzes the shifts in employment
among the regions and States in terms of two major factors: Com-
petitive position or locational advantage as measured by the rates
of growth of like industries in different areas, and their economic
structure as measured by the industry mix or proportion of nationally
fast growing activities. These two forces affecting the rate of job
growth may be reinforcing or conflicting. The projections in this
article do not acconnt for effects of any sharp changes in the availabil-
ity or prices of energy.

RELATINZ EMPLOYMENT GAINS

The Southeast is projected to continue its strong economic per rmance
of the last two decades with an increase of nearly 4.9 million j 8, but
with fewer than 5 percent,of them at the expense of other regions.

The Southeast's growth is expected to result from a co tinned
competitive advantage for 'southern industries which will overcome
the negative effects of a mix of industries still weighted toward more
slowly growing activities. Lying behind the competitiveness of
southern industries are relatively low labor costs, a faster than average
increase in per capita personal income, and the ready availability of
labor displaced-from agriullimre. For the coming decade, theSoutheast
ih likely to remain attractive for a broad., mix of economic activity,
especially for trade, services and nondurable nianufacturing.

However, a look baind the regional totals reveals a mixed pattern.
'Flit' Southeast's projected growth rests on stellar performances by
Florida, Virginia, and Georgia and a lesser gain by Kentucky. The
remaining seven Stiites in the region are likely to experience declining
shares of national employment with relatively large slippage in
Alabama, Mississippi, and W-esTVirginia
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The Far Western States, in'conthist, show a uniform, pattern of
growing employment shares based both on strong competitiveness
by industries in the region and on a favorable mix of economic activi-
ties, i.e., one weighted toward more rapidly growing endeavors. Job
growth in the region through 1985 is projected at nearly 4.2 million,
of which over 3 million will occur in California. Nearly a fourth of
this projected growth will represent an increase in the .proportion
of national employment in the areathe largelst job gain from shifts
in employment location of any region.

The other fast growing regionsthe Southwest and the Mountains
Statesare similar to the Southeast: The growth is rooted in superior
regional competitiveness despite an infavorable mix of economic
aetivities, and the growth of relative etnployfnent is not shared among
all the constituent States. The Southwest is projected to have a job
increase of over 2 million of which more than a tenth will result from
the shift in employment shares from other regions. However, the rela-
tive job growth will be concentrated in Texas and Arizona while
Oklahoma and ,New Mexico are projected to suffer a declining share
of national employment. In the Mountains States, the picture is
expected to be dominated by the strong performance of Colorado
which will account for nearly 60 percent of the area's absolute job
growth and nearly all of its increase in national employment shares.
Utah is projected to show a modest relative gain in employment while
declines are foreseen for Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming.

REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT LOSSES

Of the regions expected to decline in their share of national employ-
ment, only the Great Lakes States show a homogeneous pattern.
Despite a projected increase' of 3.7 million jobs in the region, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois Michigan, and Wisconsin are each expected to reach
1985 with a smaller share of national employment than in 1970, with
the largest number of jobs shifting out of Illinois.

While New England and the Middle Atlantic States are both pro-.

halfto have losses in their regional shares of national employment,
half or more of the States in each area will gain. In New England,
only Massachusetts and Maine are expected to show significant
relative job losses while Rhode Island, especially, and Connecticut
and Vermont will show gains. Although the Middle Atlantic States
are projected to have the second largest absolute job growth in the
country, large shifts of employment shares out of Pennsylvania and
New York are likely to result in a reduced share of national employ-
ment for the region, Indeed, Pennsylvania and New York are projected
to suffer the greatest relative job losses in the Nationgaming 495
and 366 thousand fewer jobs, respectively, than if they were to
the national employment growth rate.

iAll three of the older ndustrial re s-aricieen as continuing to
be competitively weak otner areas but still their
induct e same fimerihe-et-her-MailfeAtlantic States

Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and the District of Columbia
are projected to gain in their employment shares. With the addition
of adjoining Virginia from the Southeastern region, these States
constitute a significant mode of relative employment growth.
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The Plains region is beset with multiple problems thtit are expe .ted
to continue with lessened intensity into .the 19S0's, with ohy'.'.
Mimiesota and Kansas bucking the tide of decreasing employme t
shares> The area, enjoying 'Tither competitive. strength nor a favor-
able industrial mix, has been unto! lett() absorb the large numbers of
workers lispttoce from agriculture. - '

Table 1 shows the actual. total-kierease in employment and job
shifts by regionfor 1960-70 and projected 1970-85.

The trends of the 1970's are projected -to continue during the
1970-85 period in all of the fegions, but with varying changes in the
rates of relative job,gains and losses. The decline of the proportion
of national. employment in the Middle Atlantic and PlainsStaies is
likely to slow down, largely on' the bags of improved performanes
by New York, and the District of Columbia in the East and by
Minnesota, Missouri and Kansas in the Plains regiim. '

Amonethe -regions with increasing' shares of national emplopuent,
thd rate of inorease is expecte.; to accelerate in le Mountains region
and drop off in the Southeast,and Southwest.

Tennessee, North Carolina, and Oklahoma, w lick scored relative
gains in employment in the 1960's, can anticipate demasing,employ-
ment shares during 1970-85. , , '

TABLE 1.EMPLOYMENT SHIFT FOR REGIONS, 196910-AND 1970-85.

Region

. .1960-70

United States

New England ,, , ,._ .. ........ . 858 130
Middle Atlentir.:___.. ... ..__ .... 2.460 1,057
Great Lakes : , r 2.729 443
Southeast. . - . . , . , .... , -,:.:--.-,,,,, .... 3. 681 687

Plains . . - : =.-=. ,,, . 904 385
Southwest. ....... . , --...,...---f . 1,480 366

57

Far West 0 2, 748 '957--

4 . -
[In thousands of jobs] ' -

Total Net
ohs*. ,shift

15.268 -1 0

Total 1:fe

'Region , change , .shift
t r

10 1970-85

United States ...... ,... .,.. 22,716 0 t
New England 1,120, 314
Middle Atlantic 4;431 512
Great Lakes 3,708 Egp

Southeast 4,864
Plains ._ ,, 1,724 88
Southwest 2,017 259
Mountains .. ..... .. ... ............ 699 162 -
Far West .. .............. ... .... 4,152 1,163 -

RELATION OF SHIFTS OYENT AND PER CAPITA INCOME

________DueingtV 1970-85 period, rapid employment growth is not ex-- petted to be accompanied by rektive.increasres in per capita personal
income in the eight' inultistate regions. On the contrary; among the
regions_projected to experience relative employment gains. only the
Southeast will also gain in per capita personal income relative to tho
national average. That area, which in./WO had a per capita income
only 68 percent of the national level, is projected to achieve nearly
87 percent of the national average and to move out of last place among
the regions by 1985. IndustrilotizatiOn and mechanization of agricul-
ture accompanied by rapid increases in productivity in the Southeast
have produced fast growth in personal incomes while the regional
population share has declined (1950's) or is projected to remain stablo,
(1960-85).

Substantial decreases in relative per capita income are projected
for t est and the Nlountains,States, with the latter falling

'
tJ . kJ
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into last place among the regions. The Far West, lopg-Oe national
leader in per capita income, has seen its position eroded as pulation
growth has outpaced the area's increase in personal income-By the
end of the 1960's, the Far'West had fallep behind the Middle Atlantic
region in per capita income and by I.985 is expected to fall 'behind
New England also. In the Mountain States,' the -personal income
share is projected to remain unchanged while population anal employ-
ment will rise more rapidly than the 'national. average, pushing per
capita income to ever lower levels relative 'to the national. average.
The stagnation in the area's income share stems primarily from the
region's heavy dependence on Jigriciilture and relatively low income
service activitiesc. /The Southwest is projected to have a modest loss in relative per
capita income through 1980 and a slight gain through the remainder
of the projections period.

TABLE 2 -REGIONAL SHARES OF NATIONAL TOTALS Fir POPULATION, LABOR FORCE:NYMAN EMPLOYMENT,,
AND PERSONAL INCOME, AND REGIONAL RELATIVES OF PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME. 1950-85

(In percent: U S. equals 1001

.Reelon T 1950 1960 1970 1980 1985

New England: . IPopulation 6.1 5 9 5.8 5.8 5.8, Labor force 6 4 6.2 , 6.1 6.0 6.0Employment 6 7 6 5 6 3 6.1 ..) 6.0Personal income 6.6 6 4 6 3 6.2 - 6 2Per capita personal income relative 107.0 109.1 108.2 106 8 106.6Middle Atlantic. .
Population .,.... 22 2 21.4 20 9 20.4 20.2Labor force ....: .... _.) .. .. .. 23 3 22.6 21.2 n 20.7 20.5Emoloyment 24.6 23.0 21.8 2L5 21.3Pert anal income._ 26.1 24.8 .23.6 23.5 23.3Per capita personal income relative .. - 117.3 115.7' 113.2 115.1 1.5 2Great Lakes:

, Population ... ....... ..e. ..... ... . . - 20.1 20.2 19.8 '1, , 19 6 , 19.7Laber force . .'. ..... . ....... 20 5 20:1 19.8 19.6 19,6Employment . , 21.7(k 20.8.0 20 2 19.6 19.4Personal income__ 22.1 21.7 20 7 20.2; 20.0Per capita pernal income relative 111.3 107.7 104.2 102 101.3Southeast. ,5

Population - - 22.3 21.6 71 6 ;420 21.6Labor force 20.6 20.2 20.7 %, 20.9 20 9Employment . . .- - - - .- - .... -- --- 18.$ 19 6 20.4 20.6 20.6Personal income . .. - - . - ........ - - 15 2 15'a , ' 17.6 . 18.5 18.8Per capita personal income relative- ..--,- - -.:_. 63 3 72.7 - 81:7 85.1 '' - 86.8Plains.
:.Population . 9.3 8.6 8 0 7.7 7.5Labor force 9.1 8.4 '8.0 7.6 7.5Employment 9.3 8.4 "' 8.0 7.9 7.9Persona; income '' 8.9 8.0 7.6 7.5 7.1

Per capita personal income relative 95.4 93.2 95.1 97.7 97.6Southwest: N -..,.

Population ... 7.5 7.9 8.2 8.3 8.4Labor force.. _ .... . .......... .... ........ ' 7,1 o ;7.6 7.9 8.1 R 2Employment . 6.5 7. 3 7.7 7.8 8.0
Personal income_ J 6.5 6.9 , 7.3 7,3. 7.4
Per capita personal lipme relative . ..- . ... . 6.7 86.9 89.3 87.1 87.6Mountains. ...... .,' <a

0 Population
4

r
71

2 4 2.5 2.6 2.6Labor torch . .... . . ...-- ..---. ' .- 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.5Employment. . 2. 2 3 2 4 2.5 2.5Personal room. , - 2.2 2 3 2.2 2.2 - 2.2Per capita personal income relative .,.. 97.4 95.0 ; 90.4 86.6 84.3-Far West: 6

Population 10 1 12.0 13.3 13.'9 14.2Labor force... 10.8 .12.5 13.8 11.5 14.8
Employment 10.1 12.1 13.2 13.9' 14.3
Personal income . .. .... 12 1 14.2 14.6 14.7 14.8 -
Per capita personal income relative_ .,,, . ..-- - 119.8 ' 117.7 1t0 2 105.5 104 fa

I
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Among the four regions where employment is projected to grow
less rapidly, the Middle Atlantic and Plains States are likely to gain
in relative per capita income while New England and the Great
Lakes States decline. The Middle Atlantic area, with its faVorable
mix of economic activities and highly trained workforce, is projected
to widen its lead in relative per capita income through 1985, reversing
the downtrend that occurred between 1950 and 1970. In the Plains
States, relative per capita personal income, which declined front 1950
to 1960, will continue a modest growth through 1980 with little change
projected over the following 5 years.

In New England, a nearly parallel decline of both population and
personal income shares resulted in a slight increase in the region's
already high relative per capita income from 1950 through 1970.
Over the 19.70 -85 period, the divergence between population and
income is expected to reverse, resulting in a decline in relative per
capita income andleaving, the area's relationship to the national aver-
age in 1985 essentially what it was 25 years earlier.

Population, employment and income growth in the Great Lakes
States lag. only slightly behind the national average. However. the
area's relative'per capita personal income is expected to continue
to converge toward the national average through 1985. -

EMPLOYMENT IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Concurrent with shifts in the proportion of employment, among
regions and States are changes in the shares of employment-in broad
categories of economic activity and industries.

The rapid increase in employment in the services sector ind in
government, excluding the military, wite.cssed during the 1960's is
projected to continue through 1985. Service wgrkers are expected to
represent 20.5_ percent of totitl employment in 1985, compared to
17.1 in 1960. Employment in government will show an ever faster
growth, from 13 percent in 1960 to 19.4 percent in 1985.

Employment in finance, insurance, and real estate, which grew
significantly in the 1960's, will also increase its share in the 1970-85
period but the rate of increase is expected to fall to the average of all
industries by the end of the period.

Declining shares of total employment have occurred in the. past in
agriculture; forestry and finerie; mining; construction; manufac-
turing; transportation, communication and public utilties; and trade.
Iii all of, these except trade, the diminishing shares will continue the
experience of the 1960's.

However, within the broad (SIC one-digit industries) classification
of construction and maufacturing, divergent trends are expected.
Heavy 'construction is likely to Increase its employment share at the
expense of general building construction. Within manufacturing,
rapid employment growth is projected in durable manufacturing in
dustries with fabricated metal products, nonelectric machinery,
electric machiner3, transportation equipment, and furniture and
fixtures increasing their employment shares. The growing share of
employment in furniture and. fixtures manufacture will be a change
from the prior period which reflects the growth of personal incomes
and the high income elasticity of demand I for furnishings.

1 That is, as income increases, product demand increases more rapt?.

2.
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On the other hand, relatively loiv income elasticities'. lie .IAehind the
continued decline in employment shares ,projected in Dpndurable
manufactiiring. All major categories of nondurable industries (SIC
two-digit industries) will have relative employment losses except

chemical and allied products and textile mill prod-delta' which are pro-
jected to retain their employment shares, and rubber and plastic
products, Which are expected to experience a modest increase (see

3).. .
1.Absolute employmdnt in U.S. manufacturing is expected to in-

-crease over the projections period from 19.7 million jobs in 1970 to -
;22.8 million in 485. This 3.1 million increase represents a slower rate
of job growth than in the 1960's but a faster pace than that of the
1960's2These projections are derived not from sins le extrapolations
of historical trends but from detailed analysis of multiple factors .
including output demand, productivity- increases and average man-

'hours_worked fiir each industry.
Most industries, including a number with declining employment

shares, will increase 'total employment:, However, absolute job loises
are projected to occur in food and kindred"produC4, tobacco manu-
facturing; petroleum and coal, leather and leather products, and in

TABLE 3.-PERCENT SHARE OF 2DIGIT MAN th ...;TURING INDUSTRIES IN TOTAL MANUFACTURING EMPLOY- '
MENTe UNITED STATES, 1960-85

1960 1965 1970 1980 1985

Total manufacturing 100.0 100.0 100.0 40.0 100.0

'Durable manufacturing 56.5 57.7 58.1 60.0 61.4,

Ordnance and accessories. -..:. 1:3 1.2 L3 .9 .9
Lumber and food products 4.2 3.8 3.3 3.1 2.9'Furniture and fixtures 2.4 - 2 4 2.4 2.8 2.94
Stone,clay, glass products 3.6 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.2
Primary metal products 7.2 7.0 6D7 6.3 6.3
Fabricated metal Products 6.7 6.9

,

-, 7.1 7.5 7.5
Machinery except electric 8.9 9.7 10.3 11.5 12.2
Electric equipment and supplies. 1.5 9.0 9, 8 10.2 10.7
Transport equipment. 8.2 9.5 9.2 9.5 9.9-Instruments 3.1 2.1 2.4 2.6 L7
Miscellaneous manufacturing 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.2

Nondurable manUfacturing 43.5 42.3 42.0 39.9 38.7

Food and kindred products 10.6 9.7 9.1 7.6 1.0Tobacco Manufactures ....... .- .5 .5 .4 1 .3 .3
Textile millproducb 5.4 5.0 5.0 , 5.1 5.0
Apparel, other tax. 7.3 7.4 7.0 6.9 6.7
Paper and allied products 3.5 3.5 3.6 1 3.4 3.4Printing and publishing 5.7 5.7 6.0 5.8 5.7
Chemkal and allied products. 3. 4.9 4.9 5.4 5.3 5.4Petroleum and coal products 1.2 1.0 1.0 .8 .7
Rubber, plastic prdducts,...- 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.4 3.4
Leather, leather products... 2.1 1.9 , 1.6 1.3 1.1

GEOGRAPHIC CONCENTRATION OF EMPLOYMENT

The geographic distribution of employment in various economic
activities is continuously changing-with employment in some in-
dustries becoming more concentrated in particular parts of the country
while other types of work become more widely dispersed. Changes in

.
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degree of geographic concentration reflect many factors, including
cost and speed of transportation, process technology and product
characteristics. Some activities, particularly services, are strongly
oriented toward. arid, tend to locate near their markets. Others are
material, or resource oriented, or may base their locations'largely on
the availability an .:ost of labor.

NPA has analyzed the chane4- concentration of employ-
ment in 44 economic activities ist:m1 in terms of."coeffici, its
of localization," which relate iegion's or State's employment
in each activity to the area's snare of total U.S. employment.

In,terms of one-digit industries, the ranking from rnostdispers.ed to
most concentrate4 geographically is: Trade, services, construction,
government, transportation-communication-public utilities, finance-
insurance-real estate, manufa,cturing, agriculture, and mining., A
more detailed breakdown shows all the nonresource industries as

relatively dispe&ed or located close to their'. ultimate consumers. All
resowce-based industries, except food and kindred products, are
concentrated in certain areas and some are tending to become more so.

Nlanufacttiring, on the other hand, has tended to spread itself more
widelY as transportation improvements and the general rise in income
level bane allowed plants to locate closer to their markets.

The activities projected to become significantly more concentrated
during the 1960 to 1980 period are: Communication; chemicals and
allied prodncts furniture and fixtures; agriculture; general building
construction; fiersonal and entertainment services; the Federal
Government; and non-metallic mining.

Employment will be significantly more dispersed in 1980 than in
196(' in eieeAric equipment and supplies; professional services; insur-
an, 'orestry-, fishery and agriculture services; rubber and plastics;
and instruments.

Table 4 shows the changing coefficients of localization for specific
' industries. The lower the number the greater the degree of dispersion.

NATIONAL BASIS OF REGIONAL PROJECTIONS

NPA's regional ccononfic projections utilize a "step -down" method-
ology so that regional and State projections lire consistent with
projections for the national economy. Each area is projected with
consideration of trends in other areas and national totals.

The national projections lying behind the regional totals reported
herein show total civilian jobs in 1985 of 105.5 million held by 101
million workers (4.5 million projected to hold, two job0. Of the 105.4
members, of the civilian work force, 4.4 million are assumed to be
unemployed (4.2 percent unemployment rate).

Total national personal income, expressed in current dollars, is
projected to rise from $800 billion in 1970 to $1,750 billion by 1980
and $2,554 billion by 1985. Per capita income for the same years is
projected at $3,932, $7,605 and $10,400, respectively. The relatively
rapid rate of growth of per capita income prt?jected for the period is
due to the assumed lower unemployment rate, a low fertility rate,
and a slight increase in the percentage of potential workers who enter
theinboi4orce.. _ _

I
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TABLE 4. -LOCALIZATION COEFFICIENTS FOR INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT BASED ON STATES, 1960-85

iln percent)

Based on States as observation units

Industry 1960 1970 1980 1985.

1. Retail trade 3.9 4.2 3.9- 3.92. Special trade contractors (construction) 7.0 6.2 6.6 7.23. State and local government 5.3 54 5.6 5.84. Personal services, entertainment, recreation 7.9 8.0 8.3 8.65. Wholesale trade 8.4 7.2 7.6 7. 76. Public utilities '9.2 9.2 8.5 8.47. Transportation - - - - - 9.2 8.3 8.3. 8.23. Communication 7.6 8,0 8.7 9.29. Food and kindred Products 10.5 11.6 12.8 13.710. General buildir% centre/Ars. - 8.6 10.2 11.1 11.611. Insurance 9.7 8.8 8. 0 7.712. Professional and related services 9.3 7.3 7.0 7. 013. Finance 10.9 10.7 II. 2 11.414, Business and repair services 130 11.7 11.1 11.015. Stone, day, glass products 20.0 17.1 17.6 17.716. Real estate
,

17.7 16.1 15.7 15. 117. Federal (cii)iirere2tvernmen 19.2 19.8 20.9 21.818. Paper and a led products----- - . 20.5 20.1 21.3 22.119. Heavy construction contractors - - 15.9 15.5 15.2 15.520. Chemical and allied products 21.2 23.6 .26.0 27.021. Printing and publishing 18.2 , 16.2 17.3 17.922. Nonmetallic 21.0 21.8 24.6 25. 723. Furniture and fixtures 21.3 26.1 28. 9 30.524. Private household service 18.6 18.6 17.5 17.8
25. Forestry, fishery and agriculture 24.7 21.7 20.2 20.326. Petroleum Ind coal products 40.6' 39,1 38.0 38.027. Fabricated metal products 26.4 24.0 74.4 24.6.
28. electrical equipment and supplies 30.2 22.8 19.9 19.429. Nonelectrical machinery 30.2 26.0 25.3 24.130. Trataportation equipment 38.5 32.3 31.8 31.531. Agriculture ' 31.5 31.7 36.8 39.932: Apparel, other textile products 35.1 33.5 33.6 33. 6'33. Primary metal products 39.4 37.7, 37.5 37.434. Rubber. plastics 36.4 26.8 25.8 25.735. Miscellaneous manufacturing - 36.7 30.4 30.4 30.436. InstAtients - 40.9 34.5 34.2 34.5,37. Ordnance 51.1 44.1 43.0 43.4
38. Leather, leather products 47.7 44.8 43: 7 43.0

' 39. Lumber and wood products 42.3 41.1 40.2 39. 9'
40..Coal mining 69.1 70.5 72.2 72.841. Textile milts ..- 57.8 60.0 58.9 58.8
42. Crude petroleum and natural 68.3 69.5 68. 0 67.643. Metal mining . . . _ ................ .... ..... - 71.0 73." 71.8 71. 5
44. Tobacco manufacturing 69.2 12.2 73.3 73.3

1. Trade 4.1 3.8 3.6 3.6
2. Services 4. 5 4.8 5.2 5.4
3. Construction - 6.3 7.5 8:0 8.8
4. Government 7.3 6.5 6.3 6.2
5. Transportation, communication, public utilities. -. 7.1 5.8 .5.8 5.6
6. Finance, insuranceereal estate , 10. 5 9.4 8.7 8.5
7. Manufacturing ' 13.5 12.6 13.4 13.7
8. Agriculture, forestry, fishery, agriculturf services__ 30.5 30.1 33.4 35.1
9. Mining - 46.7 46,5 45.0 45.0
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PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

It is clear that one of the many national needs is a more balanced
population distribution in order to achieve greater equality of life
aznong the various regional, racial, and ethnic segments of our societ,y.,
Toward this end three strategies are available to the Nation: (1)10
spread the population by encouraging growth in sparsely settled rural
areas, (2) to encourage an increased concentration of population, in
small towns in nomnetropolitan areas, and (3) create new cities.

S1-884--74--2
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Regardless of the strategy adopted, the success of any effort rests
heavily upon the expansion of employment opportunities in non-
metropolitan regions.

One of the major contributors to the concentration of population in
urban centers has been the historical tendency of industry to locate
in cities. Coupled with that has :wen the trend of increasing mech-
anization of agriculture. In short, out-migration from low density rural
-areas to concentrated urban centers has been precipitated primarily
by the distribution of employment opportunities. In order to achieve
a population redistribution, policy must be forged which increases
employment opportunities and manpower development in non-
metropolitan areas.

In recent years industries have been looking to rural areas and small
towns for new plant locations. For a variety of reasons such as labor
costs, land costs, and taxes, this trend is likely to continue. Such
employment in low density areas will be favorably received by industry
and the public. Thus, some indstrialization of rural areas of the
United States is highly probably although the pace and direction
remain uncertain.

Therefore, the question arises as to how the character of rural areas
and small towns is affected by industrial development. Will indus-
trializing rural areas contribute to the solution of the twin problems
of rural poverty and urban blight, or will it merely hasten the spread
of urban ills? The assumption is that new economic opportunities
will increase the size of the nonmetropolitan population by reversing
out-migration to the point where there is a net gain of population,
will stimulate business activity, will improve the quality of life in
rural areas, and, in the long run, will relieve pressures on existing
urban areas.

These and numerous related questions were examined in the
analyses which form the basis for this report.

THE RESEARCH SITUATION AND STUDY DESIGN

In April 1965, Jones-Laughlin Steel Corp. (.T. & L:), publicly
announced plans for the construction 1)f a large-scale production

. facility near the village of Hennepin in Putnam County, Ill. The
1960 population of the county was 4,570 with an active labor force
of 1,663 persons, and.thad an estimated aggregated personal income
of $211671,000 from wage and salary disbursements. As part of their
overall strategy, J. & L. purchased 6,000 acres of land in Putnam
County' with the intent of leasing portions of the acreage to :,teel
users for fabricating plants. Presently, 4. & L. uses a srcmll portion
of the acreage for their plantsite and the remainder is leased for agri-
cultural production. Construction of the complex was started in
June 1966, and was completed in December 1967, at a cost of more
than $150 million. The first commercial order was shipped on Feb-
ruary 19,. 1968.

During the initial production period, J. & L. employed approxi-
4 mutely 700 workers, most of whom held jobs that would be classified

The"blue collar." 4ie J. & L. work force in July 1972 was 1,039,
and the majority of these were hourly wage union employees. The
304 salaried employees included, in addition to the four plant managers,
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100 foremen and craftmen 52 professional and technical personnel,
78 clericals and 19 operatives and service workers. There were 38
females on the payroll, all in the salaried category with most being
clericals. The annual payroll was approximately $7 million. Clearly,
the capital investment of J. & L. in construction and continuing
work force represented a dramatic. increase in labor demand in Putnam
County, Ill.

With funding from the University of Illinois Graduate Research
Board and later from the National Institute of Mental Health for
the purpose of assessing the impact of industrial development on
psychological disorder and level of social alienation we began moni-
toring Putnam County and parts of three adjoining counties in
June 1966, sat a, time when construction was in the earth moving
stage. For purposes of analysis, the Hennepin area was considered-
an "experimental" region, and a "control" region was selected and
monitored in the same way as the Hennipin area. This design per-
mits a clearer interpretation of observed changes in the Hennepin
region.

The experimental area is located along the Illinois River about 100
miles we ,t of Chicago. It is 315 square miles in size and consists of all
four townships in Putnam County, four townships in Bureau County,
one township in 'Marshall Comity, and the town of Oglesby in LaSalle
County. The control area is located in Iroquois County, Th., which is
located along the Indiana-Illinois border approximately 100 miles
south of Chicago. It is about 222 square miles in area, and is composed
of six townships: Belmont, Concord, Iroquois, Crescent, Middleport,
and Sheldon. The region includes the county seat of Iroquois County,
the town of Watseka. The control region is approximately 100 miles
from the Hennepin area.

Our monitoring took several forms which included: (1) Interviews
with an area probability sample of heads of households selected in
1966 and reinterviewe(L in 1967 and 1971, (2) interviews with a new
area probability sample of heads of households in 1971, (3) interviews
with small business operators in 1967 and 1971, (4) compilation of
secondary data from county, State, and Federal agencies, (5) annual
censuses of all high school students each fall, 1966-70, and (6) J. & L.
personnel file:, for their July 1972 work force. This multimethod
approach to monitoring a rural area undergoing industrial deveIoP-
ment while simultaneously monitoring a control region has permitted
us to assess the development impact on a large number of variables
with a quasi-experimental research design. The analysis reported here
is based on data from the household surveys, secondary sources, and
J. & L. personnel files.

FIND' NGS

Our concern in this project has been to assess the impact of 'the
.)ones- Laughlin Steel Aant siting in Putnam County, Ill., on an a-ray
of economic, demoglic and social parameters of the host county
and its surrounding area. The results of our analyses are summarized
briefly in this section and are organized topically.

Documentary support for the summary statements will be found
in the manuscripts listed in Reports Issued (section VII).
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A. Junes -Laughlin work force
As indicated above the Work force at & L. has increased from aninitial 700 to 4ightly over 1,000 by July 1972. It will enhance one'sinterpretation of findings regarding the community to consider somecharacteristics of the July 1972 work force since this provides a posthoc description of the lalor demand generated.
The work force numbered 1,039 of which 735 were hourly paid and304 were salaried. We shall consider them separately because they areqpite dissimilar in character. The 735 hourly paid employees were allmale. On the average th.,3y had completed 11.8 years of education andhad a mean age of 30.01 years. The average socioeconomic .index

value (SEI) of the hourly jobs was 22.31. It is worthy of note also
that only 23.16 percent of these men were sons of farmers.

Among the 304 salaried employees 38 were women and 266 weremen. Slightly over half of the women were employed in clerical posi-tions- and the remainder were distributed among several "staff" posi-tions such as nurses, technicians, engineers, and public relationsassistant. The moan age of all salaried employees was 34.29 years.Their educational attainment was 13.62 years on the iverage. And
the jobs they held had an average SEI value of 51.64.

These characteristics of the 1972 work force at the J. & L. Hennepin
Works are in contrast to the employed heads of household in the
townships surrounding the plant. In July 1971, our survey revealeda resident labor force of employed heads. of households in which themean age was 44.26 years, time average years of schooling completed
was 11_74 and The averaae SEI value_of jobs_was,3_8,32By way ofcontrast the hourly paid °workers are cleanly much younger and hold
loss prestigious jobs than employed head; of household. Their educa-
tional levels were about equal. On the other hand the salaried workers
were yoonger, bet ter_educated and in possession of much more prestig-ious Jobs.

If one combines the salaried and hourly paid employees, one findsthat the J. & L. work force is younger and better educated than the
employed heads of household's. However, the mean SEI value of
J. & L. jobs is somewhat lower than that of employed heads of house-
holds becivise of the predominance of "blue collar" jobs at the plant.

The paragraphs which follow summarize our assessment of Jones-
Laughlin's large and noticeably contrasting labor demand on social,
demographic and economic parameters of the communities in its
immediate environment. Given the,size and contrasting nature of thelabor demand generated one might reasonably expect substantial
impacts.
B. Population

Size.Using data from -the U.S. Census of Population it is clearthat in Putnam County And the communities of Bureau County
which have easy highway access to the J. & L. plant there has been
a sharp reversal of the population decline that had' been occurring ,from 1930 until 1965. Putnam County showed a nine!' more rapid
growth rate from 1965 to 1970 than any of the oth6r counties observed
(14 percent), including the control area and of the State of Illinois.
It is reasonable to infer that the presence of the industrial development
in Putnam County has been a major source of the reversal in the
population trend since the decline continued through the first half
of the 1960-70 decade and was sharply reversed in the second half.

9.11.
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rural areas may affect all of these demographic 'factors. However, inthe short run it is more likely to generate population growth by increas-
ing in-migration and decreasing out-migration than by altering birthand death rates.

Natural increase versus net migrat;,on.Exaniiaation of birth and
death statistics clearly indicate that the growth of population in Put-nam County should not be attributable to natural increase. Duringthe 1950-60 decade the county had a 9.5 percent natural increase
(births-deaths/1950 population) yet experienced a gross population
decline of 3.7 percent due to a negative balance of in- and out-migration
(-13.2 percent). The rate of natural increase in Putnam County
during the 1960-70 decade declined to 6 percent while the county pop-ulatiogrew by 9.6 percent as a result of a turnaround in the net migra-tion flow. The decline in natural increase is consistent with the
experience of most rural counties in the Nation daring the last decade.
Thus, Putnam County, unlike most rural countie, was able to show
a positive growth by altering the balance' of population flow in andout of the county.

Within the experimental area, Bureau County shows the same
pattern as Putnam County but in less dramatic fashion. However,
LaSalle and Marshall Counties, which had positive growth during the
1950-60 decade, had less than 1 percent change during the 1960-70
decade with natural increase being 'offset by net out-migration. The
same was true of Iroquois County, otir control area.

Decomposing net migration.Ideally one would like to decompose
the net migration by revealing the numbers of persons moving to
and from the county of reference. Unfortunately, this straightforward
count is not possible using data from published census documents.
However, since the presumed reduction of out-migration is a majorargument for rural industrial development we examined several data
sources which permit an estimation of the in-migration and by sub-
traction from net migration derived an estimate of out-migration as
well.

An estimate is obtained by subtracting the percent of 1970 residents
of a county who lived outside' that county in 1965 (in-migrants),
raised by dfactor of two, from the net migration figure for the decade.
The remainder provides a crude estimate of- out - migration. The same
procedure was followed for the 1950-60 decade to proi-&-a- point -of
comparison. By this technique we find that in Putnam and Bureau
Counties in-migration increased and out-migration decreased sub-
stantially. LaSalle County experienced no change in in-migration but
had an increase in out-igration. Marshall County had a slight in-
crease in in-migration with no change in out-igration. The control
county had a pattern like Putnam and Bureau Counties but weaker.
Only Putnam County had more in- than out-migration.

Some confidence in these overall trends, if not the absolute values of
the estimates, is generated by examination of the Social Security
Continuous Work Hise Sty Sample '(1 percent). For those -counties
and years with sufficient sample size to 'permit calculation of migra-
tion rates the results are consistent with the estimates from Census of
Population, data. Also,*on ,t1.e basis of the Social Security sample it
would appear that the reversal of not migration from loss to gain
occurred in the sedond half Of the 1960-70 decade. This coincides
with the Jones-Laughlin developthen t.

tty ;91
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Data from our household surveys record the sonic trend toward
increased in-migration. We find the rates of in-migrationkto he higher
in our sample than for county data derived from the Cefisns of Popu-
lation. Since the geographic area sampled by us is less extensive and
situated closer to the plantsite this finding suggests a gradient of in-
migration which diminishes as distance from t he plant increases.

The finding of a substantial in-migration is collaborated further
by the fact that 41.77 percent of the Jones-Laughlin hourly paid labor
force (July 1972) had moved into the Putnam County or contiguous
townships since employment at the Hennepin Works. Salaried workers
at Jones-Laughlin were more likely to be in-migrants (55.59 percent).

It would appear that Putnam County, and to a lesser extent Bureau
County, has experienced an increased in-migration during the record
half of the 1960-70 decade while also having a decline in out-migra-
tion. However, the greatest change has been in the flow of persons into

ie county. The outflow of persons continues but in reduced volume.
'I'I crucial finding is the fact that Putnam County, and to a lesser
extent Bureau County, is able now to attract replacements for those
leaving.
D. OccupationaPstqetare

Creating 1,000 plus,jobs in Ocounty whose total tabor force was
approximately 1,700 hull, the potential of dramatieav altering the
occupational structure both ,mlirectly and through multiplier effects.
However, our findings reveal asituation in which most of the jobs
were filled by persons living outside Putnam County (82 percent)
and even beyond the boundaries of onrexperimental area (53 percent):
Thus, the effective stimulus on occupational structure through in-
creased labor demand was 182 jobs in Putnam County and 365 jobs
iii the area encompassed by our household survey. Commuting
clearly reduced the potential for "first round effects" on the com-
munities nearest the Jones-Laughlin plant. In point of fact, the
average trip to work distance for Jones-Laughlin employees was
19.1 miles with at least one person drivirg 57 miles one-way. pivon
the extent to which workers commute and the size of the commuter
field it is not surprising that changes in the structure of occupations
were less than the juxtaposition of Putnam County labor force size
and added labor demand might suggest. Yet, we do observe significant
changes.

The number of employed persons living in Putnam County increased
by 10.58 percent from 1960 to 1970. Bureau County had an increase
of 7.58 percent. All other counties, including the control county,
experienced 'enlarged labor forces but with a growth rate under 5
percent. Over the same period the State of Illinois labor force grew
by 14.29 percent.

Them have been important changes in the occupational structure
of the experimental region from 1966 to 1971 based on our observations
of employed heads of households and their spouses. First, there were
moderate incroases iii the proportion of the actively employed in
the managerial, chemical and sales and service worker occupational
categories. These increases are consistent with changes expected in
a developing area growth in managerial and service related occupa-
tions. Similarly consistent is the observed decline in agricultural
occupations. Therefore,, one may conclude that there has been a
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significant sectoral relocation in the occupational structure., of theexperimental area.
Second, the experimental region has experienced an occupational

upgrading. There has been a growth, from 36.77 percent to 45.37
percent, in the proportion of the active labor force employed in"white collai" occupations between 1966 and 1971. No such change
occurred in the control region. The upgrading also is indicated by the
increased mean value of the socioeconomic index of occupations.

Third, there has been an increase in the proportion of the active
labor force employed for salaries and wages in the experimentalregion, from 86.05 percent to 88.54 percent. This trend was reversedin the control region. This shift signals an increased bureaucrati-
zation of the occupational structure.

We also found an 8 percent, increase in labor market participation.
However, the control region experienced a similar increase. Thus, oneshould not attribute this change to the rural industrial development.Contrary to our expectations we did not find evidence of increased
work specialization; i.e., number of different occupational titlespresent m the active labor force,

Occupational mobility
One must note that occupational mobility is not the same as chang-

ing. jobs. An occupational category such as "Clerical and Sales" or"Manager, Owner, Proprietor" includes many job titles. Occupational
mobility indicates a change in occupational category. Thus. all
workers who are occupationally mobile have changed jobs but notall who change jobs viii be occupationally mobile.

While there have been important changes in the occupational
structure of the experimental region from 1966 to 1971 and a sub-
stantial increase in the labor force size, there has been no more oc-
cupational mobility among those who lived in the area and were in the
labor force before development of the Jones-Laughlin Hennepin Works
than among such workers in the control region. In both regions ap-
proximately 25 percent of the workers changed occupational classi-
fication over the 5-year period.

There are regional differences, however, if a comparison is made of
the number of different occupation or industry categories into which

o workers moved during the research period. In the experimental region,
those workers who- changed occupation or industry class tended to
cuter a greater number of different categories than the mobile workters
in the control region. This suggests that development ha had the effect
of increasing the openness of the occupational structure in the experi-
mental region over theperiod 1966 to 1971.

In the experimental region there was a tendency for those leaving
any of the "white collar" types of occupations to enter the managerial
category while the "blue collar" movers tended to enter the craftsmen
group. lit regard to movement among categories of industry there wty-
a tendency for workers to enter the manufacturing classification re-
gardless of th-e industry category from which they came. None of these
pat terns of mobilit were found'in the control region. In neither region
was movement bet woen wage or salary and self-employed categories of
employment very large. However, the probability of a worker moving
from the wage-salary category to self-employment. or of remaining
self- employed, was less in the experimental than in the control region.

*:1
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As mentioned in an earlier section this mobility pattern is an indica-v
tion of the increased bureaucratization of the occupational structure.

The greatest'disruption in the niobility patterns in the experimental
region occurred during the, construction phase of the Jones-Laughlin
facility while the least disruption occurred during Jones-Laughlin's
first full year of pgoduction.

. In the experimental region those workers who were not employed in
1966 tended to become active in the labor force in 1971. This was not
the case in the control region where thoseliot active in 1966 tended to
remain inactive during the research period. This regional difference
suggests that the industrial development contributed to the expansion
of a localized opportunity structure.

By converting occupational titles to prestige ratings we were able to
examine socioeconomic status mobility. The amount of upward mo-
bility was slightly greater in the experimental than in the control
region. It is also the case that the proportion of workers who were
nonmobile was slightly higher in the experimental region. The most
significant differences between regions is in the percentage of down-
wardly mobile workers. In the experimental region 12 percent moved
down while in the control region 20 percent did so. '1 his, while the
industrial developthent was accompanied by some upward mobility
the greatest impact was to inhibit the amount of downward mobility,
F. Concentration

Industrialization and urbanization have been parallel processes
historically. Yet they are conceptually and analytically separate
phenomena. Industrialization refers to a process of change in the
economic character of an area from one dominated by agriculture to
one dominated by nonagricultural economic activities. UThanization
is a process of alteration in the peopleland relationship wherein the
proportion of a population concentrated in high density areas increases.

In spite of the historical association of these two processes we have
believed that industrial development in rural areas and small towns
need not result in urbanization of the area. Specifically, it need not
occur in rural areas with well developed transportation, educational,
and power conversion-transmission systems and which have a surplus
of labor. Since these conditions characterize the rural area in which
the .Jones - Laughlin Hennepin Works was constructed we did not
expect to observe an increase in urbanization proportional to the
increase in industrial development.

We found that the percent of the population in the experimental
area which was classified as urban increased from 45.2 to 5:3.8 percent
from 1960 to 1970. During the same.10 years the urban population
of the control region _declined slightly; '49.1 to 48.2 percent. The per-
centage increase in the experimental area would indicate nearly 49000
more persons were living in urban places which implies that urban
places have received that ninny persons into their city limits. That is
not the case. Between 1960 and 1970 one town, by adding 332 'persons,
became qualified as an "urban place." Thus, 2,610 persons were added
to the urban sector in 1970 by merely adding 332 persons to the
population of one town.

Evidence of less urbanization is observed by examining the popula-
tion growth of places (1960-70) grouped according to their rural-urban
status in 1960. Towns large enough to be called urban (2,500 or more
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people) 1960 grow by 8.1 percent. Places between-4,000 and 2,500
grew 9 percent. Those incorporated places under 1,000 grew 11.5
percent while the open emInto.. population grew 13.2 percent,

A major reason for the limited urbanization is the commuting of
it Jones-Laughlin employees. Over 80 percent4f them, as of.July-1972,

live outside Putnam ("minty. The commuter field has It radius of 42
air miles or 57 highwiiyAiles with a mean trip to work distance, of 19
bighivay miles. Workers come from 68 commonities within this com-
muter field of approximately 3,500 square Ales.

There is a very slight tendency for older, better educated, higher
status employees to commute shorter dislanees. Also we observe a
`very weak tendency for employees with higher incomes and greater
length of servior to travel longer distances:However, all fire of these
yariables,:together account for less than 1 percent of the observed
variation in commuting distance:

There is sonic evidence that the comninter. field is 'shrinking. 'that
is, the cominutek fell described above was even larker iii the first
year of operation it the Hennepin Works. Of those persoffs emeloYed
at the Hennepin Works in July.1972, who had .changed residence ..
since applying NI' ediployment Most had moved closer to the plant- .x'"

We alsoolserve(1 tluCt om 1969 to 1972 the proportion of plant
employees driving :30 or more miles to )vork +creased. Finally, the
nurnber of communities represented' in the work force declined from
79 eo 68 between 1969'and 1972. NIost of the reductiontinvdived conic
munities aver430 miles from the pi:invite. o 4

ng
The movement of large scale industry to rural areas raisessomie con-

cern for its effects on the organization of agriculture. Will the cpmpe-
tition for land and labor force the small operatorsto leave farming in
the lands of large enterprises which can benefit from economies.ol

, scale? 0i will the presence of off-farm employment allow smaller
operator:491K remain In farming by altering t he. typy of operation and
supplement, their farm income with off-farm work or ''perhaps supple-
ment full-time nonfarm work by farming? These and related issues
were examined by using questionnaire responses of farm operators in
our household surveys Awl secondary- source data such as the U.S".
Census Qt Agriculture.

The decline in numbers of arms that has characterized/rural social
change

and
the last several decades continued in both the experi-

mental and control reg,,ihns as well as throughout the State of Illinois.
However; the,rate of dehne fi'oni 1964-69 was somewhat faster in
Put Marshall, and Bureau Counties of tile experimental region
(17.1, 12.(3 and 9.2 respectively) than in the control c mity or the

--State (3.8 and 6.4 respectively). Since there was no' red ction in the
woportion of land devoted to farming one may infer th the average
arm size lilts, been increasing. Census of Agriculture statistics confirm

this.
From the fact that 'Average farm size is increasing while number of

farms is declining, it ,would be reasonable to presume that small
farms are being consolidated into larger farm enterprises. gait that is
only partially true. It iMlie case that the fastest growing category is
farms of 500 or more acres. However, the second fastest growing cate-
gory is farms under 10 acres. This is true throughout thii Sti.to of
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Illinois and in the counties of Putnam, Bureau, and LaSalle in the
experimental region. In Marshall County only the very 49,rge farms

-increased in nutnberi while in Iroquois County all had a positive
growth rate except those between 100 and 500 acres. In the latter
case the pattern is basically that of the State with the size of small
farms being somewhat larger perhaps due to local land use patterns.

Without question there has ken an increase in the proportion of
farm operators who work 1b0 'or more days off the farm. It is true in
all areas we examined. *newer, the change rate is approximately
10 percent, regardless of the level of off-farm work in 1964. By 1969
the level -was in the rangb of 24 to 37 percent for the areas studied.
This statistic, (100 or more dap: off -farm work) generally is taken as an
indication of part-time farming. Our household survey data support
this because there we found a substayelal portion of farm, operators
Who report an occupation other than farming as their primary job.

Capitalization of agriculture increased markedly between 1964-and
1969. Again, this is a continuation of experience in recent decades.
In 1969 the average value.of land' and buildings per farm ranged from
$11S.507 for the State of IllinMs to $164,414 in Putnam County where
the Jones-Laughlin facility is located. Also the greatest percent in-

,. crease in average capitalization between 1964 and 1969 Occurred in
Putnam County (72.4) while the lowest increase (37 percent) was in
Iroquois County, the control area.

These, and other findings, indicate that the impact of the industrial
development , on the farm enterprise and on the agricultural labor
force has been minimal. Trends of several decades duration have
continued and where impact is meaureable it appears to hasten the
rate of the existing trend.
H. Lea,dershii? structure

One of the potential indirect effects of rural-industrial development
is ,the disruption of established structures of local leadership. There
are numerous forms which change may take. if it tlecurs. We have
examined four potential forms of change: (1) The geographic base,
(2) degree of concentration, (3) extent of centralization. and (4) sta-
bility-. The findings are based upon analyses of nominations At local
leaders in the areas of government, business, and education made by
heads of households in our 1966 and 1971 surveys and by leaders
themselves in a 1972 mail survey. Only communities and townships
in the experimental region were included in these analyses.

If industrial development generates changes in where people work,
where they shop, where they live or patterns of neighboring, it is
reasonable to expect that the geographic bases of local leaders reputa-
tions way shift. Specifically, one might expect to find an expanding
geographic base of locaneadership. We found the predominant
pattern is that leaders do nut overlap township boundaries. Although
there is sonic overlap between townships, county lines are virtually
impermeable. In 1966 and 1971 business, education and government
leaders overlap township boundaries in PutnMn County. The general
form of the overlap is that several persons are leaders in all four
townships in the county, Thus, it appears that a county level leader-
ship structure may be meaningful in Putnam County. We found little
change meaningful in the patterns of geographic basis of leadership
between 1966 and 1971. Therefore, it appears that the introduction of
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the Jones-Laughlin plant has had little effect. en the. geographic base
'ofleadership.

'Concentration refers to the extent that leadeclip isaispersed among
many pelple or limited .to a very few. An index of concentration was
computed for each coinmunity (township)'in 1966 and 1971 for govern-
ment, 'business and education spheres. Only two townshis recorded
evidence of substantial change: S.enachwine in Putnam County and
Selby in Bureau County. The increased concentration in Senachwine
Township is attributable to the griming popularity of county .level
leaders in the Township. Selby Township underwent substantial
deconcentration in all three spheres of leadership examined. Tis
probably is attributable' to the closing of the New Jersey Zinc Corp.,
plant at DePue which appears to have seriously disrupted the leader-

.,

ship structure of Selby Township in all respects.
Centralization refers to the extent to which persons are nominated

as leaders in more than one sphere of decisionmaking. In this instance
the spheres are business, .ducation, and government.

Centralization was found to vary widely among townships in both
-1966 and 1971. However, there generally was a closer correspondence
between business and government than between either of them and
education. Educational leaders tended to have hmited.reputations as
business or government ,leaden. In 1966 business and government
overlap' was highest in Princeton Township follbwed by,Selby Town-
ship (both. in Bureau County) and Hennepin Township which includes
the village of Hennepin and the Jones-Laughlin plantsite. By 1971,
however, the order became Hennepin, Princeton, and Hall (Bureau
County). Hennepin Township had a substantial increase in centraliza-
tion while Selby Township (where New Jersey Zinc closed) experienced
a substantial decrease in centralization during the same time period.
It 'would appear that major shifts in economic activity have an effect
on centralization of leadership in the immediate locality, at leitit in
the short run.

Stability refers to` the extent to which persons who were nominated
ias leaders in 1966 retained their popularity in 1971. Stability coeffi-

cients were calculated for business, education, and goyernment leaders
in 19.66 and 1971 for all townships. Across the several communities
business leaders had the most stable structure followed by education
and then government leaders. Yet, substantial variation in stability
was found among communities.

Among the three spheres of leadership, business tended to be the
most stable. Princeton Township (Bureau County) ,had the most
stable bUsiness leadership structure followed by Granville Township
(Putnam -County). These two townships alse had the most stable
gover. 'nent leadership structures. Also Granville Township had the
most stable educational leadership structure.

In summary, Putnam County had a concentrated and centralized
leadership structure in 1966, prior tnthe industrial development..It,
remained quite stable through 1971 and incTeased in concentration
and centralization. -During. the same time, the closing of the New
Jersey' Zinc plant at DePue in Selby Township (Bureau CountY)
generated substantial instabilityin the leadership structure which
became less coeeenanted and less centralized. It would appear that
major shifts in economic activity have an effect on the centralization,

'00 c4,- 7
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Concentration, and stability of J lership structures in the immediate
locality, at least in the short run, but have little effect on the geo-
graphic base of leadership.
I. Income

While income certainly is not the only means of gauging the impact
of industrial development it is extremely important. Therefore, we
have given considerable attention to changes in income levels and its
distributional qualities. Income data were obtained from numerous
sources and predictably the exact dollar amounts for a given county
and year vary because of differences in the methods by which the
information, was collected. Therefore, we have searched the data for
patterns of change and attached minimal importance to the specific
dollar values in the vary data sources.

The overall assessment is that the level of income increased fister
in the experimental area than in the:control area, the increment in
rate presumably an effect of the industrial development. However,
it should be noted that the increment is not dramatic. In some data
sources the difference in growth rates was not significant statistically.
Yet, the general thrust of the various indicatorsdoes reflect an added
income growth in the experimental area.

There is also an, indication that the industrial development has
contributed to a reduction in the inequality of income. Both the
variance and )the coefficient of skewness were reduced in the experi-
mental region during the same time4they were increasing in the
control area. (Thus, if raising the level of income and reducing income
inequality I4e goals of rural development, it would appear that the
Jones-Laughlin development has contributed to their achievement.

however,: aggregate statistics often conceal important information
about segments of the population. Just because industrial develop-
ment benefits the area as a whale, one cannot conclude that everyone
has benefited equally. Industrial development introduces an in-
cyeased labor demand and flow of capital. It is reasonable to assume

individuals will differ in their ability to participate in the ex-
panded ecOrOnic activity; among them would be persons over 65
years of age, persons with less than high school education, women,
and persons not active in the labor market.

We find that these four categories of weak competitors have not
fared as Well as the community as a whole. On each of these dimensions
of competitive ability we found that the income gap between strong
and weak competitors increased between 1966 and 1971. However,
we found this.to be true in both regions. Thus, one must not attribute
the, increasing disparity to ,industrial development. It would be
appropriate to conclude that industrial development did not halt,
or even lessen, the continuing disparity between strong and weak
competitors in the economic system.

In, further analysis of the relation of these four variables to income
we found that the two most potent causal factors are sex and labor
force status. While both serve to mediate substantial portions of the
total effect of age, they also have a significant direct effect on income.

J. Trade patterns and economic dominance
Within any geographic region communities may be ordered

hierarchically in terms of their relative importance as trade centers

d .
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for the population within the region. Under .conditions of economic
growth it is reasonable to expect that the business Sector of each
community will attempt to maximize its share of the increase in
consumer activity. Clearly, the Jones-Laughlin development stimu-lated the economy of the experimental -egion. Assuming an arousal
of intercommunity competition for consumer purchases it seems
important to determine its impact on the dominance hierarchy of
trade centers within the region.

In 1966 heads of households were asked where they obtained avariety of _goods and services. Their responses identified 68 com-
munities. However, 10 trade centers accounted for 9'4 percent of all
reported purchases. These 10 communiti,.;s, were ranked according
to "the proportion of all choices each received. This same procedure
was repeated in 1971.

There is, of course, a very close correspondence between economic
dominance and community size in both years, larger towns being
more dominant. We found that among the 10 most prominent trade
center;, there was virtually no change from 1966 to 1971 in the hierarchy
of dominance. Princeton was the leading trade center for the region
in both years followed by La Salle-Peru, again in both years, etc.
Howevcr, we did find that some towns increased their share of the
total reported choices while others declined. Those increasing in
popularity as trade centers generally were the more dominant places
in 1966 and those weaker in 1966 tended to receive a smaller proportion
of the consumer activity in 1971. This haS been the plight of small
towns and villages as trade center's for several decades of courseand should not

villages
attributed to the local industrial development.

The important point is that the economic development brought to
the region by industry has not arrested this long-term trend.

In a related analysis welound a rather weak relationship between
place of residence and where goods and services are secured. As one
would expect, the smaller the place of residence, the weaker the rela-
tionship. Does this mean that one's sense of belonging to a community
(community identification) is eroded when economic activities often
are transacted outside one's community of residence? The evidence
overwhelmingly indicates that is not the case. Over 96 percent of the
heads of households chose their community of residence as their
community of identification. Where one secures consumer goods and
services appears to have very little influence on choice of community
to which one has a sense of belonging.
K. Public services and community satisfaction

It is reasonable to expect industrial development to increase the
demand for public services directly to the industrial facility and in-
directly to serve the needs and desires of an expanded and somewhat
altered population. The plant will require road construction, sewerage
and water extended to the site, and police and fire protection as
minimal public services. The demands of a growing and changing
population can take many forms too numerous to be listed --acre.
However, they surely include street and road repair and construction,
sewerage, water, police and fire protection, recreation, health care,
education, and welfare.

4. Ideally ope would hope to assess public demand for services in a
way that is independent of one's measurement of the public (govern-

), "
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mental) response to that demand. Yet, in practice it is usually difficult
and often impossible to objectively measure public demand. From

informationnformation available to us we have taken note of the increased
population within various political units and weighed this against
governmental expenditures on various types of public lervices and
statements of satisfaction with these same services by heads of house-
hold. This does not measure demand directly. However it does allow
one:to observe changes in governmental response and to assess changes
in the degree of satisfaction with that response.

We observe that local and county governments are spending more
money and employing more people in the delivery of public Services.
We also note that the per capita cost of delivery of services generally

-has increased from 1966 to 1971. However, much of this is due to
national inflationary trends during those years. We are unable to
discern any clear expenditure trends which discriminate between the
political units of the experimental area and those of the control area.

We find little evidence that population growth is associated with
the increased expenditures. Putnam County increased its population
by nearly 10 percent while no other county increased by more than
2 percent. Yet increases in public service expenditures in Putnam
County are similar to those of other counties except in police and
fire protection where it is somewhat higher. The relationship between
changes in these two variables is no clearer if one considers local
governments. Obviously, sustained population 'growth ust result
in increased public service expenditures as attested to by the experi-
ence of metropolitan governments. Yet it appears that the volume
of population growth associated with this industrial deirelopment has
not resulted in any clear pattern of increased governmental expendi-
tures for public services.

A word of caution is necessary. We are aware from field observation
that some political units in the experimental area have extended
services in response to population growth. But county and town
governments obviously have considered factors in addition to popula-
tion changes in their development of,buf!gets. In this matrix of factors
the increased demands resulting from population growth are not
sufficiently overriding that one can observe a pattern in expenditures
clearly attributable to population growth.

Although we observe no clear, direct effect of population change on
governmental expenditures it is reasonable to examine the level of
public satisfaction. with public services. A younger, better educated
population may be less satisfied with existing services than an older,
less educated one whose experiences predispose them to different
expectations. Similarly, an influx of persons from urban communities
and other parts of the Nation may bring with them expectations
which' existing services do not meet.

Whether for these reasons or others we dj observe that younger
persons are less satisfied with community services than older persons.
Similarly, persons who are residentially mObile are less satisfied.
We find also that persons who lived in the experimental area through-
out the development (1966-71) were more stable in their level of
,satisfaction than the community as a whole which had a slightly
lower ' vel of satisfaction in 1971 than in 106. We also found that
people living it larger towns were more se tisfied than village and
open country residents.
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There are predictable changes in satisfaction with community
services traceable to population changes accompanying the industrial
development. Perhaps, it is through raising the level of dissatisfaction
that population changes generate a response from the various political
units to substantially expand public services and/or improve their
quality. One note in this connection that we also observed assessed
valuation, both in total dollar value and per capita, rose more rapidly
in the experimental than in the control area. Thus, it would appear
that the tax support base has been strengthened by industrial develop-
ment and therefore governmental units may be capable of responding
to the rising dissatisfaction with community services.
L. Economic activities

The impact of Jones & aughlin on the economic system of the
experimental region can be fiewed from the perspective of two kinds
of secondary data: That revealing changes in productive capacity and
that concerning changes in resources controlled by the population in
the region.

The manufacturing sector. Very significant changes can be observed
in this sector of the economy of the experimental region! Manufacturing
now accounts for approximately 70 percent of the number of employees
and 80 percent of the wages covered by Illinois Unemployment
Compensation in Putnam County. This is obviously a dramatic new
resource in a county which had no manufacturing. a decade ago
(tables A, B). The growth is in marked contrast to. the pattern of
surrounding counties in which the number of employees in manufac-
turing has remained almost constant or has declined slightly since 1966
and wages have increased by only a third to a htilf.

Above average, but relatively small increases in wages and number
of employees in manufacturing can also be observed in the control
region.

However, there is not a great deal of evidence that the growth in
manufacturing has stimulated comparable growth in other sectors of
the economy. An "industrial complex" has not, thus far, been the
consequence of industrialization, even though two or three other small
plants have located in Putnam County since J. & L.'s arrival.

Nonmanufacturing sectors.The picture of what has happened in
the other economic sectors varies somewhat according to the source
of data. For example, County Business Patterns data reveals that the
sectors in order by degree of growth from 1966-70 would be: (1)
Services, (2) transportation and public utilities. (3) finance, real
estate, and insurance, (4) wholesale trade, and (5) retail trade. Putnam
County, according to this data, experienced exceptional growth in both
number of employees and payrolls in comparison to the surrounding
counties, the control region, and the state, particularly in services and
transportation and public utilities.

However, when Illinois Unemployment Compensation data are used,
the ranking in growth in the various sectors in Putnam County from
1967-72 would be: (1) Contract constructions, (2) wholesale and
retail trade, (3) finance, real estate, add insurance, (4) transportation,
communication, and public utilities, and (5) service.

Although both sources of data leave something to be desired in
completeness of coverage, the Illinois State data probably gives a
more accurate assessment of growth patterns.
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Two observations on the growth pattern are necessary. First, the
growth in all nmunanufacturing sectors of the economy are very
small in comparison to the growth in the manufacturing sector.

Second, the growth has not been steady across the years for all
sectors. That is, the contract construction at.d .finance, real estate,
and insurance sectors have shown sonic tendency to exhibit a sharp
rise in response to the initial industrial location and building, but
slowed down significantly in their growth after that. The trade, trans-
portation, utilities, and communication sectors have shown a more
steady growth across the years. The service sector shows growth,
but it,is not exceptional in comparison to other countries or the State
where it has been the leading growth sector for the last few years.
The likelihood that growth in this sector was stimulated in Putnam
County by industrial growth is not high since this sector has a strong
growth pattern throughout the State.

Thus, the introduction of a primary metalsAind of industry into
a region may follow the pattern of producing short-run growth in the
sectors of the economy most directly needed in initial building
contract construction. and financingbut that growth cannot be
sustained without the emergence of a full industrial complex. Con-
sistent growth may be produced, however, in the transportation and
trade sectors of the economy which aee needed for the operations of
a viable industrial plant.

Trade sector in more retail.The State of Illinois Retailer's Occu-
pation Tax Reports furnish some further insight into the impact of
industrial development on the economy. The primary advantage of
the data is that it is reported on a community basis as well as county.
The overall impression gained from the data is that the impact of
J. & L. on retail trade has been quite localized to the towns less than
10 miles from the plantsite (Granville, Hennepin, and Bureau Junc-
tion). Communities further from J. & L. but on rather direct com-
muting lines (Mark, Standard, McNabb, Magnolia in Putnam County
and De Pue, Seatonville, and Dalzell in Bureau Cohnty) do not
demonstrate any consistent positive ,wrowth in retail trade that would
be accounted for by the industrial development. Any effects it may
have on larger communities in the regions, which supply personal
and other resources for the Hennepin Works are thoroughly hidden
by the internal economic system of those communities.

In particular, then, Hennepin has demonstrated significant growth
in those areas of trade which were well established in the community
general merchandise and miscellaneous retail. Granville, on the other
hand, has exhibited a tendency to expand its trade operations. Furni-
ture, home, radio, drinking and eating places, miscellaneous retail
and general merchandise outlets have been the Most active growth
areas in the Granville trade structure. All are relatively new. The most
important (largest) and more traditional trade operationsauto
services, filling stations, food, Itunber, building and hardwood
supplieshave also done well in the last four years.

However, we should reiterate that beyond these two communities;
the impact of Jones & Laughlin on trade operations has not bees
dramatic.

31-804-74-3
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Given that the objectives of the Economic Development Adminis-
tration are: (1) To create employment opportunities, (2) to raise
income levels, and (3) to improve the quality of life in those economi-
cally lagging regions of the Nation, nearly all of which are rural: the
findings of this research project suggest several policy implications.

Clearly, Federal intervention to stimulate and encourage the flow
of capital to rural areas in the form of industrial development is
defensible as a means for achieving the policy goals established for
EDA by Congress. Industrial development does result in more jobs and
1,;g,her incomes for some rurai citizens. It serves as a stabilizing in-
ituence on the population by arresting the long standing trend of
decline. It also appears to have a stabilizing influence on the local
economy. Moreover, the extensive industrial development which we
have examined does not lead to major disruptions in social and eco-
nomic systems of the host region, at least in the short run. Similarly,
extensive urbanization does not inevitably follow industrial
development.

Defensible though it is, rural industrial development is not a pan-
acea for all ills of rural areas. The introduction of large industry into
small towns and rural areas does not benefit equally all segments of
the host population. Some presumed benefits were not observed at
all. And perhaps most importantly, processes of change are set in
motion which have the potential of generating long-term local adjust-
ment demands which existing EDA and other Federal programs prob-
ably are unprepared and ill-equipped to support.

The eligibility criteria of areas for EDA support are such that
industrial development may render a region, or an area, ineligible
precisely when support is needed to expand infrastructures, in the
narrow sense, as an outgrowth of the deve..pment. Therefore, a provi-
dent use of public funds for development would provide for the short-
run social overhead costs of industrial development after the fact of
development. This is in contradistinction to building streets, sewers,
houses, schools, and similar local infrastructures with the hope of
attracting industrial development.

Nevertheless, it is also provident use of public funds to invest in
the development of infrastructures in the broadest sense. Development
of human resources, such as education does help attract industry to a
region. For example, this was a factor in the Jones-Laughlin Corp.
decision. Moreover, the presence of labor with marketable skill levels
no doubt was an important factor in reducing out-migration when
industry located in the region.

Similarly, the presence of well developed intercommunity all-
weather highways and roads permitted the absorption of an increased
labor force without significantly affecting the level of urbanization.
We are aware, of course, that a policy of developing the transportation
infrastructure within rural regions is inconsistent with the growth cen-
ter policy of EDA. If one wishes to encourage growth only in growth
centers,centers, it is undesirable to have a good highway system linking vil-
lages and dispersed farmsteads with the growth center. Only growth
centers should be so linked, thus encouraging residential development
within or very near to the growth centers.
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The present EDA policy of requiring multicounty development
planning is a wise and necessary one in view of the evidence that
impacts, of plant location are diffused over a large geographic area.
While the impacts appear to affect the host county more noticeably in
some respects, the overall impact is a dispersed one. Industrial develop-
ment is a multicounty regional rather than a community phenomenon.
Hence, planning and program efforts should be executed in a manner
consistent with this reality.

The diffusions of impact calls into question the wisdom of the com-
bined "worst first" and "growth center" policies of EDA. In the regicin
studied there are no towns large enough to qualify as growth centers.
Similarly, the economic conditions of the region prior to industrial
development would disqualify it under the "worst first" policy. Yet,
the region clearly has benefited from industrial development. Both
its economic and popalation situations have been moved in a direction
consistent with stated goals of EDA, rural development, and the
balanced growth policy. Therefore, from the standpoint of national
welfare, one must ask whether it would not be a more provident use
of public funds to invest in those rural areas of the Nation which have
existing resourceshuman, economic, or physicalthat can be
developed to a level of self-sustained growth with a minimum of
public investment. The "worst first" policy may be in the long run a
"cost most" policy. No doubt the "worst first" policy has considerable
political marketability. But the resulting political benefits to certain
members of Congress may come at considerable cost to the Nation.

It is clear that one of the many national needs is a more balanced
population distribution in order to achieve greater equality of life
among the various regional, racial, and ethnic segments of our society.
Toward this end, the National Goals Research Staff suggested three
strategies that are available to the Nation: (1) To spread the pop-
ulation by encouraging growth in sparsely settled rural areas, (2) to
encourage an increased concentration of population in small cities in
nonmetropolitan rams, i.e., growth centers, and .0) create new towns.
Although some effort has been devoted to the creation of new towns,
such as Reston, Va., the overwhelming commitment has been to
growth centers.

Encouragement of growth in sparsely settled rural Areas has bean
dismissed as being too .costly. Growth centers are favored on the
argument that they take advantage of the economies of scale and of
agglomeration. The cost of providing public services and urban
amenities to sparsely- settled rural populations would be prohibitive
it is maintained. No doubt that is true if one, has in mind rural areas
such as those of western Kansas and Nebraska or the high plains of
Wyoming and Montana. But it is certainly less valid for those rural
areas where extensive transportation education and other basic infra-
structures already exist.. And there are rather ligge segments of rural
America where that is the case. With the excePon of Appalachia, it
is true of virtually all rural areas east of the Mississippi River.

The analysis we report here describes the consequences of industrial
development in a sparsely settled rural area with extensive infra-
structure development. The results of our analysis indicate that
public service delivery requires no greater per capita expenditure

J to 4
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than exists in growth centers. While the quality of services and their
accessibility may be somewhat less than m many urban -places, one
must also note that public satisfaction with services was quite- high.
Therefore, the dismissal of "sparsely settled rural areas'', as a strategy
for balanced growth seems premature. On the basis of our analysis, we
believe that rural areas with developed infrastructures are viable
sites for industrial development and would maintain that they should
be incorporated into development programs along with growth centers
and now towns.

Both our data analysis and field observationi suggest the need
for training programs designed for local leaders of communities and
counties where indiistry has located. Ideally, this should occur prior
to the actual construction of facilities. Further, the knowledge im-
parted by such programs for leaders needs to be disseminated to the
local populus. We bellow the local leadership has greater credibility
as communicators than State or Federal Government agents. There-
fore, our recommendation is to focus such informational efforts initially
on local loaders who then may act as informational sources in a two-
step process of communication. Our experience suggests the following
topics should be incorporated in such programs: Delivery of public
services, residential development, local sources of financing, zoning,
land control, environmental control, employment, multiplier effects
on local business and investment, public expectations, population
changes, and community satisfaction.

Finally, our analysis points out the need for systematic efforts to
protect those members of the community who are weak economics
competitors, specifically, persons over 65 years of age, females, and
persons not in the labor force. While industrial development increased
the overall level of income and reduced income inequality in the ag-
gregate, we found that the income gap between strong and weak coin-
petitors continued to widen in spite of the aggregate improvement in
income.

Our analysis revealed that sex and labor force status were the two
most potent causal factors in income inequality among the rural
populations we studied. Both servo to mediate substantial portions
of the overall effect of ago. In addition, they also have a significant
direct effect on income. The observed effects of sex are larguly inde-
pendent of age, education, and labor force status. The most plausible
explanation for this fact is discriminatory wage and salary policies and
the continuation of traditional sex role categorizations in hiring prac-
tices. Efforts to reduce the influetu of sex on income inequality should
be directed toward the elimination of such discriminatory practices.
From a public cost standpoint, this is fortunate since minimal ex-
penditure of public monies is needed. Rather, stricter enforcement of
existing employment and wage and salary regulations is in order as a
first step in reducing the effect of sex on income.

Reducing the effect of labor force status on income inequality
undoubtedly will be more costly to the public and more difficult to
achieve. There persists the value position that one's right to consume
(income) is legitimated by one's work. Thug, there is much public
resistence to programs which would achieve quality of income by
increasing payments to persons not in the labor force even though there
are numerous reasons why persons are unemployed including lack of
marketable skills, ill health (physical and mental) and retirement. The
public, may be more willing to relinquish the legitimation principle for
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some reasons of unemployment than for others. Thus, a partial
reduction in the effect of labor force status may be achieved by
programs designed to aid specific groups of persons not in the labor
force, a strategy already- being pursued.

Yet, such a piecemeal approach is a difficulty in itself. The range
of efforts required are -as numerous as the reasons for persons not
being in the labor force. A monumental input of effort and money
would be necessary to achieve adjustments such that, inequality of
income wotild be eliminated or significantly reduced. Coordination
and enforcement of such a multifaceted programmatic effort would be
extremely costly. Thus, public cost may be minimized in the long run
by a unified programmatic effort such as the negative income tax or
the guaranteed annual income.

The comments in this section of the report are intended as a state-
ment of policy implications which we believe flow from our analysis
of industrial development in one rural area of the Nation. The estab-,,
lishment of public policy goals and programs to achieve such goals is
a political decision which is not ours alone to determine. Yet, we hope
that these statements will serve as an input to that political process.

FURTHER RESEARCH NEEDS

Our 5 year "case-study" of the construction of a steel mill in rural
Illinois and our review of similar case studies has convinced us that a
macro-perspective and a more inclusive data serare needed to develop
a better understanding of the impacts of industrial development in
rural areas.

Such an effort would begin with the selection of a sample of States
stratified by region. Within each State included in the sample, appro-
priate State agencies for business and economic development would
be contacted in order to identify all plant sitings in the State over
a specified number of years, perhaps since 1960. For each siting thus
identified, one would construct an array of data including characteris-
tics of the industry which located and demographic, economic, and
social parameters of the host county and contiguous counties. Per-
tinent industry data should be available through the State agency
for development or from the industry directly. County level demo-
graphic, economic, and social data are available from Federal, State,
and county published records,

From such a matrix which incorporates industry and community
(county) data, it would be possible to derive a much needed description
of the functional relations between ty pe and size of industry and
community parameters which emerge under conditions of industrial
development. While case studies benefit our understanding in several
respects, a comparative analy sis is essential to our fuller understanding
of industrial development. A research effort such as described here is
essential and feasible within the limits of a modest research budget
since the necessary data are available through published sources and
from State agencies.

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

The activities of personnel involved in this research project have
been almost exclusively data analysis and report writing. Virtually all
data essential to the proposed analyses were collected previously under
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the sponsorship of grants from the University of Illinois Graduate
Research Board and the National Institute of Mental Health.During July 1972, data were collected from the personnel files of the.Jones- Laughlin Corp. Hennepin Works. The data obtained were notidentified with the names of individual employees. Rather, they wereaggregated to permit analyses of plant work force characteristics and
commuter patterns. Throughout the period of this grant we have
continued assembling data from published local, State, and Federal
statistical reports which provided the basis for much of the analysis

:summarized in this final report.
Finally, both Profs. Gene F. Summers and Frank Clemente pre-sented sele d aspects of our analy sis to professional association

meetings and onferences attended by citizens involved in rural indus-
trial develop ent.

Even thou h support from the± Office of Economic Research,
Economic De elo ment Administration terminated August 31, 1973,
the preparation of manuscripts reporting the results of analysis will
continue.' Several manuscripts are presented under review by pro-
fessional journals and other manuscripts are in the final drifting
stages, including two monograph-length manuscripts (see section VII).

The proposed review and synthesis of case studies of rural industrial
development impacts 1945-70 was not completed. Fortunately, that
effort is continuing with the financial support of the Department of
Rural Sociology, College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, The
University of Wisconsin-Madison. A final report on that aspect of our
research effort is expected by June 30, 1974.

) ti



CURRENT SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITY 1

[By Claude C. Hares, Economist, Economic DeVelopment Division]

The U.S. economy is rapidly shifting from its historical dominance
by manufacturing, agriculture and other goods-producing industries
to an increasing ascendency of service-performing activities. Never-
theless, manufacturing continues to supply about 25 percent of the
Nation's total jobs, an equivalent share of income, and measured by

the final value of sales, nearly 50 percent of GNP.
In keiping with the rural industrialization theme of the conference,

two maps were specially prepared to identify the hundreds of small
city, small town, and entirely rural communities that not only have
sizable industrial bases but in which new plant locations and ex-
pansions added sorely needed employment and income in recent
years. The two maps also show an almost equally large .number of
localities that have very little,in the,way of present day industrial
activity and limited prospects for industrialization.

As a prelude to the evaluation of the contributions of rural in-
dustrialization to community, or small-area development and economic
well-being, a brief exploration is first nude of the respective roles
of manufacturing, relative to farming, _service, and other industries
in national, regional, and metro- nonmetro area economies.

In the concluding section of the paper the emphasis is twofold:
First, an appraisal is made of the factors contributing to or detracting
from increases in the production of food; apparel, and other items
in industrial growth counties. Second, a brief examination is made
of the possibilities for enlarging outdoor recreation and related uses,
together with other alternatives for tural development in the many
other countries with few opportunities for industrialization.

HIGHLIGHTS

For the United States as a whole, nearly 3 million Tn..re workers
had manufacturing jobs in March 1970 than in 1960. More than 14
million nonfarm wage and salary jobs, exclusive of manufacturing,
were added in the 1960's. Farm employment declined by 1.4 million,
and mining jobs by nearly, 100,000.

The South contributed better than 5u percent ,,of the additions
nationally in manufacturing employment in the 1960-70 period, with
the North Central region acccninting for more than another 25percent.
The South also led in the formation of new nonmanufactunn,g jobs.

Rural and partly rural counties gained manufacturing jobs at a

An enlargement and revision of an oral presentation of maps and supporting tables at
the Conference on Problems and Potentials of Rural Industrialisation, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Ind., July 11-13,1972.
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rate of 4.6 percent annually between-1959 and 1969, or more than
double the ratio in the metro units. Nearly 900,000 manufacturing
workers were added, together with almost another 500,000 in the
remaining nonmetro counties. This brought the nonmetro share oftotal U.S. 111/1,1111ftlallring employment .up from 21 percent in 1959
to 23 percent 10 years later.

About 800,000 of the 900,000 increase between 1959 .and 1969 in
manufacturing workers in rural-oriented units was concentrated in
partly rural (small city and town) counties. The entirely rural counties
contained three-fourths of the nonmetro units with fewer than 100
manufacturing workers in 1969, along with a high proportion of the
counties in which there was either little increase or a loss in manu-
facturing employment from 1959 to 1969.

The nonmetropolitan counties that not only had sizable industrial
bases in 1969, but gained substantial numbers of manufacturing
jobs, in the 1960's were concentrated in and along the Great Lakes
Industrial Belt and the Upper Southeast,- and in scattered growth
nodes in the Northeast, Lower Southeast, Midsouth, and the Far
West.

The nonmetro counties that have very little present-day industrial
activity and that added little, or actually lost, manufacturing em-
ployment in the Fast decade or so occupied extensive areas in the
Groat Plains and ntermountsin regions, and highly rural and out-
of-the-way s in Upper New England, the Upper Lakes States,
,Central Appalach a, the" Lower Southeast, Midsouth, and the Far
West.

TABLE 1.EMPLOY ENT MIX: MANUFACTURING AND OTHER SOURCES, UNITEDSTATES,
MARCH 1960 AND 1970

Sector and industry

AB
Manufacturing
Nonmanufacturing
Nonfarm wage and sal ry

Exclusive of menu acturing
Other goods-prod cing

Nonfarm $
Constr ion.
Mining.

Farm -
Service- performs g

Wage and salary
Private industries..., .

Trade
Service groups
FIRES

Government
Other nonfarm&

TCU 3-

Employment
(thousands) 1960-70 increase Share (portent)

4

1970 1%0

10-year
number Annual

hou- . rate
'sands) (percent) 1970 Gain 1960

81, 670
19, 811
61.859
70, 395
50, 584
7.030
3, 778
3,173

605
3, 252

50.375
42, 352
29, 536
14,680
11.260
3,596

12,816
&023
4,454

66, 010
16, 899
49,111
53,110
36, 211
7,773
3, 120
2, 429

691
4,653

37, 328
29,081
20,693
11,029
7.068
2,596
8,388
8.247
4,010

15; 660
2.912

12,748
17, 285
14, 373
743

658
744
86

1, 401
13.047
13, 271

8, 843
3,651
4,192
1,000
& 42$
224

444

2.4
1.7

°- 2.6
3.3
4.0

1.0
2. 1
3.1

1.2*
3.0

3. 5
4.6
4.3
3.3
5.9
3.9
5.3.3
1.1

100
24
76
86
62

9
5
4
1
4
2 ''

52
36
18
14
4

16
10
5

100
19
81

110
915

4
5L

-9
83
84
56
23
27
6

281
3

100
26
771.

81
55
12
5
4
1
7

56
44
31
16
11
4

13
12
6

Adapted froniState'employment security agency estimates.
I Private wage and salary only (other nonfarm component included with services).
a Finance, insurance. and real estate industries.
4 Self-employed, private household workers, and unpaid family help.
& Transportation, communwebon, and utilities industries.

,a
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TABLE 2.--EMPUTYMENT MIX: MANUFACTURING AND OTHER SOURCES, MAJOR GEOGRAPHIC SESSIONS, MARCH

1970 s

!Numbers other than "Percent" are in thousands)

4.
Sector and industry

1970 employment

Northeast' North central South West

Number

U.S.
share
(per-
cent) Number

U S.
share
(per-
cent) Number

U S.
share
(per
cent) Number

U S.
share
(per-
cent)

AI 20,566 2S 22,994 28 2e, A.37 30 13,673 17

Manufacturing 5 785 29 9,444 .s3 5,175 26 2,407 12

Nomads:turn% 14, 781 24 16, 550 27 19, 262 31 11.266 18

Nonfarm wage and salary 18.578 26 19, 926 28 20, 174 29 11, 717 17

Exclusive of manufacturing : 12, 793 25 13,482 27 14, 999 30 9,310 18

Other goods-producing 972 14 2,006 29 2,842 40 1,210 17

lionfarm_r 741 20 885 23 1,481 39 671 18

Co action 694 22 781 25 1,151 36 547

1Mining
Farm

47
231

8
7

104
1.121

17
34

330
1, 361

55
42 539 1ib%

Service-performing 12,642 25 13,331 27 15.132 - 30 9.270 18

Wage and salary 10,885 26 11,384 27 12, 230 29 7, 853 18

Private industries 8, 035 27 8.062 27 8,169 28 5, 270 18

Trade 3,674 25 4.210 29 4,231 29 2,565 17

Service groups 3,217 28 2,950 26 2,999 27 2,094 19

Fires' 1,144 32 902 25 939 26 611 17

Government 2, 850 22 3, 322 26 4.061 32 2, M 20

Other nonfarm' 1,757 22 1,947 24 2,902 .36 1,417, 18

TCU $ 1, 167 26 1, 213 27 1.288 29 p 786 1$

Adapted from Sttie employment security agency estimates.
a Private wage and salary only (other nonfarm component included with services).
a Finance, insurance, and real estate industries.
4 serfemployed, private household workers, and unpaid family help. 4:1

a Transportation, communications, and utilities industries.

THE NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

With nearly 20 million workers in March 1970 (table 1) Mann-
fLturing supplied more than 5 million greater employment oppor-
tunities than the second largest employerwholesale mid retail
trade. Almost 3 million more workers had manufacturing jobs' than
in March '1960. Even so, at a rate of gain of only 1.7 percent per year,
manufacturing's shire' of total U.S. employment fell from 26 to 24
percent in the 10-year period.

.

At an increment annually of 4 percent, more than 14 million non-
farm wage and salary jobs exclusive of those in manufacturing were
added in the 1960's. Expressed as a ratio of total employment, the
increase was from 55 percent in 1960 to 62 Dement 10 years later.

Because the const*uuo:;.in iudustry added employment at a consider..
ably higher annual rate-3.1 percentthan manufacturing, construe- .
tion jobs expanded by approximately three-quarters of a million, a
gain equivalent to about 25 percent of the increase in manufacturing
employment. The farm work force declined by 1.4 million, 9nd there
were losses of nearly 100,000 mining and more than 200;000 other
nonfarm jobs between 1960 and 1970. Less than a alf-million jobs
were added in the TCU industries.2

Within the service sector, employment for wages and salaries in
private nonfarm industries enlarged by nearly 9 millionan Mere-
mont sufficing to increase the component's share of U.S. employment
from 31 to 36 percent. For the government component, additions
aggregated well over 4 million, accompanied by an expansion in the
ratio of total employment from 13 percent in 1960 to 16 percent in
1970.

Transportation, communications, and utilities groups.

"I Q.
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TAKE 3.-CHANOE IN EMPLOYMENT MIX: MANUFAC)URING ANDOTHER SOURCES, MAJOR GCOGRAPNCC REGIONS
MARCH 1960-711

Seder and Industry

All
Manulacksneg ' :
Nonmend.cturini... ... -- .

--. Nonfarm vele and wilitl-
Enchant et manufactur-

ing
.Other -producing

NoidbmS
Cen retroction
Minim. - - -

Farm . _
Service-performina._

Wsgs and salary
Plinth industries

Trade
*ma amps..
Fin*

Other nodarm 4
TClit

1960-70 Moose

Northeest North-aintral South West
10-yr

number
(tilmt;

sand

Annual 10-yr
nti number

(per- - , (thou-
cent) c: sand)

Annul
rate

(per.
cent)

10-yr
number

(thou-
sand)

Annual
rate

(per-
cent)

10-yr
uumber
(thou-
sand)

Annual
rate

(per-
cent)

2.800 1 .t 3,658 1.9 5,587 3.0 3,615 3,6136 824 1.5 1, 490 4.0 462 2.42.664 2.. 2,834 2.1 4.097 2.7 3,153 3.93,200 2.1 4,346 2.8 6,165. 4.4k 3,574 4.4
3,064 3. I 3.522 3. 5 N, 675 4.5 3, 112 5.0-38 -.4 -385 -t. 6 -270 -.9 -50 -.4102 1.6 168 2.3 335 2.9 53 .9127 2. 2 186 3. I - 380 4.9 , 51 1.0-25 -3.5 -111 -1.5 -45 -1.2 2'--140 -3.8 -553 -3.3 -605 -3.1 -103

.2
-1.62.661 2.7 3,177 3.1 4,153 3. 1 3,056 4.92, 921 3.7 3.312 4.1 '4, 126 5.1 2,912 5.92.034 34 2,195 3.7 2,683 4.9 1,931 5.8731 2.5 366 3.0 1,174 3.8 780 4.41.052 4.9 1,010 5.2 1,203. 6.7 927 7.9251 2.8 219 3.2 306 4.8 224 5.8087 4 5 1,117 5.1 1, 443 5.5 981 6.1-260 -1.3 -135 -.6 ' 27 .1 144 1.141 .4 42 ' .4 214 2.0 147 2.3

I Adapted hoth State employment security agency estintates.' Pnyete wage nd salary only (other peril_ a(m component Included With services).
I finance, mutinies. and real estate industries,
4 Sett's* sd, private household workers. and unpaM leanly help.

Transportmths, communications. and utilities industries.

REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT ALLOCATIONS

.t The North Central region accounted for 33 percent of U.S. manu-
tacturing employment in 1970 (table 2), or somewhat more than the
29 percedt in the The, South had 26 percent and the West
thelemaining 12 percent. -

Nonmanufacturing. activities were considerably more important
than manufacturing in .the economies of the South and West than in
the other two inlifor geographic' regions.

COntrastoed, with 26 percent ot 1970 Manufacturing ,.mployment,
the South 'had 36 percent of U.S: construction lobs,- 55 percent of
mining epploymerft, 42 percent of the farm work force, 32. percent
of government workers, and 36 percent of other nonfarm employment.
(With 12 percent of 1970 manufacturing eniployme the West's,

share of jbb opportunities in nontnanufacturing ran Com 17 per4
cent of U.S. employment in constr'betion, faming: ad,, and the
FIRE industries to 20 percent in mining and goverpment.8

.Regional shiftg.,in employment patter)'8 in the .1960's
T.tiv rate of gain in manufacturing employMent in the 10-year

perk! ending*Mareh 1970ranged from 4 prrt.Int per year in the
'South 0.2perczntannually in the Northeast (table 3). The addition
of netkily 1.5 million manufacturingjobs the South made tip slightly
bettor than one-half 14 the national increase. The North Central
region accounted for another 800,000-plus employment opportunities
in manufacturing, or more than an additional one-fourth of the total

gain. s

The FIRE Induatrlee consist of the dnance. "Laurance, and real estate groups.. 1.

fl;
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At' 4.9 percent per year, Ole gain in construction employment in
the South stood out from anmtal mcrements, including the 3.1 percent
yearly increase in the North Central region. Although the West added
,construction workers at a slaw pace (1 percent annually), the per-
.centage decline, particularly, in farm employment was under reduc-
tions m the other three regions, and a small increase took place in
mining jobs.

In the service-performing industries, additions to wage and salary
employment in the private sector ranged from 5.8 percent in the West
to 3.4

jobs
in the Northeast: The annual rate of gain in govern-

ment obs ranged from 6.1 to 4.5 percent, again in the same regional
orderWeit, South, North Central, and Northeastas the overall
shifts in employment depicted by table 3.

All in all, regional differences in job growth in the 1960's were
reflected in modest increases in the South's and West's contributions
to U.S. employment, paralleled by offsetting reductions in the North-
east and North Central regions.

METRO NONMETRO AREA DIFFERENTIALS

An annual rate of gain of 3.4 percent in the 1960's in manufactUring
employment in the Nation's rural and other nonmetropolitan counties
(table 4) was reflected in an increase of about 1% million manufactur-
ing lobs, and an expansion from 22 to 25 percent in the nonmetro
share of the U.S. total.

At a yearly rate of gain'of 4.8 percent, the nonmetroSouth added
approximately three - quarters of a million manufacturing jobs in the
1960's. This represented more than half the regional gain, and about-
one-fourth of the expansion in manufacturing employment nationally..
The nonmetro counties of the North Central region contributed
another 400,000 manufacturing workers or an additional one-eighth
of the U.S. increase.

A nonmetro rate of increase of 4.4 percent annually in construction
jobs was translated into an addition of about 200,000 construction
workers and an expansion from 19 to 21 percent in the nonmetro
sh.tv, of total U.S. employment in-the construction industry between
190 nd 1970:

The pace of the buildup of wage and salary jobs in the service-
performing industries was particularly rapid in the metro areasa
reflection of the tremendous increases occurring in employment in
business, health, education, and other fast-growing services, particu-
larly in the South and West. Nonetheless, an expansion of service-

. oriented wage and salary = employment at a rate of 4 percent annually
in nonmetro counties was indicative of the substantial progress being
made in upgrading services and facilities in many small cities, small
towns, and entirely rural communities throughout the United States.

The concentration of most of the reduction in farming and mining
jobs in nonmetro areas was a key factor in the spread between metro -
nonmetro increases in total employro.t.t shown by table 4.

MANUFACTURTNO ACTIVITY IN RURAL AND OTHER METRO-NONMETRO
COUNTIES

The 2,613 nonmetro counties (table 5) added manufacturing
jobs at a rate of. 4 percent annually between 1959 and 1969an
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increment about, double an increase of 2.1 percent per year- in th
486 metro units representing a net addition of nearly 1.rt milli
manufacturing workers, or 34 percent of the U.S. increase, the no
metro share of total manufacturing employment rose from 21 percent
in 1959 to 23 percent 10 year's later.

,The 261 lesser urban counties, that is, nonmetro units having a
multicenter or composite urban population of 25,000 or more in 1970,
gained manufacturing jobs at an annual pace (3.3 percent) sufficient,
merely to maintain the subgroup's share of U.S. manufacturingcom,
plovment at 9 percent.

In contrast, the 2,352 rural and partly rural counties, at a yearly
rate of gain of 4.6 percent, added nearly 900,000 manufacturing jobsin the 10-year period, enough to make up 22 percent of the total
increase of approximately 4 million manufacturing workers nationally,
and to expand the subgroup's share from 12 to 14 percent.
TABLE 4.-EMPLOYMENT MIX: MANUFACTURING AND OTHER SOURCES, NONMETRO RELATIVE TO METRO AREAS, .

UNITED STATES, MARCH 1960 AND 1970s

Area, sector and industry

Employment 1960-70 increase Share

1970
(thou
sand)

1960
(thou-
sand)

10-yr
number
(thou-°
sand)

Anna%
rate

(percent)
1970 1960

(percent) (percent)

Nonmetro
Manufacturing
Nonmanufacturing
Nonfarm wage and salary.-- . ...., .

Exclusive of manufacturing - -

Other goods-producing
Nonfarm'

Construction

Farm - - .
Serviceperforming

Wage and salary
Private industries..,..., ........

Trade

-..

.

21, 202
4, 904

16, 298
16,188
11, 284

3, 487
1,055

679
376

2.432
11.942
9,360
5, 701
3,095

18, 450
3, 650

14, 800
12, 130
8, 480
4, 473

922
473
449

3,551
9, 474
6,705
4, 198
2,443

2, 752
1, 254
1, 498
4,058
2, 804
-986

133
206
-73

-1,119
2, 468
2,655
1, 503

652

1.5
3.4
1.0
3.3
3.3

-2.2
1.4
4.4

-1.6
-3.2

2.6
4.0
3, 6
2.7

26
25
26
23
22
50
28
21
62
75
24
22
19
21

28
22
30
23
23
58

.30
19
65
76
25
23
20.
22Service groups... ... .,,..,_ 2, 118 1, 397 721 5.2 19 20

Fire s .... .. ..... --_-_- , ... .. ,, 488 358 130 3.6 14 14Government ... .... ... ,,- - ...... 3, 659 2,507 1,152 4.6 29 30Other nonfarm' . k, 582 2, 769 -187 -.7 32 34TCU s 869 853 16 .2 20 21Metro s . .. 60. 468 47, 560 12, 908 2.7 74 72Manufacturing - , - - ,, 14,907 13, 249 1, 658 1.3 75 78Nonmanufacturing,
trionfarm wage and salary ........... ... ..

45, 561
54,207

34, 311
40,980

11, 250
13,227

3.3
3.2

74
77

70
77Y Exclusive of manufacturing - .,,. 39.300 27, 731 11,569 4.2 78 77Other goods-producing. ,..,... --- -, 3,543 3,300 243 .7 50 42

2.723 2,198 525 2.4 72 70Construction . ..,,. , , .. ..... . 2. 494 1,956 538 2.8 79 81Mining 229 242 -13 -.5 38 35Farm r.: 820 1,102 -282 -2.6 25 24.

Service-performing., - - , 38,433 27, 854 10, 579 3.8 76 75Wage and uteri -_ - --,...-:- -: . : ....... 32. 992 22, 376 10, 616 4.7 78 77Private industries , , 23.1135 16,495 7.340 4.4 81 80Trade - 11,58511, 585 4, 586 2,999 3.5 79 78
Service groups - 9. 142 5,671 3, 471 6.1 81 80Fire s 3, 108 2, 238 870 3.9 86 86Government .... : ... .... ......, 9.157 5, 881 3,276, 5.6 71 70Other nonfarm 4 . 5, 441 5, 478 -37 -.1 68 66ICU s 3,585 3, 157 428 1.4 80 79

Adapted from State employment security agency estimates.
a Private wage and salary only (other nonfarm component included Nith services).

Finance, insurance, and real estate industries.
Selfemployed, private household worNers, and unpaid family help.

"Transportation, communications, and utilities industries.
Metro areas consist essentially of standard metropolitan statistical area designations Jan. 7, 1972.
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TABLE 5.MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT; RURAL AND OTHER METRO-NOPIMETRO COUNTIES, UNITED STATES

1959-691

Clasi and subclass
Counties

(number)

Employment
(thousands) 1954-69 increase U.S. share (percent)

1969 1955

10-yr
number

(thou
sands)

10-yr
Annual gain per

rate county
(percent) (number)

fi
1969 Gain 1959

All manufacturing 3, 009 20, 177 16 173 4, 004 2.5 1,290 100 100 100

Nonmetro ^ 2, 613 4, 742 3, 381 1, 361 4.0 520 23 34 21

Lesser urban I .. - .. ..... - 261 1,917 1,441 476 3.3 1,875 9 12 9

Rural-partly rural... .. .. 2,352 2,825 1, 940 885 4, 6 375 14 22 12

Small city 3 _. 459 1,444 1,009 435 4.3 950 7 11 6

Small town 396 1, 091 747 344 4.6 345 6 8 5

Entirely rural ' 897 290 184 106 5.8 120 1 3 1

Metro 4 486 15, 435 12, 792 2, 643 2.1 5, 440 77 66 79

Single county s - 135 3, 880 2, 988 ^ 892 3.0 6, 605 19 22 18

Muittcounty . - , -. 351 11,555 9,804 1,751 1.8 4,990 58 44 61

Core 1 148 9 015 7,965 1,050 L 3 7,095 45 26

Ring '8 2, 075 .1, 518 557 3.7 7, 140 11 14 :
Transition
Fringe t

42
83

227
238

167
154

60
84

3.6
5.5

1, 430
1,010

1
1

2
2

1
1

Small city - t 57 196 129 67 5.2 1,175 1 2 1

Small town
Entirely rural

, 21
5

38
4

21
^ 4

17 8.1 810
<8

(1)
F83

I Adapted from 1959 and 1969 county business patterns reports.
=Mostly nonmetro counties (210) with 25,000 to a9,999 urban population in 1970, but includes another 51 units with

50,000 or more 1970 urban population
s Small city, smsll town, and entirely rural subslasses consist of nonmetro counties with 1970 urban population, re-

spectively, of 10,000 to 24,999, 2,500 to 9,999, and under 2,500.
Metro counties consists of standard metropolitan statistical area designations,of Jan. 7,1972, modified chiefly to adjust

delineations by towns in New Englana to county equivalents.
s SMSA's consisting of 3 single county.
4 Counties containing the SMSA central city or cities; ring units represent metro counties with respective multicenter or

composite urban population in 1970 of 50,000 or more, and transition counties, 25,000 to 49,999
Fringe units represent counterparts of rural and partly rural counties in terms of respective sizes of 1970 urban

population.
s Less than 0 5 percent.

The annual rate of increase (5.8 percent) in the nearly 900 entirely
rural counties, that is, noinetro units lacking a 1970 population center
of at least 2,500, was considerably above ratios for the small city and
small town subclasses. In comparison, the two partly rural subgroups
accounted for almost 800,000 of the nearly 900,000 manufacturing
jobs added in the 1959-69 period in the rural and partly rural counties
as a whole.

A rate of gain of 3 percent per year in manufacturing employment
in the 135 single-county metro units closely approximated the annual
increment of 3.3' percent shown by table 5 for the 261 lesser urban
counties. The main distinction was in the much larger number of
manufacturing jobs added per county over the 10-year span in the
single-county metro units.

The average number of manufacturing workers added in the Single -
county metro units was almost as great as in the 148 core counties
a subgroup containing such major industrial centers as New York
City, Chicago, and Detroit. Reflected thereby was the inclusion in
the subclass of a fairly large number of former satellite and other out-
lying centers that had attracted manufacturing facilities moving out-
ward and beyond the suburbs of many of the older industrial districts
of the Northeast, the Great Lakes Industrial Belt, and the Southern
Industrial Crescent.

Even so, there was considerable movement of industry to the
fairly immediate suburbs---a form of decentralization underscored by
the comparatively high rates of increase ill znanufactining employment

1f
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indicated for the 78 metro ring counties. In part, the about equally
favorable gain in manufacturing jobs shown for the 42 transition,
counties reflected a similar migration, particularly of light industry,
to close-in locations. Also in evidence, as in a great many nonmetro
as well as other metro units, was a relocation process that,sought out
industrial sites in more outlying or even comparatively remot%com-
munities, especially those readily accessible to an Interstate Highway,
and having adequate water suppr )s, hospitals, schools, and other
services and facilities.

The 83 metro fringe counties include a strong representation of
essentially rural and partly rural units that were added in the past
few years to the Indianapolis, Columbus, and other SMSA's, pri-
marily on the strength of having, specified percentages of their work
forces commuting to the core counties in which these and other SMSA
central cities are located'

The main reason the fringe units stood out rather conspicuously
from their 2,352 rural and partly rural counterparts arose from the
fact that, as a small and fairly select subgroup, the 83 counties con- *,tained a fairly sizeable percentage of units with prime loeational and
other advantages for industrialization.
Distribution of 1969 manufacturing employment

A total of 71 of the 261 leser urban counties, or more than. one-.
fourth, included 10,000 or more manufacturing jobs in 1969 (table 6).More than double that number-166 ,unitshad a minimum of
1,000 manufacturing workers, another 18 had at least 500, and
only six were the source of 100-499 employment opportunities in
ni and eeturing.

Although only 14 of the 2,352 rural and partly rural counties con-
' tained as many as 10,000 manufacturing workers in 1969, 819 units,
or more than a third,- supplied 1,000 or more manufacturing jobs.
Another '381 counties, or 16 percent, had manufacturing employ-
ment of at least 500. The remaining 1,152 units, or nearly half of the
2,352 rural ,and partly rural counties, were about evenly divided
between the 579 units having 100-499 manufacturing workers, and
the 573 counties with less than 100, or quite frequently, no manu-
facturing lobs whatsoever in 1969.

ive of the importance of sizeand the adequacy of in-
adequacy of community services and facilitieson the distribution
of manufacturing activity was the concentration of 432 of the 573
counties with less than 100 manufacturing workers in 1960, or three-,
fourths, in the entirely rural subclass.

Expressed another way, the units containing fewer than 500 manu-
facturing workers included about 10 percent of the 459 small-city
counties, 40 percent of the 996 small-town entities, and more than 75
percent of the 897 entirely rural communities.

Excluded from the fringe group are many similarly located counties that have not beenadded to SMSA coverage on the basis of commuter linkages or related criteria.

1:15
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TABLE 6 MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT' DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE GROUPS, RURAL ANO OTHER METRINON-

METRO COUNTIES, 111697

Class and subclass Counties

Size group

50,00J-
over

25, 001-
49, 959

10.000-
24,999

5,000-
9,999

2,500-
4,999

1, 000-
2,499

500-
999

100-
499

Under
100

Nonmetro 2,613 79 170 272 529 399 585 573

Lesser urbane .... 261 65 70 52 44 18

Ruralpartly ru rats. 2,352 14 100 220 485 381 579 673

Small city _ ....... 459 14 33 121 128 64 47 2

Small town 996 16 90 297 194 260 139

Entirely rural.,. 897 1 7 9 60 123 272 432

Metro' , 486 76 65 118 75 69 48 22 11 2

Single county - 135 14, 20 48 31 13 7 2 . . . .. .. . . __

Mulbcounty 351 62 45 10 U 56 41 20 11
,,

2

Core a 148 50 31 38 12 10 4 1 2 .
Ring
Transition

78
42

12
..

14
...

24
6

11
12

9
10

5
13

3

.. i
Fringe 7... 83 2 9 27 19 16 8 2

Small city 57 2 8 22 15 4 5 . 1

Small town. "21 1 5 3

Entirely
rural.... 5 1 2 1 1

I Adopted from 1969 and 1969 county business patterns reports
Mostly nonmetro counties 12101 with 25,000-49,999 urban population in 1970, but includes another 51 onds with

50,000 or more 1970 urban population.
3 Small city, small town, and entirely rural subclasses consist of nonmetro counties with 1970 urban population, rupee.

tively, of 10,000-24,999, 2,500-9,999, and under 2,500
Metro counties consist of standard metropolitan statistical area designations of Jan 7, 1972, modified chiefly to adjust

delineations by towns in New Engbnd to county equivaler,ts.
a SMSA's consisting of a single county
a Counties containing the SMSA central city or cities; ring units represent metro counties with respective multicenter

or composite urban population in 1970 of 50,000 or more, and transition counties, 25,000-43,939
7 Fringe units represent counterparts of rural and partly rural counties in terms of respective sizes of 1970 urban

population.

TABLE 7.MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT: DISTRIBUTION BY GROWTH GROUPS, RURAL AND OTHER METRO-

NONMETRO -COUNTIES, 1969
.

Growth group

10,000- 5,000- 2,500- 1,000- 500- 250- 100-

Class and subclass Counties over 9,999 4,999 2,499 999 499 249 0-99 crease

Nonmetro 2, 613 4 27 89 323 314 355 312 615 574

Lesser urban I 261 3 18 51 79 28 25 15 10 32

Pinotpartly
rural 1 2.352 1 9 38 244 286 330 297 605 542

Small city 459 1 9 32 122 78 74 44 34 65

Small town 103 165 168 128 200 226

Entirely rural 897 - 19 43 88 125 371 251

Metro' . 486 82 64 85 82 41 27 18 10 , 77

Single county 1 135 21 20 33 20 10 5 6 ..... ._. 20

Multicounty....., 351 61 U 52 62 31 22 12, 10 57

Corea 148 41 25 23 17 4 6 2 I 29

Transition
78
42

19 15
2

14
1

12
It

5
6

3 ,,,,,.. - - . '' 1 9
II

Fringe? 83 1 2 6 22 16 9 9 7 Il
Small city 57 1 2 4 17 15 4 4 3 7

Small town. 21 2 5 1 3 4 3 3

Entirely S 2 1 1 1

I Adapted from 1959 and 1969 county business patterns reports.
2 Mostly nonmetro countles12101 with 25,000-49,999 urban population in 1970, but includes another 51 units with 50,000

or more 1970 urban population.
a Small city, small town, and entirely rural subclasses consist of nonmetrocounties with 1970 urban population, rupee.

tively, of 10,000-24,999, 2,500-9,999, and under 2,500
4 Metro counties consist of standard metropotitan statistical 310 designations of Jan. 7, 1972, modified chiefly to adjust

delineations by towns In New England to county equivalents.
1 SMSA's consisting of a single county.

Counties containing the SMSA central city or cities, ring units represent metro counties with respective multicenter
or composite urban population in 1970 of 50,000 or more, and transition counties, 25,000-49,999.

7 Fringe units represent counterparts of rural and partly rural counties in terms of respective sizes of 1970

urban population.
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Ranging downward from the industrial concentrations included inNew York City, Cook County (Chicago), and Wayne County
(Detroit), 76 metro counties, chiefly core units, contained at least
50,000 manufacturing jobs in 1969. Typically, the remaining single-county, core, and 'ring units had much greater employment outlets
in manufacturing than either the 42 transition and 83 fringe counties,
or their numerous nonmetropolitan area counterparts. Even so, therewere eight units in the three subclasses that had fewer than 1,000manufacturing jobs in 1969.
Geographic dispersion of 1969 'manufacturing employment

The distribution of 1969 manufacturing employment in the majorurban, rural and partly rural counties of the Northeastern UnitedStates (fig. 1) reflecting successive extensions outward of industrialactivity from the major concentrations centered in Megalopolis, the
Hudson-Mohawk Valleys, along Lake Ontario, and from Pittsburgh
and lesser metro centers in Northern"Appalachia.

Relatively large present-day concentrations of manufacturing jobsin the nonmetro communities in and along the margins of the GreatLake Industrial Belt represent the decentralization of industrialacti once largely centered in the Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,and other major complexes, into localities, such as the communitiesparalleling the Ohio and Indiana Turnpikes, that, until recently, hadrelatively small industrial bases.
A somewhat comparable filling in process is exhibited by the distri-bution of 1969 manufacturing employment outside the metro areasof the Southern Industrial Crescent. In the Carolina Coastal Plainand the Tennessee Valley-Southern Appalachia segments of the UpperSoutheast, however, the process appears more one of widespread

diffusic,n, rather than a spill over of industry into nearby satellite orfringe communities.
In the lower Southeast and the Midsouth, manufacturing employ-

rnent remains 'strongly oriented to the larger local population andemployment centers. There also is evidence of an identification with
such major highway-railway transportation corridors as that betweenSavannah and Valdosta, Ga., and with the transshipment points forbauxite ore and other imports along the Lower Mississippi Riverin Louisiana.

Similarly reflected by the small sizes shown by figure 1 for 1969manufacturing employment in such comparatively large local centersas Bismark, N. Dak., Cheyenne, Wyo., Roswell, N. Mex., andFlagstaff, Ariz.,-iis the reduced reliance on industrialization, extendingwestward from parts of the Nlidsoutli, particularly in eastern Texas,and the Great Plains transition zone of western Minnesota, Iowa, and
Missouri.

In the Great Plains and Intermountain region, where most townsare small and counties preponderantly rural, limited dependence
on industry is further evidence by the large number of units with littleif any manufacturing employment in 1969. A comparable but lesswidespread paucity of manufacturing jobs shows up in Upper NewEngland, the Upper Lakes States Central Appalachia, and the morerural and isolated localities in the Lower Southeast and the Midsouth.A total of 21 of the 261 lesser urban units not only added 5,000
or more manufacturing jobs in the 1959-69 period, but 151 counties,

00 (I
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or about 60 percent, gained a minimum of 1,000 manufacturing workers
(table 7). Another 68 units, or about a fourth, added from 100 to 999
manufacturing workers, with most (32) of the remaining units losing
mane facturmg employment in the 10-year interval.

Only 10 of the 2,352 rural and partly rural counties gained 5,000
or more manufacturing jobs between 1959 and 1969, but 292 units,
or 12 percent, added at least 1,000 manufacturing workers over the
10-year span. A total of 913 counties, or approximately two-fifths,
Were about evenly divided between units adding 500-999, 250-499,
and 100-249 employment opportunities in manufacturing. Altogether,
more than one-fourth (605 units) gained fewer than 100 manufacturing
jobs, and nearly another fourth (542 units) lost manufacturing employ-
ment in the 1959-69 period.

Again the correlation between size and growth is very apparent.
About 20 percent of the 459 small-city type units, more than 40 percent
of the 996 small-town counties, and nearly 70 percent of the entirely
rural entities either experienced little increase or sustained losses in
manufacturing employment,between 1959 and 1969.

A.. total of 41 of the 148 metro core units, or 28 percent, added 10,000
or more manufacturing jobs in the 10-year period. For the 78 ring
counties, the proportion-724 percentwas about equally high, but
the ratio was considerably lower-16 percentamong the 135 single-
county units.

The 78 ring counties not only included a relatively high proportion
(77 percent) of the units gaining at least 1,000 manufacturing work-
ers, but a comparatively small number of entitiesninelost
manufacturing employment between 1959 and 1969.

With relatively few units, growth patterns chiracterizing the 42
transition and 83 fringc counties were not clear cut. Nevertheless,
as with the distribution of 1969 manufacturing employment, there
were strong resemblances to the dispersals indicated by table 7 for
their 261. lesser urban and 2,352 rural and partly rural equivalents
among nonmetropolitan counties.
Geographic shifts in 1959-69 manufacturing employment

New plant locations and expansions in the 1960's contributed to
substantial gains in manufacturing employment (fig. 2) in many of the
same rural and other nonmetro counties, particularlyin the Great Lakes
Industrial Belt, the Southern Industrial Crescent, and the Carolina
Coastal Plain, in which figure 1 showed much of present-day manu-
facturing activity outside the metro areas to be concentrated. Addi-
tions to manufacturing jobs were comparatively small in outlying
nonmetro communities ip the Northeast and along the Great Lake
Industrial Belt. Increases were especially pronounced in the parts of
Tennessee Valley:Southern Appalachia that had experienced
tremendous outmigration and population losses in the 1950's.

Also denoted by figure 2 is the relatively widespread distribution of
rural and other nonmetro counties with little or no gain if not losses in
manufacturing employment in the 1959-69 period

Particularly in the strongly rural counties f th Great Plains, the
Intermountain region, and Alaska, increases a decreases typically
reflected minor additions or declines in the few manufacturing jobs
available to begin with.

In the Eastern United States and the Pacific Northwest, much the
same pattern of minor gains and losses prevailed in a great many rural
and partly rural communities. Otherwise, statistics for a fairly large

31-864-74--4
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number of other counties revealed declines that could only have re-
sulted from losses of one or more plants with sizable numbers of
workers.

Especially, vulnerable to close-downs in the past decade or two 'tere
old sawmill and other basic woodworking establishments., and textile
and apparel 'mills, together with farm-support, mining- auxiliary, and
similar facilities.

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND OTHER RURAL DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

Contrasted with a fairly pronounced downturn in manufacturing
employment in metro area in the past 2 or 3 years, manufacturing job
levels in rural and other n metro communities remained remarkably
stable and may well have expanded. Nevertheless, there has been a
definite slowdown, beginning about 1967, in the rate of manufacturing
job formation in the many nonmetro counties, mostly in the Eastern
United States, in which 1959-69 gains, as was brought out in the
preceding section, were particularly impressive.

As was also emphasized previously, industrialization has contributed
few if any additional nonfarm jobs in an equally large or larger number
of rural and other nonmetro counties, particularly in the Great
Plains, the Intermountain region, and Alaska. For most of these
counties, it cannot realistically be expected to do so in the future.
Accordingly, an equally brief exploration is added on the directions
rural development might conceivably take in such communities, with
stress not only on economic advantages, but the ecological and related
challenges that would have to be surmounted.

TABLE 8.- MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT FLUCTUATIONS IN DURABLE AND NONDURABLE GOODS INDUSTRIES
AND INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS IN RESPONSE TO CYCLICAL SWINGS IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY, UNITED STATES,
MARCH 1957 TO APRIL 19721

thousands/

Industry group

March

peak
11;1

trough

Febru-

19r6Y0

peak

Febru-

196Y1

trough

Sep -

1467
July timber August

uf`VI
or ak trough peak trodih

April

current

All manufacturing :: ::: 17,411 15. 652
- -

17, 153 16,076 19 606 19,335 20,252 18,457 18,855

Durable goods 10, 032 8, 598 9, 776 8, 872 11.556 11, 381 11.968 10,485 10, 743

: Ordnance.. ........... .. . 144 151 214 239 294 318 306 191 185
Lumber-wood 672 597 653 574 604 593 606 583 593
Furniture-fixtures 374 352 390 359 463 448 483 456 483
Stone - clay - glass. -. -_ . 605 547 61S 567 636 624 657 627 650
Primary metals .. . . . . 1, 386 1.140 1, 332 1, 088 1.373 1, 302 1, 381 1,156 1, 218
Fabricated metals . . 1, 177 1.042 1,172 1.060 1.376 1, 362 1, 452 1, 331 1, 364
Machinery (Nelec)..... .._ . 1, 628 1 347 1, 512 1, 411 1.983 1, 971 2,041 1, 775 1, 803
Electrical equipment. 1, 35 . n4 1.490 1.447 I, 989 1, 935 2,049 1, 772 1, 830
Transportation equipment_. -- 1, 964 I, 555 1,642 1, 410 1, 955 1, 951 2, 078 1,751 1, 753
Instruments .. ... 344 321 360 342 447 451 477 430 440
Miscellaneous.._.. . 387 348 393 a75 436 426 43i 410 424

Nondurable goods 7.379 7,054 7, 377 7, 204 E, 050 7;951 8, 284 7,972 8,112

Food-kindred. . 1, 822 1,711 1, 793 I, 177 1, 791 1,790 1,799 1, 748 1,761
Tobacco., . .. 99 94 96 92 90 87 83 70 7A
Textiles., . . 999 903 942 883 566 947 992 959 990
Apparel. , . 1, 217 1, 163 1, 244 1.200 1 425 1, 390 1,409 1.351 1.375
Paper-allied 573 558 601 596 676 E82 715 681 696
Printing-publishing . 872 871 906 914 1.039 1, 049 1.100 1, 080 1, 095
Chemical-allied. 839 789 826 820 972 1, 000 1, 064 1, 004 1,001
Petroleum-coal .... 234 223 216 2('4 182 182 189 188 189
Rubber plastics_ 378 330 387 359 530 482 596 582 619
Leather. . . 376 352 366 359 31,9 345 337 309 312

1 Statistics adapted from seasonally adjusted se, ies summarized in "Fmployment and Earnings, United States, 1909-70'
individual months and years represent high and tile points of manufacturing employment identified with the 1957-58 and
1960-61 recessions, and the 1966-67 and 1959-71 economic slowdowns
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Rural industrialization
Manufacturing jobs in April 1972 remained about 1.4 million under

the September 1969 peak (table 8). The same %with 1957-58 and
1960-61 reductions in manufacturing employment, decreases were
primarily in the durable goods industries, and except for a few ord-
nance and similar facilities, had an almost exclusive impact on metro
areas, extending from New England to the Pacific coast.

Whether in durable or nondurable goods industries, or in metro or
nonmetro areas, most of the gain in manufacturing employment
between the low point of February 1961 and the September 1969 peak
was concentrated in the 1961-67 period.

The ups ar downs in manufacturing jobs that have occured in the
past decade L..d more in metro areas were so identified with major
shifts in demand for steel and other primary metals, heavy machinery
and transportation equipment, and communications and related
electrical equipment as to be readily identified with (1) initial buildups
and subsequent cutbacks. in Department of Defense and National
Aeronautths and Space Administration procurement, (2) the ebbs and
flows of the capital investment boom, and (3) the combined impact of
obsolescence and plant relocation on the closeout of long-established
facilities, especially in the older industrial districts of the Northeast
and the Great Lakes Industrial Belt.

Because rural and other noninetro areas contain a mixture of durable
and nondurable goods industries, it has been necessary to resort
exclusively to case studies of counties either gaining or losing compara-
tively large numbers of manufacturing jobs to develop information on
the expansions and contractions taking place in employment levels
prior to and after the January 1967 peak. Even -so, fairly positive
identification has been possible of individual or specific itemsAl the
production of which rates of job growth during the 1961-67 economic
upturn have been maintained and in some instances stepped-up
further in the past few years. Similarly identified were other items, for
which demand and production had fallen off sufficiently since 1967 to
reflect a reduced momentum of job growth, if not fewer employment
opportunities than 5 years ago.

Demand has continued to .;expand for the many itemsmobile
homes, campers, pleasure boats, garden and power tools, and so on
production of which has increasingly shifted to small cities, towns, and
even entirely rural communities in recent years.

The current boom in home building has been accompanied by
greatly enlarged demand, compared with 1967 or earlier, for building
materials, furniture and fixtures, and household appliancesitems
for which today's consumers also have been turning more and more to
rural America.

Food processing, partially concentrated in nonmetro communities,
and pulp and paper production, more exclusively located outside
metro areas, are, illustrative of industries for which output is not only
relatively unaffected by ups and downs in economic conditions, but
for which employment has progressively expanded throughout the
past 10 or 12 years.

There were also fairly sharp increases, espLcially in the 1961-67
period, in employment in apparel and other low-technology industries
us plants were opened or production expanded in many rural and partly
rural communities, particularly in Appalachia and the Ozarks. Con-
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cern over the low-wages paid and the "footloose" nature of many,
undertakings was reduced by the realization that large 'number ofjobs were being opened for women, for many of whom previous
employment opportunities, if any, were limited to farm work and
other poor-paying occu_pations.

Particularly in the TVA region, there was a more or less simul.
taneous addition or expansion of plants in many communities that,
while infrequently identifiable with high-tichnology industries, paid
relatively high wages and mainly employed men. Emerging, accord-ingly, seemed to be a. balanced form of industrial growth that, by
adding a second regular paycheck, could enable many low-income
amities to move out of poverty.

Since 1967, however, an increasing flood of imports of wearing
apparel, radios, tape recorders, TV receivers, shoes, and a host of
similar items appears to have exerted a brake on further expansion in
these and other localities in which outpUt had rapidly increasedduring he 1961-67 economic upturn. Older mills had-to be closed,and pen ing the recovery now seemingly in prospect, many textile,
apparel, a d other plants had to resort to short shifts if not protracted
layoffs.

Table 8 establishes that a great many other individual plants areforced to close\their doors each year because of obsolescence, financial
difficulties, market losses, and related causes. Even so, theie is no
evidence, except possibly for an increase in the paper mills, smelters,
and other factones,having to shut down because of inability to meet
pollution abatement requirements, of any appreciable expansion in
the number of plant c osures in the past 5 or 6 years.
Other rural development ternatives

Much of the Great P1 'ns, the Intermountain region, Alaska, and
fairly extensive areas else here not only have little or, no industry
at this time, but prospects or future industrialization' are exceedingly
limited. Similarly, timber, grazing, irrigation and dry-land farming,
and mining copper, uranium, and other minerals have, with few ex-ceptions, already attained maximum development and utilization.
Thus, outdoor recreation and other expanding activities, arising fromincreases in leisure time, undoubtedly afford the best possibilities,
directly and indirectly, for creating additional nonfarm employment

. and income.
Exploitation of coal and petroleum and natural gas resources has

become a reality in such broadly separated localities as the Dakotas,
the North Slope, and the Four-Cornersarea of southwestern Colorado,
southeastern Utah, northwestern New Mexico, and northeastern
Arizona. With increased development, however, problems of despoiled
landscapes, air pollution, and destruction of wildlife habitats have
come under immediate challenge by ecologists and environmentalists.

Another development that has made exceptionally rapid growthin the past few years has stemmed from the attraction of local water
meccas, natural and man-made, initially for second homes, and morerecently, for year-round residences, including places acquired for
retirement purposes. In creating these and other new homes in the
country, a relatively large number of local jobs were opened up in
construction, utilities, communications, and in trade and other service-
performing industries.

a
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An added advantage of development of this sort arises from the
boosting of tax revenues, without contributing to comparable increases
in the costs of local government. Although serious water supply,
sewage and waste disposal, urban-like flutter and sprawl, and similar
problems have emerged, resolution is or can be brought about through
improvements in rural zoning laws, and the enactment of building,
sanitation, and other codes spec iAcally applicable to rural areas.

The Great Plains and the Intermountain region have long had a
major share of the Nation's prime tourist and recreation attractions:
The Rockies, Yosemite, the Grand Canyon, Black Hills, and the
Badlands, to mention only a few of the better known. As construc-
tion on Interstates 40, 70, -80, 90 and other linkages of the Inter-
state Highway System has neared completion, accessibility to these
and other resort and pleasure centers not only has been improved,
but transcontinental travel greatly facilitated.

As a result, there has been a notable pickup en route in ,service
station, motel, and similar jobs. There also is some evidence of re-
location of population from more remote or out-of-the-way localities,
and of the centering of hospitals, clinics, shopping centers, and similar
facilities in close-by cities or towns.

The decentralization of food processing, distribution, and related
facilities that has taken place in the past decade or so has added
nonfarm jobS in a broad cross-section of farming communities. The
West's dude ranch not only antedated the East's vacation farm as a
supplemental source of income, but _both appear to have maintained
a largely over-looked but steady growth.

/1;



RURAL INDUSTRIAL GROWTH IN THE SOUTHEAST
SINCE 1962*

[By Claude C. Haren and Nandor J. Cheplo

The Southeast's rural and other nonmetro areas added more than
600,000 manufacturing jobs between 1962 and 1972.2 This was nearly
double the increase in the region's metro areas, and accounted for
one-third of the entire U.S. expansion over the 10-year period.

The region's nonmetro communities pined a million other non-
farm wage and salary jobs, or some 1% times more than were opened
up in manufacturing.. Approximately 3. million mostly service .and
other nonmanufacturmg jobs were added in the metro Southeast.

Because of the relatively widespread distribution throughout the
region of both metro and larger nonmetro centers, many of the
newly created employment opportunities were filled by displaced
farmers, 'teenagers, and other jobseekers from small towns and
entirely rural communities. Frequently, individuals commuted
to and from work on a daily or weekly basis. For others, new jobs
involved moving back and forth to construction and other seasonal
or short-run employment. For still others, they meant relocating
permanently.

The recent history of Tifton, our host city, illustrates the tre-
mendous impact that location on an interstate:highway can have
on employment and income growth; in Kentucky, we have seen the
same thing with a parkway system [6, 101.3As in,.scores of the South-
east's other nonmetropolitan centers, economic development here in
Tifton has not only encompassed a wide range or diversity of job
opportunities, in and out4ide manufacturing, but it also has seemingly
attained the momentum required for growth to constantly beget

new or addition-al growth.
In many of the Southeast's smaller nonmetro communities, new

Irftlant locations or enlargement of established facilities have greatly
improved household incomes, stimulated construction of new housing
or modernization of existing structures, contributed to the upgrading
of schools, hospitals, and other community services and facilities,
and created new suburban shopping centers or resulted in the re-
furbishing of old, in-town business districts.

In the region's other smaller but' economically disadvantaged or
depressed communities, too few manufacturing or other nonfarm,

*An enlargement and revision of an oral presentation of maps and supporting table; at
the Southeastern Regional Rural Industrialization Conference, Rural Development Center,
Tifton, Ga., May 8-10,1978.

I Economist and regional economist, &search Division.
s For the present paper, the Southeast consists of the 12 States, together with the District

of Columbia, extending from Delaware t Mississippi, and coinciding with the South
Atlantic and East South Central geographic divisions of the Bureau of the Census.

I Italic numbers in brackets refer to items in literature cited, pp. 65,66.

(41)
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jobs were added to offset further-declines in the farmwork force or
reduce chronic unemployment and underemployment in the nonfarm
sector.

THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR THE NEXT FEW YEARS

The energy-environmental crisis and the increasing unpredictability
regarding imports and exports, together with growing uncertainty
concerning the size and composition of the labor force available in
the 19S'0's and 1990's, becloud the future economic outlook, especially
10, 20, or more years hence.

All in all, however, there is every reason to believe that the South-
east will continue to set the pace for the U.S. economy throughout
the remainder of the 1970's [2, .4, 9, 23].

The nonmetro Southeast could not only retain but increase its
share of all nonfarm wage and salary employment, nonmanufacturing
as well as manufacturing, in the next 10 rears.

For manufacturing, prospects for the future are brightened by the
ability of the food processing, pulp and paper, building materials,
home furnishings and appliances, and other industries located in
rural and other nonmetro communities to grow more or less, inde-
pendently of upswings and downturns in economic activity [3,9,27].
The complete turnaround in textiles in recent months [19] should
continue to bolster employment for some time.

Construction of new industrial plants and modernization of existing
facilities -fluty have reached a plateau in the nonmetro Southeast.
Nonetheless, it is a plateau pegged to the high level of construction
activity attained by 1967. It also is a level that could well move
upward as demand increase, and not necessarily because plants and
equipment are obsolete or inefficient [17, 30].

Internationally, rising popular aspirations and increasing dissatis-
faction of many of the developing nations with wage and other
conditieus resulting from previous contracts with multinational cor-
porations [20] could well result in fairly drastic alterations export
and import balances in forthcoming years. In the Southeast, this
could contribute to an acceleration in the expansion of today's high-
technology industry into rural and other nonmetro communities,
especially in the Piedmont Industrial Crescent [1, 4, 6).

Cutbacks in personnel and operations and, in some instances, out-
right closure of military installations have adversely affected the
economies of a number of local communities. If, howevAr, as in the
phasing out of Stewart Air Force Base at Murfreesboro, Tenn., vacated
warehouse' and other facilitiec are made available promptly to pro-
spective inawifacturers, the adverse impact can be highly transitory.

With enrollments apparently already leveling off at institutions of
higher education, and especially as many smaller private schools run
into increasing financial difficulties, there can be little question that
widespread cutbacks, if not complete closeouts, are in the fairly
immediate offing throughout the Southeast. However, considering
the need for advanced technological training for adults as well as
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teEMagerst to meet future manpower development needs within the
region, this again could well be a short -run problem.

Otherwise, there's much facelifting or civic renewal yet to be under=
taken in many of the Southeast's nonmetro centers. The main chal-
lenge lies in whether local people want the added growth that recent

, experience would indicate may well occur.

THE SOUTHEA81: THE NATION'S ECONOMIC PACESETTER

The Southeast has consistently set the pace for the U.S. economy
throughout the 1960's and extending into the_1970's [2, 4, 9]. Rates
of nonfarm job formation and income expansion have continued above
the-national. averages. New housing has been started at a faster clip,
retail stiles and bank deposits have moved upward more briskly,
unemployment `rates have been scaled down more sharply, and the
.Southeast's financial institutions have become increase y sable of
meeting internal capital needs.

Changing birth and death rates, the continued influx .3, .etirees
into the Southeast, the accelerating exodus of former suburbanites to

-rural 'and °they outlying locations,"cutbacks in trainee programs at
Fort Miming and other military installations, and return of Vietnam=
era veterans to civilian life have already made many of the statistics
from the 1970 Census of P . increasingly out-of-date and no
longer descriptive of the sit% to a1arge number of localities.

In this and succeeding ztions of the paper, accordingly, brief
mention will be made of the main instances where these and similar

. changes have modified age and other population characteristics,
either as reported in 1970 or as reflected in 1960-70 trends.
Ccnnparettive shifts in employment and unemployment

The Southeast added m..nufacturing jobs between 1962 and 1972

at a yearly rate of 3.4 percenttriple the U.S. I.verage and giving the
region more than half of the overall gain in matufactining employ-,
ment in the 10-year period (table 1).

For nonfarm wage and salary employment other than in manufac-
turing, an annual gain of 5 percent in the Southeast, against a U.S.
increase of 4 percent, was translated into the addition of 3.6 million
nonmanufacturing jobs, compared with the 1 million opened up in
the region's industrial plants.

The tempo of the job pickup in the Southeast's construction and
TCU s industries exceeded the U.S. pabe by approximately 2-to-1.
Increased demand in the late 1960's and early 1970's for bituminous
coal for the generation of electricity gave the Southeast a small boost
in mining jot's, compared with an equally minor decline nationally.

In the Southeast's service-performing industries, wage and salary
jobs in tt -ivate sects: expTlded by 5.3 percent annually, compared
with 4.2 s,ent nationwide. .kor workers in government, the respective
rates of increase were 5.5 andp percent.

fransportation, communications, and utilities iidustries.

I t,.;

1/4.1 t. ii kJ
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TABLE 1.-EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT, SOUTHEAST AND UNITED STi.7ES, 1962-721

fin thousindst

Number 1962-72 increase

Area and designation 1972 1962
le-year

number

Ar.nual
percentage

rate

SOUTHEASI
Employment '

Manufacturing. -.....-- : . -- :--- -- -- -- - - -.--- )---,-,All other_. - - a

Nonfarm Wage and salary - -

Nonmanufacturing
Other goods-producing..... -- -,- -: ... ------- -%.....---

Nonfarm 1 ' : : : ... ...
Copstruction....... _ - - - -- --- - < -----

Farm
M.:Inint: .: _- : : : : : : : : .

...: Service.performIng .. . - __ - , ... ,
Wage and salary : : : : . :

Private industries = : : . :. Trade.. .. ... ...... ... ...........
Service grOtIpt 2 ........ .-:,-:- ..- --.:-',-
Firer , ....: - -

Government ..... ,, _ , ...I. . ..,, ..
Other nonfarm a .--,

ICU il ... . :: -, - : :: ::*:- .. ::
GrwmPid, molt- ..... .. ,,,, .. ----,,-,---- ...---..:.-: ---,-. .

Rate

UNITED STATES

Manufacturing
All other
Nonfarm wage and salary... .... ...... . - ..,..-- -

Nonnsanufacturing
Other goods-producing., ,.., -- , , : , ,

Nonfarm 2

Construction .

- Faml . ----- ... : ..: : , . . :: :: . . : ,
Service-performing .......... ...... .. .. ..

Wage and salary ....--,....,_ ........ .., -,
Private sndusines : - , :

Trade
WY. Iu tifillin I .....
rens r ...... ... .........,-, -,,, -

Government ........... .. -----.. - -,,,-
'Other nonfarm t ....... ....., ...

ICU' - , ,,,, , , ,, ,.. ..
Unemployment , , ., .,,..-_., . , . , -,-.

' r

rk,

..

17,169
3,936

13, 833
14, 859
10,923
1,842

982
836
146
860

14,111
.9, 061
5,973,
3, 049'
2,227

697
' I 0118
2 G50

880
73Z
4,0

82. 339
18,514
63,825
70, 932
52, 418
7.018
3, 788
3,180

608
3,230

52, 389
44.212
30,674
15,171
11,145
3,758

13,538
8, 177
4.418
4,956

5.7

13, 469
2,933

10, 536
10, 203
7,270
1,958

694
554
140

1, 264
7,904
5,902
3,912
2,088
1,356

466
1, 990
2,002

674
U0
6.1

67,199
16,622
50.577
54,192
37, 570
7,620
3,136
2, 495

641
4,484

39.095
30,592
21, 572
11, 215
1,603
2,754
9,000
8,523
3.862
4,570

6.4

4,300
1,003
3, 297
4,656
3, 653
-.116-

.2MI
282

6
-404
3,207
3,159
2,061

961
869
231

1, Ors

206
-143

.
15,140
1,032

13,248
16, 740
14, 848
-602

652
685
-33

-1,254
13.294
13,640
9, 102
3, 956
4,142
1,004
4,538
-346

556
3$8

..,

3.2-
a 4
3. 1
4 6
5.11
-.6
4.1
5.1

. 4
-3. 2

4.1
5.4
5.3
4.6
6.4
5.0
5. 5

. 2
3. 1

-LS

2.3
1.1
2.6
3.1
4.0
-.8
2.1
2.7
-.5

-2.8
a 4
4.5
4.2
3- 5
5.4
16
5.0

-.4
1.4
.8

I Adapted from State employment security agency estimates for mid-March.
Private wags one salary only (other nonfarm component indeded with services).

I Includes miacellaneous.
Finance, insurance, and real estate industrigi.
Self-employed, Private household workers, and unpaid family help.

*Transportation, Communications, and utilities industries.

4
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TABLE 2,--NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT, SOUTHEAST AND UNITED STATES,
JANUARY 1972-73'

/In thousands/

Area and designation

Number 1972-73 increase

1973 1972 Number Percentage,
rate

SOUTHEAST

Nonfarm wage and salary employment.
Manufacturing. , ,.: . .-. - ..
Nonmenofacturing . . .

... - .
: : .. .

115. 353

51,284
!4, 069

866

14, 750
3, 911

10,839
827

603
158
445

39

4.1
4.0
4.1
4.7

Mining : : : L 142 144 -2 -1.4
Trade 3, 233" 3.011 152 4.9,
Service* 2, 325 2,225 100 4.5

73(1 614 36 5. 2
3, 078 Z 994 84 , 2.8

TOM* . : .. .. . ,,:. ::-....-:-,.% , -: 910 874 36 4.1,,--.,
Unmnpleyment 711 789 -78 -9.9

UNITED STATES
4 ,

Nonfarm wage and salary employment .... 73, 308 70, 577 2, 731 3.9
Manufacturing ........ ... I% 211 18,354 857 4.7
Nonmenufeetering 54,097 . 52, 223 1,874 3.6

Construction s, ..... 3,335 3,158 177 5.8
Mining .... .. . , .... - 617 612 5 .a
Trade. ............. ... ..... .. 15. 896 15, 273 625 4.1
Service* .. - .... .. .. ........ 12,210 11,725 485 4.1

3,904 3,750 154 4.1
Government , 13.629 13,331 , 298 2.2
ICU 4,504 4,374 130 3.0

Unital00,414.41t................. .. 4,354 4,937 -583 -11.8

'Adapted from State employment security agency estimates for mid-January.
'Includes miscellaneous.

Finance, insurance, and real estate industries.
Transportation, communisations, and utilities industries.

TABLE 3.-POPULATION, BY MAKIR AGE GROUPS. SOUTHEAST AND UNITED STATES, APR. 1, 1960,
TO APR. 1, 19701

Iln thousands1

Area and component

Population . 1900-70 increase

Annual
10-year penalties

1970' 1960 number rate

II to 64

43,486 38,022 5,464 1.4

14,960 14, 316 644 .4
24, 318 20,564 3,764 1.8
4,208 3,152 1,056 3.4

203,283 179.323 23,960 1.3

69.668 14,202 5.46
113, 543 98,562 14.931
20,072 16, 559 3.513

.9
1. 5
2.1

1 Adapted from appropriate reports of PC(1)-A and PC(1)-11 sales, 1976 Census of Population, supplemented as requisite
by corresponding reports of the 1960 census.

'Statistics are adfusfed to reflect corrections in 1170 sMcial population cents listed in individual State reports.

Not only was the cutback in thelSortheast's unemployment rate-
from 6.1 percent in 1962 to 4 percen, in 1972-more pronounced than
the reduction in the U.S. rate, but also, fewer workers were unem-
ployed in mid-March 1972 than 10 years earlier.
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Comparative response to continued economic upturn in 1972
The Southeast added manufacturing jobs in 1972 at a slower pace-

4 percent versus 4.7 percentthan the entire United States (table 2),
a reflection mainly of the belated but relatively sharp recovery staged
in autos and the heavy-goods industries in recent months [11, 17, 22,
27].

The Main impetus behind the Southeast's higher rate of gain in
noninanufacturing employment-4.1 percent versus 3.6 percent
nationwidewas the continuation of favorable differentials in job
formation, particularly in the private sector of the service-performing
and TCU industries. Construction activity in the Southeast was
somewhat off both the 1962-72 pace within the region and the January
1972-73 increase natione'ly. A minor reduction in mining jobs also
occurred in the Southeast, apparently as concern over strip mining
and air pollution led to some cutbacks in the use of coal for the gen-
eration of electrical energy.
Comparative changes in age composition of the population

he overall annual rate of the ,1960-70 population increase in the
Southeast was only fractionally, higher than the U.S. average, but
there were marked differences in gains in the three major age groups
(table 3).

The mass movement of the elderly to retirement havens, partic-
ularly in the "Sunshine Belt" of southern and central Florida, led
to an increase by 1970 of approximately a third in the Southeast's
population 65 years of age and older, in contrast to one-fifth nationally.

The 1960-70 rate of iticrease in ttie population of wGrking age (18,7
64) was somewhat higher in th Southeast than in the United States-
1.8 percent, compared with 1.5. percent. On the other hand, the popu-
lation under 18 years of age grew much more slowly in the Southeast
than nationally, thereby probably affording some immediate respite
for certain hard-pressed local school systems, but opening the specter,
if continued into the 1970's, of future manpower shortages.
Comparative changes in manpower utilization

Possibly as a reflection of the heavy, concentration in 1970 in
trainees at U.S. Army, Marine, and other military installations in the
Southeast, the male population 14 years of age and older appzars to
have increased somewhat'more rapidly in the region than throughout
the United States as a whole in 1960-70 (table 4).5 Male employment
expanded at a moderately higher rate than nationally, alai the ratio
of entp!oyed to total male population was not reduced quite as much
as nationally.

For women 14 years of age and older, the rate of employment ex-
pansion was somewhat above the U.S. increase, and a slightly higher
proportion-38 percent versus 37 percentheld jobs in 1970. Even
so, females accounted for only 59 percent of the employment gains
within the Southeast, contrasted with a U.S. ratio of 63 percent.,

s Emploj meat data represent numbers reported by the 1960 and 1970 censuses. not State
emplojnient seeurit) agency estimates: 1970 data have been adjusted to inelude persons
14 and 15 years of age to assure comparability with 14andover age distribution reported
in 1960.

4
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Comparative changes in personal income
As with employment gains, the 1962-72 rate of expansion of total

or aggregate income in the Southeast clearly outdistanced the U.S.
increase (table 5). Similarly, a higher rate of gain in per capita income
served to appreciably narrow the historical gap in income per capita
between the Southeast and the Nation as a whole.

TABLE 4 -EMPLOYMENT RELATIVE TO POPULATION 14 YEARS OF nom= AND OLDER, BY SEX, SOUTHEAST AND

UNITED STATES, APR. 1, 1960 TO APR. 1, 1970 1

1970 1960
1360-70 increase

employment

Area and
component

Popula-
tion

(thou-
sands)

Employ-
ment

(thou.
sands)

Ratio
(percent)

Popula-
tion

(thou-
sands)

Employ.
meat

(thou-
sands)

Ratio
(percent)

10-year
number
(thou-

sands)

Annual
rate

(per -
cent)

Southeast 31, 904 16, 051 50 26, 303 12, 938 49 3, 113 2.4

Male 15, 259 9,799 64 12,752 8,534 67 1,265 1.5
Female - 16, 645 6, 252 38 13, 551 4, 404 32 1, 848 4.2

United States 149, 398 77, 309 52 126, 276 64,639 51 12, 670 2.0

Male 71,482 48,139 67 61, 315 43, 467 71 4,672 1.1
Female 77, 916 29, 170 37 64, 961 21, 172 33 7, 998 3.8

Adapted from appropriate reports of PC(1)-B and PC(1)-C series, 1970 census of population, supplemented as requisite
by corresponding reports of the 1960 census, includes civilian employment only.

TABLE 5.-PERSONAL INCOME, TOTAL ANG PER CAPITA, SOUTHEAST AND UNITED STATES, ANNUAL
1962 AND 1972

Income (millions)

196 2-72 increase

Ratio (percent)1.er Annual

1972 1962
rate

(percent) 1972 Gain 1962Area and component (mill0ioynsa)

Southeast (total) .............. $176, 423 $73, 964 $102, 459 13.9 19 21 17

United States (total) 932. 420 440,189 492, 231 11.2 100 100 100
Southeast (per capita) 3, 931 11, 873 2.058 11.0 88 98 79

United States (per capita) 4, 478 2, 370 2,108 8.9 100 100 100

1912 statistics adapted from tables 1 and 2, Surveil of Current Business, vol. 53, No, 4, 1962 data are from August 1972
Issue.

PATTERNS OF ECONOMIC nROWTH IN THE NONMETRO SOUTHEAST

Greatly' enlarged manufacturing and other nonfarm job opportuni-
ties contributed to major improvements in income as well as in
employ went in the rural" and other 11 metropolitan communities
of the Sotitlwa:-,t, during 1962-72. Many hwalities also experienced
gains in population, often in reveisal of long-persisting downward
trends. Others, lam(.ver, continued to lose farm and other people, as
outflows of population continued, both to destinations outside the
Southeast and to NVashington, D.C., Richmond, Atlanta., and the
region's other metro areas.
Sh ifts ;11 r nt /lIl ;Ito Iii (1 nil nm-of pot yule nt

Mmnif ctnrin;4 t.wido\ mew in Ow nonnictro Southeast expanded
by more than tno,(100 iwtw.en 1962 and 1972, compared with less
than .100,00O in the region'," metro units (table 6).
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Because of an attrition of more than 340,000 in the farm work
force, employthent in the goods-producing industries other than
manufacturing was reduced by a quarter million in nonmetro units.
Otherwise, the annual rate of job gain in the construction industry
exceeded that in the metro units-5.4 percent contrasted with 3.9
percentand nonmetro mining employment showed a small gain.

Because the nonmetro Southeast simply doesn't have the concen-
trations of education, health, business, and other fast-growing services
found in the region's metro communities, rates of gain in the service-

? performing industries wore considerably fower. Nevertheless, referring
to table 1, the rate of increase in service-performing jobs in the private
sector in the nonmetro Southeast slightly exceeded the -U.S. rate. The
rate for government jobs was under the national average.
Sensitivity to economic ups and doting

Manufacturing jobs in the rural and other nonmetro communities
of the Southeast increased 5.8 percent annually during the 1962-67
economic upturn (table 7). Possibly as a result of increased competi-
tion from textile, apparel, and a flood of other imports, the rate fell to
4.4 percent per year in the period following the 1967 economic slow-
down and extending to the 1969 peak in-economic activity.

Despit: fairly widespread layoffs and some complete plant shut-,
downs, particularly in textiles and apparel [12, 19], manufacturing
employment registered a slight gain during the 1969-71 contraction
in the economy. Then_, after a-much sharper 1971-72 recovery than in
either the metro Southeast or nationally, the January 1972-73 rate of
gain was not only up somewhat, but also trailed the greatly expanded
U.S. increase [11, 17, 22, 27] only slightly.

Construction Activity: Lead Indicator of Area Economic Growth

Construction employment in the nonmetro Southeast increased by
8.7 percent per year during the 1962-67 upturn (table 7). This increase
apparently was a carryover of the expansion set in motion as the U.S.
economy emerged from the 1960 recession, and ,it had a vital part in
the sharp increase in manufacturing employment following the 1962
upturn.

The Southeast's nonmetro areas did not share overly much in the
building boom in high rise apartments and offices and suburban
shopping malls that dominated 1967-69 construction activity in many
metro areas, in and outside the region. As shown by table 8, January
1972-73 decline-, in construction jobs in nonmetro areas apparently
erased March 1971-72 gains.
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TABLE 6.- EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENt, RURAL AND OTHER NONMETRO AREAS, SOUTHEAST, 19,2-72 I

Number 1962-72 increase Regional share

Area and designation

1912
(thou-
sand)

1962
(thou-
sand)

10-yr
number
(thou-
sand)

Annual
rote

(pohaent)
1972

(percent)
1962

(percent)

ALL NONMETRO 3
Employment

Manufacturing
All other - ,
Nonfarm wage and salary ,

Nonmanufacturing
Other goods-producing .... .... ......,

Nonfarm '
Construction
Mining .:

Farm.. .. .. ,.. .......... , .. . ...
Service-performing. ..... ...... ..... ..._

Wage and salary
Private industries

Trade... . _ . ....... .... _
Service groups 4....,,.. ___
Fire s

Government
Other nonfarm r ... ... _ ... .....

TCIP ,
Unemployment. - -

Rate

METRO
Employment

Manufacturing
' All other ,

Nonfarm wage and salary . -........... , ......
ficuilacturrng
Other goods-producing . _ ....... . ....

Nonf arm 3
Construction. ......... ....., ..

i Mining
r... r:

Service-performing =

. Wage and salary_ ., ..-. _ .,,.. ....
Private mdustries

Trade
Service groups 4... ..... ... .-
Fires,. ...... ..... ... ...,_

Government
Other nonfarm r.......... ........ _

TCU 7 , , - -

Unemployment ............ ........ ..... . ..._

7, 056
2,016
5, 040
5, 431
3,415
1,089

387
265
122
702

1-, 704
2, 781
1.708

926
630
152

1, 073
923
247
329
4.5

10,713
I, 920
8,793
9,428
7, 508

7l.3
595
571

24
258

7, 407
6,280
4, 265
2,123
1, 597

545
2.015
1,127

633
408
3.6

5, 766
1,382
4, 384
3, 782
2,400
1,333

287
172
115

1,046
2,854
1, 916
1, 192

666
416
110
724
938
197
462

7, 703
1, 551
6,152
6,421
4, 870

625
407
382

25
218

5.050
3, 986
2, 720
1, 422

942
356

1, 266
1,064

477
418
5A. .

1, 290
634
656

1, 649
1,015
-244

100
93

7
-344

850
865
516
260
214

42
349

-15
50

-133

3, 010
369

2,641
3,007
2,638

128
188
189'-I

- 60
2, 357
2,294
I, 545

701
655
189
749
63

156
-10

.,..-. .

2.2
4.6
1.5
4.4
4.2

-1.8
3 5
5 4

6
-3 3

3.0
4.5
4.3
3.9
5.1
3.8
4 8

2.5
-2.9

3. 9
2.4
4.3
47
5. 4
2.0
4.6
4.9

- 4
-2 8

4 7
5.8
5.7
4, 9
7 0
5.1
5. 9
.6

3.3
-.2

- - -.- . ....

40
51
36
37
31
59
39
32
84
82
33
31
29
30
28
22
35
45
28
45

60
49
64
63
69
41
61
68
16
13
67
69
71
70
72
78
65
55
72
55....

43
47
42
37
33
68
41
31
82
83
36
32
30
32
31
24
36
47
29
53

57
53
58
63
67
32
59
69
18
17
64
68
70
68
69
76
64
53
71
47

. .

Adapted from State employment stair ty agency estimates for mid-March.
'Areas essentially outside standard metropolitan statistical area delineations Jan. 7, 1972.
3 Private wage and salary only (other nonfarm component included with services).
s Includes miscellaneous.
s Finance Insurance, and real estate industries
Self-employed, private household workers, and unpaid family help.

Transportation, communications, and utilities industrii-s.

1 /2"
)
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TABLE 7.-EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT SHIFTS, RURAL AND OTHER NONMETRO
AREAS, SOUTHEAST, 1962-721

Annual gain

Area and designation

Overall
1962-72

Expansion
Contraction

1969-.71
Recovery
1971-721962-67 1967-69

Number
(thou -
sands)

Rate Number
(per- (thou-
cent) sands)

Rate Number
(per- (thou-

cent) sands)

Rate Number
(per (thou-

cent) sands)

Rate Number
(per- (thou-

cent) sands)

Rate
(per-
cent)

7:ALL NONMETROZ

Nonfarm swage and salary em-
ployment

Manufacturing
Normanufacturing3

Construction
Trade
Service4
Government

Unemployment

METRO

Nonfarm wage and salary ern-
ploy ment

filanulactu ring
Nonmanufacturmg 1

Construction,
Trade

-
Service4
Government .... ...

Unemployment

165
63

102
9

26
21
35

--13

301
37

264
19
70
66
75

-1

4.4
4.6
4.2
5.4
3.9
5. 1
4 8

-2.9

4.7
2.4
5.4
4.9
4 9
7 0
5.9

-0.2

185
80

105
15
29
22
33

-32

330
67

263
13
69
63
81

-30

4.9
5.8
4.4
8 1
4 3
5.2
4.6

-7.0

5 1
4.4
5.4
4.7
4,8
6.7
6 4

-7.3

166
78
86

2
20
12
44

-12

362
52

310
31
83
83
72
-4

3.5
4.4
3. 0
0.6
2. 4
2 4
4.9

-4.0

I, 5
2.8
5.0
66
4.7
6 6
4.3

-1.5

92
4

88
2

20
29
24
54

188
- 48

236
5

62
62
68
90

1.8'
0.2
2.9
0.8
2.4
5.3
2.4

19, 7

2.1
-2.4

3.5
0.9
3.2
4.4
3 7

34.7

207
69

138
11

37
23
47

-57

255
22

233'
27
68
48a

-29

4.0
3. 5
4.2
4.3
4 2
3. 8
4.6

-14.8

2.8
1.2
3.2
50
3.3
3. 1
3.2

-6.6

I Adapted from State employment security agency estimates.
2 Areas essentially outside Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area delineations Jan. 7, 1972.

Includes mining, FIRE, and TCU industries.
4 Includes miscellaneous.

TABLE 8.-EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT SHIFTS, RURAL AND OTHER NONMETRO AREAS, SOUTHEAST,
JANUARY 1972-731

thousands)

Area and designation

Number 1972-73 increase

1973 1972 Number Percentage rate

ALL NONMETROI

Nonfarm wage and salary employment 5, 500 5, 291 209 4.0
Manufacturing ......... .... , .. ........ 2, 081 2, 003 78 3.9
tionmanufacturing 1 - ; - 3, 419 3, 288 131 4.0

Construction 238 250 -12 -4.8
Trade 987 922 65 7.0
Service' 635 609 26 4. 3
Government. 1, 028 990 38 3.8

Unemployment 403 415 -12 -2.9
METRO

Nonfarm warg and salary employment - - 9, 853 9, 459 394 4 2
Manutanturmg 1,988 1,908 80 4 2
tionmanufacturing 3 .

Construction
_ 7, 865

628
7, 551

577
314

51
4.2
8.8

Trade. 2.246 2,159 87 4 0
Service 1,690 1,616 74 4.6
Government ... ..................... .. .... 2. 050 2, 004 46 2.3

Unemployment 308 374 -66 -17.6

I Adapted from State employment security agency estimates,
:Areas essentially outside Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area delineations Jan, 7, 1972.
'Include; mining, FIRE, and TCU industries.
'Includes miscellaneous.

Muth snore of the 1971-72 increase than is indicated by table 7
seems to have stemmed from the rapid buildup-notably in metro
Florida 1211 but ako in the Wsedsington, Atlanta, and other suburbs
[28]--of minimal, condominium, shopping center, and other building
starts. \form\ er, instead or a lull, succeeded by the present boom in
expenditures for manufacturing plants and equipment [30], evidence

0 2
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points to a steady flow of new plants and expansions under construction
along the Ohio 1291 and in many other prime industrial sites throughout
the nonmetro Southeast. contributing further to holding construc-
tion employment at the comparatively high level attained by 1967
were the many local honiebuilding starts, and the highway, civic
renewal, and other public works projects launched in these and other
localities in recent years.

Uniqueness of Job Trends in Service-Performing Industries

Although there was some spurt in job formation in trade, govern-
ment. and related industries in the nonmetro Southeast during the
1962-67 economic upturn (table 7), rates of gain were considerably
lower than in the region's metro communities. Rates of increase, not
only continued to trail metro rates of employment growth during the
1967-69 period, but, particularly in trade and the service groups, also
tapered off appreciably. Then, conceivably stimulated by a delayed
multiplier, or simply because metro job growth lost momentum, the
resurgence since 1969 generally boosted rates to or above correspond.:
ing metro averages.

For government, a-high percentage of the job increase may well
have resulted from additions, especially in economically distressed
communities, of enrollees in work experience and training programs
[251.

In the private sector, the strength of job gains suggests that many of
the Southeast's rural and other nonmetro communities are benefiting
from long-sought improvements, in local business, hospital, and
similar services. Because the gains have persisted under conditions of
economic adversity as well as recovery, an increasingly. widespread
achievement of the employment mix and economic viability required
for more or leas continuous and self-sustaining growth is also apparent.

Persistent Pockets of Joblessness

Referring again to tables 7 and 8, unemployment in the region's
nonmetro areas not.only was reduced more sharply than in the metro
Southeast in prosperous times, but also increased less during an eco-
nomic downswing, and then again declined more promptly and deeply
as the economy recovered. Turning attention back to, table 6, how-
ever, it can be seen that the 1972 nonmetro rate of unemployment of
4.5 percent remained almost a full percent higher than the 3.6 percent
in the metro Southeast.

In part, the persistence of high rates of unemployment results from
the seasonal or uncertain nature of the farm work and other local work
available, particularly in the region's more rural communities. In
,general, jobseekers are persevering and are not easily discouraged.
Hence, local unemployment rolls also rise and fall, often from month
to month, as workers, especially unattached individuals and couples
without children, return to their homes, when laid off in the metro or
nonmetro center where they found' jobs, only to depart as soon as
prospects for new employment brighten elsewhere.

Although, more than 200 nonmetro counties in the Southeast were
listed by the Manpower Administration, U.S. Department of Labor,6

".urea Trends In Employment and Unemployment, February 1973. Included are soma'
units combined Ir multicounty labor market areas.

31-804-74-5

3
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as having either sustained or persistent unemployment as of March 1,
1973. Some had appeared on similar listings throughout the 1960's
and extending into the 1970's: Many others, however, reappeared in
one or the other classification only as layoffs, both locally and else-
where, left workers temporarily out of jobs.

TABLE 9.POPULATION, BY MAJOR AGE GROUPS, RURAL AND OTHER NONMETRO AREAS, SOUTHEAST,
APR. 1, 1960-APR. 1, 197G 1

Area and component

Population 1960-70 increase

1970
(thousands)

1960
(thousands)

10-yr number-- Omni rat.
(thousands) (percent

Nonmetro 2 19,009 18,112 897 0.5
Under 18 6, 692 7, 141 449 .618 to 64 10, 355 9,318 977 1.065 and over 1, 962 1, 593 369 2.3

Metro 24, 477 19, 910 4, 567 2.3
Under 18 8, 268 7, 175 1, 093 1.518 to 64 13, 963 11, 176 2, 787 2.565 and over 2, 246 1, 559 687 4.4

'Adapted from appropriate reports of PC(1)-A, B, and C series, 1970 census of population, supplemented as requisite
by correspondine reports of the 1960 census.

2 Areas essentially outside standard metropolitan statistical area delineations, Jan. 7, 1972.

TABLE 10 EMPLOYMENT RELATIVE TO POPULATION 14 YR OF AGE AND OLDER, BY SEX, RURAL AND OTHER
NONMETRO AREAS, SOUTHEAST, APR. 1, 1960-APR 1, 19701

!Population and employment in thousands!

1970 1960

1960-70 increase
emplo,ment

Area and component
Popula.

bon
Employ- Ratio

ment (percent)
Popula.

tion
Employ- Ratio

ment (percent)

-
10.yr

number

Annual
rate

(percent)

Alt nonmetro 2 14.420 6, 664 46 12, 550 5, 792 46 872 1.5-

Male .. . 6, 638 4, 149 63 6,127 3.941 64 208 .5Female .... . ......_ 7. 782 2,515 32 6.423 1.851 29 664 3.6

Metro 17, 484 9, 387 54 13, 753 7,146 52 2, 241 35
Male 8, 621 5, 650 66 6. 625 4, 593 69 1, 057 2.1Female._ 8, 863 3, 737 41'. 7, 128 2, 553 36 1,184 4.6

1 Adapted from appropriate reports of PC(I)-A. B and C series, 1970 census of population, supplemented as requisite
by corrrIponding reports of the 1960 census; includes CIV11134 employment only, population, institutional residents aswell as military personnel

Areas essentially outs.ls standard metropolitan statistical area delineations, Jan 7,1972.

TABLE 11.PERSONAL INCOME TOTAL AND PER CAPITA, RURAL AND OTHER tIONMETRO AREAS,
SOUTHEAST, ANNUAL 1962 AND 19701

Area and component

Income 1952-70 increase Shwe or ratio (percent)

AMA!
rate

1970 1962 10-yr (percent) 1970

Total (millions of dollars):
All nonmetro' - $5?. 412 $26. 422 $25. 990 12.3 35
Metro 95, 516 47, 542 47, 984 12.6 65

Per capita.
All nonmetro 2..-_-_-.. - .... ,...,.--- 2, 757 1.442 1, 315 11. 4 71
Metro z: 3, 904 2, 245 1, 659 9.2 100

Gain 1962

35 36
65 64

79 64
100 100

'Adapted from "Survey of Current Business,' May 1972, vol. 52, No. 5, supplemented by May 1971 issue.
'Areas essentially outside standard metropolitan statistical area delineations, Jan. 7, 1972.



Implications for population change
The 1960-70 rate of increase in the population 65 years of age and

older in the nonmetro Southeast was only about half as high as in the
region's metro units (table 9). Even so, there were marked additions
in many communities, particularly in the nonmetro areas of southern
and central Florida, in parts of Appalachia, and alongside many of
the manmade lakes added in recent times throughout other sections
of the Southeast N.

In respon,§e mainly to persistent declines in the farm population,
and in die population of some old mining, saw milling, and textile
centers [12], the population in the 18-64 age bracket grew more slowly,
during 1960, 70 than in the metro units. The nonmetro population.
under 18 years, of age had declined by 1970.

The continued influx in the past 3 years of people seeking retirement
homes undoubtedly has contributed to further expansion of 'the elderly
population in the region's nonmetro areas [13]. In all likelihood, the
immigration of plant managers, foreinen, technicians, and workers to
*nonmetro growth centers lias continued, if not at a faster pace, at
least at the same or only a slightly diminished rate. Under the impact
of increasing moratorium's on new sewer and other utilities connections,
pyramiding real estate values, and similar constraints on further
metropolitan growth [18, 21, 26, 28], the flight of former suburbanites
to rural and other outlying communities appears to be rapidly
accelerating.
Changing patterns .; manpower utilization

At least until MO, gains in employment among men 14 years of age
and older in the nonmetro Southeast were minimal (table 10). This
was attributable chiefly to reductions in the farm work force, including
both operators and hired labor. Also factorsin certain metro as well
as nonmetro areaswere the presence of large numbers of (1) Military
personnel, counted with the local population but excluded from the
civilian wbrk force, together with (2) male students, enrolled at
institutions of higher education but frequently attending classes full-
time or otherwise not working.

Employment of women expanded somewhat less rapidly than in the
metro units, and the nonmetro proportion of employed females 14
years of age and older remained at approximately one-third, compared
with a metro ratio of two-fifths, and, reexamining table 4, 37 percent
nationally.

Gains, nonetheless, were impressive, if only because the new jobs
so often represented the addition of a much-needed extra paveheek.
in a low-income household [9]. Then, too, if formerly employed at all
in the early 1960's, many women engaged in unpaid family labor, or
were employed as private household workers. In all probability, more-
over, a higher proportion of 1970 nonmetro jobs were full-time than
in either the metro Southeast or the United States as a whole [24].
Changes in personal income

The 1962-70 rate of gain in total or aggregate income in the non-
metro Southeast differed very little from that in the region's metro
units (table 11)., The essential difference was in the higher rate of
increase in Per capita values.

OCC5
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The, greatly reduced spread in- incomes per capita way due in large
part to the widespread replacement of farm and other low-paid jobsby better wage manufacturing and other nonfarm employment.
Another factor was the continued inflow of personnel to new factories
and businesses springing up in the nonmetro Southeast, dimpled with
the further outmigration of large numbers of poorly skilled or
untrained individuals.

EMPLOYMENT GAINS IN ENTIRELY RURAL AND OTHER NONMETRO AREAS

The 1962-71 rate of annual percentwas the same for
both manufacturing and nonmanufacturing employment in the South-
east's nonmetro areas as, a whole (table 12).7 But while the rate of

increase in nonmanufacturing jobs declined moving from the lesser
urban to the entirely rural- subgroups, the opposite was true of
manufacturing.

As is brought out by the data on 1962,11 increases in-individual
areas, both manufactifring and nonmanufacturing joli additions were
-closely linked to the size of the population (and employment) centers
represented in the various nonmetro subclasses. Insofar as the lesser
urban and small city subgroups contained a,. relatively high- pro-
portion of wage and salary workers in education, health, business, and
related services, nonmanufacturing employment additions 'in these
areas were about twice as great as comparable gains in manufacturing.
The entirely rural areasoften with limited service and related em-
ploynient to begin withgained an average of only some 300 non-
manufacturing jobs per area, against 200 or so additional manufac-
turing jobs.
Distribution of job gains by nonmetro area subclasses ,

All 12 of the nonmetro areas adding 5,000 or more manufacturing
jobs in the 1962-71 period (table 13) were in the lesser urban and
small city subclasses--in other words, those identified with larger
nonmetro population and employment centers. Of the 72 lesser urban
areas, all but 12 gained 500 or more manufacturing jobs. Of the 124
small city units, however, 15 either added few or last manufacturing
jobs, while another 24 gained loss than 500 employment opportunities
in manufacturing.

Although only seven of the 304 small town areas added as many as
2,500 manufacturing jobs in the 9-year period, 129 benefited from
additions of at least 1,000 lobs in local industrial plants. With another
110 gaining 100 to 500 manufacturing employees. only 58or less
than 20 percenthad gains of fewer than 100 or sustained losses in
manufacturing employment.

6 ,
Because so few rural and other essentially nonmetro counties had been appended prior

to the present time to Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas in the Southeast, no effort
was made to stratify SAISA's into ring, fringe, and other appropriate subclasses. With the
recent addition of a large number of counties to BMSA delineations, however, either sub-
classification or a complete redesign of the existing classification is essential if adequate
data are to be brought together for charting rural development and identifying emerg,
land use and similar problems.
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None of the 288 entirely rural units gained 2,500 or more-manufac-
turing jObs, but 39 added at least 500, and another 124 had increases
of 100 or more. Still, 125 areas, or more than 40 percent, added com-
paratively few or actually lost manufacturing jobs between 1962 and
1971.

As. with increases in Manufacturing employment; all 28 areas gain-
ing 5,000 o'r more nonmanufacturing jobs were in the lesser urban and
small city ,subclasses. In contrast to their shifts in manufacturing
employment, however, none of the 72 lesser urban and only six of the
124 small city units added fewer than 500 nonmanufacturing jobs.

TABLE.12.-MANUFACTURING AND NONMANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT CHANGE, RURAL

ANO OTHER NONMETRO AREAS, SOUTHEAST. 1962-71

Area and designation Number

4

Employment
(thousands)

1962-71 increase
Distribution

(percent)
a

Total
(thou-
sands)

Number
per

area

Annual
of

areas 3 1971 1962
rate

(percent) 1971 1962

NONMETRO 3

Manufacturing
Nonmanufacturing 4 ... . . .-..--
Unemployment

Rate (percent)

LESSER URBAN 4

Manufacturing ..
Nonmanutacturing 4
Unemployment _ .... ..... . -

Rate (percent)

SMALL CITY

Manufacturing ....... . . .........
Nonmanufacturing 4... . , ....
Unemployment .... .......

Rate (percent) --

SMALL TOWN

Manufacturing
Nonmanufacturing
Unemployment

Rate (percent) -

ENTIRELY RURAL

Manufacturidg.
Nowa nut 4C U f Mg ............
Unemployment

Rats (percent)

788
788
788

72
72
72

124
124
124

304
304
304

288
2811

288

1, 965.5
3, 108.4

383.3
5.4

603.5
1,043.6

89.7
4.3

604.5
849.8
98.8
5.0

569.4
865.9
128.7

6.1

188.1
349.1
66.1

7.3

1, 384.6
2,185.4

475.8
7.8

451.4
706.9
99.9
6.1

433.2
589.9
123.5

7.4

378.9
635.5
169.4

8.8

121.1
253.1 b.
83.0 ^
9.8

580.9
923. 0

-92.5

152.1
336.7
-10.2

171 3
259.9

-24.7
.

190.5
230.4
-40.7

67. 0
96.0

-16.9

740
1, 170
-120

2,110
4,680
-140

_

1, 380
2,100
-200

630
760

-130

230
330
-60

4.7
4.7

-2.2

3.7
5.3

-1.1
.

4. 4
4.9

-2.2

5.0
4.0

-2.7

6.1
4.2

-2.3
.

39
61

37
63

Iii

40
60

35
65

39
61

,

39
61

42
58

--

37
63

32
68

I Adapted from State employment security agency estimates; data for Alabama, Florida, and Virginia are for miMarch;
those for the remaining 10 States represent annual averages.

3 Mostly individual counties, but including a small number of multicounty labor market areas in Wont Virginia and
Tennessee.

'Areas essentially outside standard metropolitan statistical area delineations, Jan. 7, 1972.
I Noafarm wage and salary employment exclusive of manufacturing.
Lesser urban areas had multicenter or composite 1970 urban population of 25,000 or greater, small city, 10,000-24,999;

small town,2,500-9,999; and entirely rural units lacked a 1970 center of at least 2,500,

'41
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TABLE 13. GAINS IN MANUFACTURING AND NONMANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT, BY GROWTH GROUPS, RURAL
AND OTHER NONMETRO AREAS, SOUTHEAST, 1962-71 1

Area and designation

EmployMent rrowth group

st""5,000-
Areas 1 over

2,500i-
4,999

1,000-
1,499 .500-999 100-499

Under
100 Decrease

ALL NONMETRO s

Manufacturing. 1 788 12 43 135 190 262 112 94 fNonmanufacturinge 788 28 85 152 182 256 53 32

LESSER URBAN v . -

Manufacturing 72 7 17 25 11 4 2Nommufacturing 4 72 26 39 7

SMALL CITY .,-

a
Manufacturing - 124 5' 19 37 24 24 4 11Nonmanufacturinge 124 2 36 64 16 6

SMALL TOWN

Manyfactunng 304 7 60 69 110 34 24,Nonmanufacturing 6 304 9 64 118 92 12 9

ENTIRELY RURAL

Manufacturing. 288 13 26 '124. 72 53Nonmanufacturing 288 1 17 48 158 41 23

I Adopted from State employment securltyageycy estimates, data for Alabama, Florida and Virginia are for mid-March;
those f or the remaining 10 States represent annual averages.

a Mostly individual coo sties, but including a small number of multicounty labor market areas in West Virginia and
Tennessee.

'Areas essentially outside standard metropolitan statistical area delineations, Jan. 7, 1972.
4 Nonfarm wage and salary employment exclusive of manufacturing

Lesser urban areas had multicenter or composite 1970 urban population of 25.000 or greater, small city, 10,000-24,9914
email town, 2,500- 9,999; and entirely rural units lacked a 1970 center of as least 2,500.

Geographic distribution of nonfarm job gains
Borneout by tlu map at the end of the repoit is direct relationship

between increases in manufacturing and nonmanufacturing employ-
ment and increases in size of the population and employment centers
to which individual area economies are oriented.

Among the lesser urban and small city areas (units related to larger
economic and demographic centers) lourHickory-Newton, N.C.,
Florence-Lake City, S.C., Johnson City, Tenn., and Pascagoula,
Nliss.gained 5,000 or more manufacturing jobs in the 1962-71
period, together with comparable increases in nonmanufacturing
employment.

Eight others added that many or more manufacturing jobs, com-
bined with at least 2,500 addition:_ iv nonmanufacturing emplcyment,
Tiles' were the Iteidvilie-Eden, Sttlisbury-Kannapolis-, Morganton,
and Shelby-Kings Mountain areas, :Ili four in the North Carolina
Piedmont ; Lumberton, in the Coastal Plain section of the State; the
Dalton, Ga., and Cleveland, Tenn., axons, both in the vicinity of
Chattanooga; and the Hinnboldt-Milan area 'ite of the Holston
U.S. Army Amino Depot, in northwestern Tenno:,;,.

Patterns of Parallel and Pervasive Job Growth

Large scale and widespread gains in both manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing employment are e-pecially evident in the Piedmont
Industrial Crescent of the Carolinas and adjoining sections of Virginia
(see map). Forces radiating out from the University of North Carolina,

;LI
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North Carolinas State, Duke University, and the North Carolina
Research Triangle are rapidly transforming an old textilesdomins.ted
economy into a sophisticated industrial economy [1, 5, 91. Cities for-
merly satellite to Raleigh, Greensboro, Charlotte, Greenville, and
Spartanburg have, become increasingly important in their own right
as sites of branch universities and colleges, and as centers of business,
health, transportation, and communications services.

On an equally pervasive but lesser scale, mainly because of the
smaller size of ate individual centers, much the same parallel ex-
pansion of manufacturing and nom. facturing employment is
taking place throughout the southern epalachia-Tennessee Valley
region of Tennessee and parts of adjoitung, States, extending from
southwestern Virginia to northeastern Mississippi.

In the' Coastal Plain section of the Carolinas, nonmanufacturing
jobs have increased more than in the Piedm' lit. Nevertheless, greatly
increased nonfarm wages -and salary employment as a whole has
characterized all but such outlying areas as those bordering Albeuarlo
and Pamlico Sounds.

Concentrations of Nonnianufacturing Activity

= In addition. to the four nonmetro areas adding 5,000 or more
manufacturing jobs plus equal numbers of nonmanufacturing jobs
between 1962 and 1971,. another 21, gained' at least 5,000 in non-
nuinufacturin: but added fewer than that number of manufacturing
workers. Six --vas stand out as units in which manufacturing jobs
expanded by a minithum of 2,500: Dover, Del.; Burlington, Green-
ville, and Goldsboro, N.C.; Glasgow, Ky.; and Athens, Ga., site of
the University of fleorgia.

'Expansion of fac-lties and administrative staffs at the University
of 'Virginia, Virginia Polytechnic Institu' e, and West Virginia Uni-
versity contributed to gains of 5,000 or more government and related
jobs In the Charlottesville, Radford lacksburg, and Morgantown
areas. The rapid growth in recent years of such resort centers as
Rehoboth Beach, 'Del., Sevierville, Tenn., and Myrtle Beach, S.C.,
was reflecte.'. comparable increases in service and other nonmanu-
facturing employment ie those areas,

Major gains in other nonfarm wage and salary employment were
identified with the Vietnam-era expansion of trahmg and other
facilities at Camp Lejune, Fort Knox, Fort Campbell, Parris Island,
and Fort Rucker. The emegence of Frederick, Hagerstown, Salisbury,
and Cumberland, Nfd. Valdosta, Ga.; and Jackson and Briston,
Teen., as regional trade and service,centers was at the root of equally
substantial additions to nonmanufacturing employment. A large share
of increased service and other nonfarm wage and salary employment
in Florida's Panama City, Naples, Bradenton, Ocala, and Fort Walton
Beach areas stemmed from the increasing overflow of retirees into those
and other nownetro centozs from the metro complaxes of southern
and central Florida.

Direct Multiplier Effects Exerted ,

For a ''cade or more after the Kaiser Aluminum complex began
operations at Ravenswood, W. little '0r no multiplier effect ap-

),
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ars to have been exerted on local service or residentiary employment
. Thus, the addition of a community hospital in recent years, p:ls

increased employment in restaurants, service stations, and the like,
seems to have resulted in the completion of 1-77 between Parkersburgand Charleston rather than from a belated impact of the aluminumplant and its largely nonresident work force on the immediate
community.

The history so far [29] of another major aluminum complex, emerg-ing since the mid-1960's in the Lewisport-Hawesville area, along theOhio and in Hancock Cotinty, between Louisville and Owensboro,
Ky., parallels that at Ravenswood in the very limited-enlargement of
local. service and related jobs that has occurred in recent years. How-Ci ever, it differs not only in the marked degree to which employment has
been increased through successive additions of aluminum smelting,
casting, rolling, and prefab facilities, but also in the further job build-
up resulting from the addition of a ceramic tile plant and a pulp andpaper board mill.

Traditionally, an increased student or military population
contributed to at least temporary job gains in local trade and servi e
establishments. Regardless of whether the immediate increase hasbeen in manufacturing, at a Federal or State facility, or simply "ri
focal services, such increases in the Southeast's major nonmetro gro thcenters have been an integral part of a process, the cumulative eff ctof which has been to generate further expansion.

Area Economic Renaissance

In all likelihood, manufacturing employment in Cumberland, 111/1d.,
Fairmont and Clarksburg, W. Va., and other areas of northern Ap-
palachia has fully recovered from the low-point to which it had fallen
in 1970 and 1971. This reflects further progress in the replacement or
modernization of older cr obsolescer.' industrial facilities underwaysince the 1960's.

But even 1962-71 shifts in other nonfarm wage and salary employ-
ment pretty well establish the dimensions of the extraordinary
economic renaissance effected by local people, assisted by Federal andState officials, in recent years. New shopping centers and housing
developments, were added in the suburbs. Also, downtown renewal
has extended to old central business and industrial districts as.well asto older residential neighborhoods.

This rebuilding of cities and their older suburbs has not been
limited to northern Appalachia. A glance through dozens of reports on
community betterment projects confirms its extension to 3 greatmany
larger and smaller nonmetro centers throughout this region.

Economically Disadvantaged or Depressed Areas

As with the upsurge since 1971 in industrial activity in Northern
Appalachia, the complete turnaround staged by the textile industrY\ in
recent mouths [191 has erased many of the 1062-71 decreases in manu-
facturing employment indicated by table i3 and the map. 1A few of the larger centers have not fully recovered from the eco-
nomic setlsicks resulting from earlier shutdowns of major textile,
sawmill, and metal working 'facilities or local defense installations. \

(,)U 17-0
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But the bulk of the areas whose economies remain at a standstill, if
they haven't declined further since 1971, are strongly rural, and re-
main highly dependent on farming or other low-paid and uncertain
employment. Through lack of access highways [16], and inadequate
local services and facilities, few industrial enterprises are -attracted,
and those that do locate in individual communities are often ones with
financial, technological, or labor problems, and similar difficulties.

All too frequently, workers'in depressed areas completing ,fob ex-
perience and training programs must seek employment elsewhere. In
times of economic adversity, unemployment rolls in many localities
are swollen by workers laid off from jobs in either metro or larger non-
metro centers. As a rule, school and other local government services in
depressed areas are substandard Also, government workers, along
with farmers and farinworkers, casual laborers, and private household
workers and unpaid family laborers, make up a very high proportion
of typically small local work forces.

By stressing the development of agricultural, minera scenic, and
other previously ov,erlooked or underutilized resources, local leaders
often can induce certain types of industries and businesses to locate
in or enlarge existing facilities in their communities. In other areas,
both community leaders and the local people themselves are becoming
increasingly convinced that their best interest lies in stressing training
and reti aining programs and the roadeand related improvements that
will enable job-seekers to find job opportunities outside the imme-
diate area.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DECISIONMAKING TO
ATTRACT INDUSTRY

By If. A. Wad- worth, profeisor of agricultural econottdcs, Purdue Univer-ity]

Substantial professional effort is expended in examining industrial
location decisions. Professionals associated with development divisions
of utilities, railroads, chambers of commerce, state government.,
universities, and consulting firms develop most of their analyses
from the firm's point of view. Yet communities are not simply disin-
terested observers or beneficiaries of individual decisions that create
employment, in their particular locale. The community is an active
participant in the decision by the firm, and the ultimate choice fre-
quently depends on what the community does or does not do.. We
should discard the oversimplistic view that forces involved in actual
location decisions are exogenous to the community.

CURRENT SITUATION

Significant trends that affect the relative desirability of rural areas
for industrial location have already been recounted in some detail.
These include: (1) Out-migration from rural areas, so severe that
actual declines in population were experienced in some places; (2)
a rather limited range of "desirable" jobs where opportunities exist
for advancement; and (3) difficulty in obtaining comparable access
to types and qualities of public and private services that are available
in more urban areas.

Experiences of rural communities have been extreme. Rural counties
adjacent to urban centers have been overpowered by forces so strong
that local considerations were of little consequence. Rapid growth
in these counties is in direct contrast with the experience of more
remote rural counties where decline in opportunity has been persistent
in spite of local desires to the contrary.

Q Current conditions in such areas are the direct consequences of
past decisions. These consequences, particularly the second-genera-
tion effects, have not been well anticipated. For instance, .::ontinual
introduction of high levels of te-hnologv into agriculture, mining
lumbering, and fishing has largely replaced the need for labor in these
industries. This reduction in employment opportunities has pushed
families out of the rural areas.

In general, returns to scale from the development of an extensive
public infrastructure have been much greater than originally thought
and have made urbanization attractive, for most. business firms. No
national policy has been adopted to replace jobs at the locations where

ical innovations took place. The, implicit ic that emerged
encouraged people to move to jobs. As a consequer ce, families have
spread Dia geographically as each member sought to reach his or her
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needs for satisfactory employment. The strength of the family as a
key component of the society has been reduced.

Communities have been slow to adopt technological innovations to
improve their comparative advantage in contrast to industry. This
should not be surprising, because benefits to the community from such
innovations are not as visible as for a firm. Rural communities have
been further disadvantaged by high cost resulting from small-scale
operations. Much of this dilemma stems from an inability to establish
definable goals and working relationships on a sufficiently broad basis
.to compete effectively in the provision of facilities and services.

CHOICES FOR RURAL AREAS

Rural are face some very difficult choices in planning for their
future. Many of their choices are tempered by considerations of com-
mon rood for society as a whole. But within these constraints there
are still decisions lo he made. Although oversimplified, the choice
may be considered as either accommodating a community to powerful,
exogenous forces with the likely consequence that most rural areas
-would face a continuing depletion of their human resources, or for
rural areas to utilize available technology and organizational tech-
niques in developing themselves to meet the competition as places in
which to live and work.

Other chapters in this book document the thorough analysis of
industries in screening communities to determine an optimum loca-
tion for their firm. If this is a reasonable procedure for industry, should
not communities also evaluate prospective industries as to whether the
location of that industry in their community is in their own best
interest? Whether an industry is an appropriate new member of a
community will depend upon what the community expects from a
new firm through job creation, income generation, and participation
in community projects.

MULTIPLIER EFFECTS

Economists have long recognized the existence of a multiplier.
Under today's complex economic system, the multiplier refers to the
total impact of a particular activity on the entire system. Such ag-
gregate multipliers have been used in impressing an individual com-
munity with the benefits which it can expect from industrial develop-
ment. Expectations for an individual community based on an aggregate
multiplier misrepresent the facts.

There are many reasons why the impact upon an individual com-
munity is likely to be less than that projected by the multiplier. Such
multipliers assume that all workers are local residents. In rural areas,
the Net are that commuting is an accepted way of life. Further, po-
tential benefits from a new firm will be reduced by commuters who
stuldenly quit jobs outside the eommunity to accept those at home or
by in-commuters who earn a local paycheck but return to a home
community to spend it. Second, most multipliers are developed assum-
ing relatively full employment. In rural areas, hnemplovment and
underemployment are greatly disguised because of labor force defini-
tional problems that exclude enunieratiolt of many persons. When
new jobs become available these persons subsequently apply, thereby
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reducing the need for new workers to move into that community. Thus
the local economy may experience little increase in housing develop-
rhea and retail and wholesale trade that result when new jobs must
be filled by new residents. While potential benefits are reduced, some
community expenditures also become unnecessary: To the extent that
new jobs are filled by local residents, the need for public investments
in schools, water, sewer, and other public facilities will be reduced.
To the extent that additional income increases the desire for public
services and facilities, community investment would also be increased.

TAXES

A very practical consideration underlies most communities interest.
for further industrialization, a desire to increase their tax base. Most
communities view the cost of public services as a fixed overhead. Thus
an increase in industrial assessment permits this public overhead to
be carried by i larger base at a lower per unit cost. Whether or not
such gains are real or imaginary depends on whether additional
public costs are incurred in obtaining industry to offset the added
revenue.

The concern about tax base is derived from the fact that most
local units of government are heavily dependent on property tax as
a source of revenue. The issue of property tax, although real, com-
pounds the location problem when more than one community is in-
volved. For instance, the tax base created by a new industry may be
located in one taxing unit while the major local input, that is. em-
ployees, reside in other taxing units. Thus the firm will make little if
any direct tax contribution to the service area from which it draws
its employees.

Although the property tax is a well-established source of local
revenue, other means are available by which a firm's contribution
could be more equitably distributed in relation to costs imposed and
benefits received from communities that provide its labor force.

For a particular community, the tax base problem can be aggra-
vated by special inducements that are offered industry to encourage
location in a particular place. By this procedure, communities assume
some costs that are of benefit only to the firm. These become com-
munity costs which should be compared to the benefits gained from
an increased tax base.

Jors

Jobs are the primary benefit to be gained from location of new
employment centers. New jobs provide additional disposable income
in a community and generate expanded retail and wholesale trade
activity. For this reason, owners of retail establishments are generally
in favor of expanded industrial activity in their community.

The question faced by the overall community relative to a firm's
desirabilit, in providing jobs is much more complex. The outcomes
are quite different if the firm under consideration intends to employ
mostly local labor vis-a-vis depending primarily on commuters or
others whom they move into a community to staff the new positions.
If the firm intends to depend on local labor,, will the jobs fit the skills
and aspirations of available employees or create direct competition for
those already employed, thereby bypassing those currenfly unem-
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ployed or underemployed? On the other hand, should the firm depend
primarily on people who will be moving into the community, what
kind of people are likely to be attracted to such jobs, and what con-
tribution are they likely to make to the total development of that
.community? It is also important to evaluate the nature of the jobs
being created in terms of advancement opportunities that permit ern-

.. ployees to improve their skills, their income, and their social position.

COMMUNITY 'LEADERSHIP

Many rural communities suffer from a lack of leadership and initia-
tive to take on projects o! benefit to the entire community. New
industries can contribute their brainpower in developing plans and
executing programs that help communities become better places
in which to live and work. Such possibilities are enhanced if manage-
ment and-supervisory employees are residents of the community in
which they work.

While enumerable possibilities exist, some firms subtly intend to
exploit a particular local situation. For instance, does the firm view
the community as a place in which to bypass environmental stand-
ards or will it actively contribute time and money to achieve environ-
mental standards for land, air, and water as well as quality housing
and public services?

New employers often play a key role in encouraging the develop-
ment of private services that complement their business operations
while improving living conditions in the community. This is particu-
larly true if the firm purchases the bulk of its inputs, both materials
and services, within the local community. Direct efforts and contri-
butions to the development of medical care, restaurants, motels, and
related commercial businesses also enhance the community's ability
to fulfill a broad range of individual needs.

is in the best interest of both the industry concerned and the
community that a decision about a possible location of the firm be
based on as complete knowledge as possible of their individual char-
acteristics. Both the firm and the community have and should exer-
cise the right to reject, accept, or accept conditionally the community
as a place in which to locate or the firm as a member of the com-
munity. This imposes a definitive responsibility on the people in the
area to determine whether it is in their best interest for a particular
industry to locate in their community. This carries with it an im-
plicit assumption that such a decision can be reached only after
thorough analysis of the firm, an analysis comparable in detail to
that performed by the firm on the community.

COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY

For rural areas, it is important to recognize that ability to attract
industry depends in large Jule, on how well a community has main-
tained its competitive position as a place in which to live and work
compared to urban communities. Rural communities currently find
themselves at a disadvantage because of decisions made in the past.
It is lime to recognize that the needs of people are comparable, whether
they reside in a rural or urban setting.



The community must contbu ily analyze what public services
and facilities it, should provide and how these can be provided at an
acceptable level of quality and cost. To do this, continual analysis
of the business of providing public facilities and services must be con-
ducted by those responsible for the community's future. In many re-
spects, this analysis is comparable to that employed by profit busi-
nesses that continually examine available technology and operational
practices to determine whether improvements can be employed to
their advantage with consumers. Communities need to assess avail-
able technology and alternative institutional arrangements to deter-
mine whether changes are in the best interest of the people they serve.

Local control is a highly valued concept by both individuals and
communities. For many, local control has meant autonomy and there-
by has limited the community to its own resources. However, local
control implies local responsibility to needs of people. If the needs of
communities in rural areas are to be met, we must depend on an ex-
panded concept of local control to make technical and institutional
innovations that can provide opportunities for comparable qualities of
services and facilities.

ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES

Interorganization or intraorganization conflicts have arisen as
to who should have the primary role in helping communities plan
for their future. Many Federal government agencies, local chambers
of commerce, industrial consultants, State planning agencies, etc.,
have vied for advantageous positions. The fundamental choice must
be made by the uornmunity, and it is more important that the com-
munity take a pow uve role in developing such a plan than it is for
any particular organization to achieve a dominant position. So much
needs to be done to help rural communities become more competitive
as places in which to live and work that there is more than enough
work for everyone concerned.

I see a particularly complementary role to be played by the chamber
of commerce and the cooperative extension service of the land-grant
universities. Chambers of commerce do an excellent job in, developing
and maintaining contacts with leaders in industry. They continually
evaluate local and State situations affecting business opportunities
and are in excellent position to appraise alternatives that would make
expanded business development, possible. They also serve a vital
function of communicating these concerns to political leaders when

ppropriate.
On the other hand, the cooperative extension service has accepted

an informal educational responsibility that encompasses concerns
for the entire community. In exercising this responsibility, it can
provide facts on particular community characteristics of importance
to industry or vice versa. In addition, it can conduct analyses of
alternative structural changes that might be made at the local or
State level to improve the competitive position of rural communities.
Furthermore, it is dedicated to educational programs to help local
people understand and assess the value of changes. These programs
reflect a belief that an informed people can make decisions as to what
is best for their communities. Combining the competencies of the
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chamber of commerce with business, and extension with the general
public, a local plan could be developed with goals and pragmatic
approaches to problems that reflects the desires and values of thepeople concerned.

Responsible involvement requires a continual education effort sothat a community will understand the plan and will confront the
limiting conditions which now preclude its reaching desired goals. It
is relatively easy for outside authorities, that is, chamber personnel,
those with State industrial development divisions, industrial develop-
ers employed by utilities and railroads as well as extension personnel,
to enumerate community disadvantages. however, a thorough under-
standing requires both recognizing a situation and then doing some-thing about it. This means that the rural community, and those who
would help it; must face reality and use every means at their disposal
to reestablish and regain a competitive position.



INDUSTRY'S VIEWPOINT OF RURAL AREAS

[By Maurice Fulton, president, The Faith's Co., Chicago, 1114

When we talk about industry's viewpoint as it concerns rural areas,
what types of industries are , e talking about? Which companies
within a particular industry are we talking about? And, within a
specific company, whose viewpoint are we talking about? Who makes
the decisions for that company and is it really an economic rather than
a personal decision?

If we are trying to arrive at scientifically supportable conclusions,
we may be in for trouble. For example, it is a very easy matter to find
establishments within a given industry located in large metropolitan
areas as well as in small rural areas. In some cases a company may have
one plant situated in. a large city with other plants in smaller towns.
Finally, depending upon the person you talk to within a company,
you find a variety of viewpoints among the individuals involved de-
pending upon what their own prior experience may have been, what
their personal lives are like, and what their individual points of view
may be.

Much depends upon tinting. When is industry's viewpoint estab-
lished? Some of the attitudes that existed two decades ago have
changed. Companies that shunned rural decentralization 25 years ago
may be among the foremost advocates today, And the reverse may be
true. Companies whose attitudes about size and nature of community
were firmly established in the past have changed their viewpoints in
recent years. Nevertheless, I suppose it is possible to talk about in-
dustry's viewpoint recognizing that any conclusions we might reach
are subject to exception and qualification.

Since the end of World War II, the understanding, preparing for,
and shaping of industrial development have achieved a high level of
sophistication. The generalities of a generation ago are certainly
known to all of you and there is no point in mentioning the cliches
of yesteryear's development emphasis such as hunting and fishing.

Still, ninny of the circtunstnces that fostered the decentralization
of indiNtry 25 years ago exist today and bear repeating. They certainly
have been shaped by events of recent years and by expectlitions for
future year, but time basic principles continue. It is not just that the
rural setting is more profitable or more attractive, but also that, in
many respects, the urban center is forbidding, unprofitable, and
unattractive.

While nearly three out of every four of today's manufacturing jobs
continue to In located in the 193 largest labor markets of the United
Slates, more than a third of the new openings in the 1962-69 period
Were in the Nation's small or essentially non metropolitan areas.
According to the Association of State P1 an n in g and pevelopment
Agencies, in the period 1954-59 inclusive, 59 percent of the new ninnu-
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factoring plants located in the nonmetropolitan areas vis-à-vis 41
percent in larger areas. In terms of employment and invbstment dol-
lars, the noninctropolitan areas were favored, 67 percent and 69 per-
cent, respectively.

The trend is continuing and likely to continue, particularly away
from the largest cities. Many employers are growing disenchanted with
big-city conditions. Some of these are executives who a decade ago
swore that they could not orwould not consider operation in a small
town'.

The combination of journey-to-work frustrations, fear of physical
attack, air pollution, and overpowering noise levels, coupled with high
living costs and economic anxiety, is adversely affecting attitudes,
work habits, and productivity.

"Getting to work is hell," says a big-city commuter. Overreaction?
Probably not, when you figure lie may be riding mostly in equipment
over 30 years old, is experiencing cancellations and delays en route,
and is traveling farther than ever before. In 1963, for example, most
commuters in New York traveled less than 15 miles to work. By 1980,
half of all commuters will be traveling 15 to 25 miles to and from
work:

But an average of only 17 miles can be covered by rail in 1 hour.
Private automobile drivers average only 16 miles- in 1 hour in the
larger, more congested cities where mass transit facilities are unavail-
able. Distance per hour is only 7 miles by subway and 5 miles by com-
mercial bus. A 3-hour average round trip is not unusual in many con-
gested areas.

Many big-city workers arrive at their job "mad" before their day
starts. After a while they do not even care if they are late or never
arrive at all. ,Throughout an average big-city year, there are many
"phantom work weeks" where millions of man-hours disappear in a
maelstrom of delay and confusion.

On the average, three times as many violent crimesmurder,
rape, robbery, and aggravated assaultare committed in big cities as
in smaller communities. Cities like San Francisco, Detroit, Baltimore,
Washington, and New York are even worse. Residents there are four
times as liable to attack as those:in smaller towns.

Noise is now recognizeil as a threat to emotional stability. Eighty
decibels is about as loud A sound can get without creating discomfort,
and any rating above that is assumed to produce severe physiological
effects. Heavy traffic creates 80 tc 90 decibels of sound. Exposure at
100 decibels threatens permanent hearing impairment. Subway trains
create 100 decibels of sound.

City noise is a constant day and night irritant, deadening the ability
to concentrate, distracting factory worker, secretary, and executive
alike. Studies conducted at Mentefiore Hospital prove that noise cre-
ates a sudden rise in blood pressure; tenses muscles, and causes stress
and severe headache. Research at NASA indicates that people become
less tolerant rather than more tolerant to continued noise exposure.

Pollutants affect clothing and ''omen and are hazardous to health.
To live reasonably long and stay reasonably healthy is becoming more
and moire of a problem in our cities. Medical care costs ore 20 percent
more than in nonmetropolitan areas, which brings up the entire
problem of the living-cost anxiety syndrome in our cities.
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° A 1968 Fantus studY, indicated that the cost of living for middle-
intoma executives in New York was a shocking 50 percent more than
in communities of 30,000 population or less. Updated studies reveal
that this has increased to 56 percent.

In 196S an executive earning $16,000 had $133 of spendable in-
come left after essential living costs and tax payments. In 1972 he
could probably not get by without borrowing from the bank. Cost-of-
living anxiety, transportation frustration, nerve-wracking noise levels,
and personal security problems, including bomb scares, have had a
direct impact 9n work habits and prdductivity at all economic levels.

Inconveniences compound themselves within the complicated in-,
frastructure of a citya garbage collection stoppage, a brown-out, a
building services strikeany of these also, can have a major impact.
Tardiness, lattiness, absenteeisth, and disillusionment have become a
way of life in most metropolitan areas today. In Detroit, for example,
turnover in office personnel is 36,pereent annually. This is more.than
four times the turnover in a city of loss than '100,000, like Charleston,
W. Va.

Some manufacturers have sought a.soliution in a move to the sub-
urbs. In this they have been following population; since 1960 the
suburban population haS jumped by more than 25 percent while the
pdpulation of central cities has increased only '10 percent. Ten years
ago 67 percent of the population lived in the V metropolitan areas
of the United States. In 1970 the census is expected to show this
proportion has increased to roughly 71 percent, with most of the
increase in the suburbs. Suburban location is not providing the answers
for many industries, hoWever. 'In the megalopolis, problems spill over
into the suburbs. Expanding urbaniiation brings areawide pollution,
blight, wasteful jand use, transportation difficulties, and intergovern-
mental conflict: Suburban land costs are rising .rapidly as industrial
use cornpetesswith other uses. In most major cities, the agglomeration
of industry in the suburban fringe hascaused .labor shortages. The
labor force 'resident in the,central city is unable to reach the jobs
offered for want cif transportation and cannot move to the suburbs
for want of housing. A surprisinglVlarge segment of the Work we do
today. involves 'companies situated in attractive one-story suburban
locations, well landscaped, pretty to look at, but noncompetitive be-
cause of costs or conditions.

The smaller city, on the other hand, remains attractive. The Bureau
of Labor Statistics estimates the budget for a family of four in it long
list of areas divided into geographic regions. In every case, the cost of
living "moderately" in nonmetropoliran areas is significantly below
the cost of metropolitan_ existence. The averagk.differential in the
Noreheast is 4 percent, in the,Midweseg percent, in the South 9 per-
cent, and in the West, 5 percerft.

Such differences are frequently, though not always, reflected in
lower labor costs, a major reason for consideration of the smaller city

.location. Continued successful operation in such cities has been even
further encouraged by the interstate highway system, past growth of
feeder airlines, ,,ophisticated financing methods which may place the
small city on a par with the big city-, training programs, improvements
in utility availability,, and the graautil disappearance of provincialism.
Recognizing, then, that industry is continuing to move in a direction
of rurttl ocation, how are the decisions nrade? What is the process?

u.
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Essentially, I suppose, what industry really does, stated in its
simplest terms,, is decide what a plant rewires and then look for a
commuhity that is strategically located and can best supply those re-.
quirements. When ,this matching process involves selection of a smaller
community for the location,-a series of.anal'vses relating to the location
and its suitability Mr the purposes intended inevitably results.

' In terms of community analysis, it seeins that the process can be
divided into three major categories:First would lie a determination of
the characteristics of small communities a., a group. This would mean
looking at. the pbople, the resources,and the facilities of small com-
munities: Recognizing that services are 'going tobe fewer, skills le,s
available, transportation less varied, etc;.', the question is whether the
people, resources, and facilities of the Antall community will be of a
natitre and magnitude to satify the plant's requirements.

6econd in the analytical process, but not nedessarily second in
chronology or importance, is the geography of the area. Location,
transportation facilities and networks, population trends, tnarkets,
raw material sources,' and everything. that has to do with location
'within the country come into play.

Finally, in the entire community analysis stage is the analysi:s of
the specific community itself. Having established that it is possible
to operate in a small town and That the geography is acceptable, i-;
this the particular small town best suited for the purpose? Having
established that one can do without the pleasures and excitements of
the big city and without the total environment. and support of the big,
city, the question is whether this particular small town goes far enough
in meeting essential requirements. h it conceivably too rural, too
primitive,...too. lacking in needed facilities to permit operating there?

The answer to these question depends- upon` what kind of imlus-
try we aie talkinf about. As a counterpart to the several stateinents
just made, in looking tit the industr's needs, 1 suppose one should
consider firseljat it is that industry looks for in general. This would
include the abstract. and elementary concepts of -an adequate labor,

- force; acteptablg wage levels; reliable and well-priced utilities; reason-.. able land costs; gobd transportation, housing, and education for frans-
ferred personnel; happy labor-managentent.relationships; and so on,

.all stated in the geneRai sense.
Against thi must be considered the ability of small towns .generi--

catty, to supply- the needs of industry in general and this specific plant
un partieular. 'And,. of course, there is the question of the ability of
the pai:ticular community to meet the needs,of the specific company.

I have aleendy.sqggested many reasons why the smaller e(tittatinity
is frequently so much more appealing than the big city. Now let us
look a little more closely at the specificsthe specifie pros and cons.
Let us start with advantages first, labor.

The small-town boy., outdistances the big-city every time. This
is not necessarily a matter of union versus nonunion plants, but more
a matter of attitude toward work in big cities Ven, us that in smaller
towns where people are used to tackling a day's work for a day's pay.

We have one client with a plant in a big city .and a new one in
a small comtpunity. Both plants have the same machinery and make
the mune product. All etaplovees are on a piecework 'mils. But the
plant in the country outproduce4 the one in the city .by one-third.
IN-Ily? The answer is that in the city you have a built,iu attitude of
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Perhaps the most important factor is that property for unusual
developments may not be available in larger communities. Examples
are plants that might require large acreages for waste disposal or have
smoke or noise problems that can be best handled in wide-open areas.
These, of course, are more readily available in or near smaller com-
munities. I am not advocating pollution for smaller cities, but we
find that solving the problem can frequently be easier in the smaller
town.

Many who have locatell in smaller cities feel strongly that the
labor relationship has a high attraction. People recognize the value
of a business to a smaller community and, therefore, are ready to ex-
pend extra energy to assist in making the business succeed. In addition,
the majority of the employees will live only a few minutes from the
plant. This should ir 3an fewer problems with punctuality, delays duo
to weather, and transportation breakdowns and congestion.

Because of the short travel time and the fact that residential
sections of small towns itre sometimes relatively close to business
facilities, businessmen have discovered that there IS an availability of
housewives on short notice for seasonal assistance. In general, then, it
is conceded by those who- have both small-town and large-city plants
that many factors of the labor market are highly favorable for a small-

, town operation. /
Last, a positive consideration is the fact that small communities

fully recognize tie value of every business. They canno afford to
make a firm unh ppy mand thus risk the loss of that cornpan to some
other communi y. jobs are precious to them and minor s.
with water supply, sewage disposal, zoning, street maintenance, and
adequate fire end police protection are generally handled rapidly and
satisfactorily by the city fathers so that the facility can be retained.
Plant security is probably easier to accomplish in the small town, also.

Of course, it is not all rosy. Some obstacles to operating manu-
facturing plants in small cities and towns do exist. The difficulties
might be considered to be these: Lack of management and executive
personnel, reluctance of some company executives or their wives to
take assignments in small communities, lack of trained mechanical
workers, inadequate utilities, poor housing supply, lack of construc-
tion work forces.

Being the mein industry in a town has many advantages but also
I suppose has the disadvantage of being constantly in the spotlight. An
industry that deals fairly with its neighbors and employees, however,
has lots of friends. This can be important during critical periods.

Small towns' cannot compete with large centers for cultural ac-
tivitiesthe theater, museums, concerts, lectures, etc.but I do not
think this is a critical matter. Available to them aro fast airplane
services, national magazines, national newspapers, and national radio
and television, and most of all, the fast and frequent means that per-
mit Those who live in small places to visit large cities with great ea-so
and at law travel cost. Lnd, I suppose, the advantages of communing
with nature nigli' be a ;id tcrid adA antage favoring the small town.

Obviously, every business (loos not belong in the small community.
It happens that an enormous segment of the business complex cannot
be disassociated from the greater population of the metropolitan
centers. I refer to the service industry which includes retailing, whole-
saling, utilities, transportation, construction, eutortainment, banking.

. A
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insurance, and all +he other types of services that are necessarily in-
digenous to the population. They must be located where they are
needed. Too, the service part of our economy is our fastest-growino.
portion and now exceeds in employment the manufacturing part. The
metropolitan areas :will have their hands full adjusting to the growth
in the service industries without further nt. sive manufacturing plant.
loads.

Just what types of industries are most likely to b4 attracted to
rural count-innies? Let us take one of the major criticisms of the
smaller town, its so-called cultural vacuum or lack of amenities and
ask ourselves whether these absences will jeopardize the chances of
attracting industry to the community. It depends partly oil whom
you ask, because different executives have different viewpoints and
prejudices. But it alse a Tends on which industry an i which psa of
it you ask, as well as wl.1.41 you ask,

The major cohouter mainframe manufacturer employing a large
number of engineers would find au intolerable cultural vacuum in
many small communities. Of course, he weuid also find that some
of his other basic operatic eds cannot be satisfied except in the
larger But in s,-1 tg a location for a satellite plant employ
perhaps 100 bench WO. net S and one or two engineers he can afford to
be less critical of the existing amenities, less demanding of the housing
supply. This would not have been true a few years ago because the
then existing technology and production techniques were not well
developed enough to simplify operations to the subassembly of highly
sophisticated microelectronic components.

Xes, computer mainframes wH continue to be made in sizable
metropolitan areas, such as Minneapo nd Phoenix. But computer
parts and subassemblies can be made and are being IT ade, on the eastern
plains of South Dakota, in seemingly renL-ite parts of Utah and
liVy -mine:, to mention but a few of our smaller areas.

Obviously no neat and compact set of specifications which tells
what kinds of industry can satisfy the locationalt_leeds in the small
town is available: Timing is one factor; geography another.
And little or no evitkace has beenAyand to prove that certain
industries or even particular c.ompiinies shun regions, States, or even
communities below acertiiiii size. Since 1965, General Electric has
extended itsnotwork of facilities to eight new States: Arizona, Florida,
Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, and South Carolina
and-Puerto Rico as well. In several of these areas, smaller comninnities

----have been prominent lorational choices. The cotnnany has also
expanded its facilities in virtually every area where it ereviously had
operations. But noteworthy are these States in which it significantly
increased the number of its facilities: Maryland, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. here again small cities
and towns have been beneficiaries.

I think we are a.l familiar with the phenomenon of a plant locating
from out of the blue, selecting a community wl4Eli never thought
of itself as suitable for the purpose but nevertheless accommodating a
very successful operation. Examples would be the plumbing supply
manufacturer producing products in a small town in bOU them Colorado
for national distribution. Whit about the automobile muffler manu-
facturer in another small town in Nebraska shipping for miles in
every direction?

f r
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The observed pattern of small-town industrial Ideation is such as
to make it very difficult if at all possible to draw meaningful conclu-
sion:, in terms of the.type of industry most likely to locate. For ex-

- ample, in the Northern Plains Stites it used to be traditional for many
local people to think in terms of -agribusiness and pursue it ahnost to
the point of diminishing,returns and to the exclusion of other efforts.
Likewise in the Applachum region, wood utilization is still the most
fre,nentlY mentioned target industry, even though it is finfoitunately
a catchall for some of the more marginal development proposals. The
"management intensive" industries that crtuld be particularly attrac-
tive to small towns are sometimes ignored in favor of the more obvious
but more elusive extractive, resource-oriented, capital ifitensiye_iar
labor intensive industry.

It should be obvious from some of the thinasjfiat r have said
that I view with suspicion any attempt to eidef,orize different indus-
trial classifications by wilt her they are small-town or large-town
oriented. Because of such a_huge ultiplicity of circumstance mad
opinion. broad conclusions are 1111 possible. Furthermore, eveli if they
were possible, the exceptions would fiddle the position. I, suppose
that if one attempted. nevertheless, to list some of the characteristics
of firms flourish in the smaller town it might be possible.
Remember that each characteristic is independent and_ thAt rarely
would one firm possess all of those mentioned. Generally, however,
firms that an best profit by location in the nomnetropolitan area
Jook like this:

1. Require fewer skills at the outset.
2. Are willing to train a large part of their work force.
3. Are more oriented to the assembly= of purchased parts than to the

fabrication of those parts.
4. Are faced by necessity with low profit margins in 04:it. industry

and hence must Keep out-of-pocket labor costs down.
5. Use mostly catalogue-ordered or standard raw materials.
6. Are able to keep inventori( - on hand for production runs rather

than relying up m hand-to-mouth purchasing.
7. Deliver to customer largely at either end of the one or two main

rail, truck, water. or air routes which serve the town.
S. Ulm, customer who do not normally visit the plant.
9. have utility requirements which are not unusual in any way.
10. Do not find it necessary to have professional men such, as

erineers, physicists. and mathematichms attached closeW to the
iiianufact ming facilities (niajoi exception: a fin;versity town).

Recognize the benefits of hiring cowl()) ees who ripe closer to
their work and uho have more free tine than can be provided in the
large sit v.

I,et me add to that list the most probable type of prospect: The
big city company %%hose competition has successfully located in a
small town and is now a threat. lc there anything to the "follow the
leader" theory, there is a good 1 ,peel.

Now that I. have generalized about the type of industry, let me stick
my neck out even farther and generalize about the type of town. I
do bet -ve that the trend to smaller communities that we have wit-
nessed z the past two decades is likely to continue. I believe that tire
communities that participate to the highest degree in this growth
pattern will probably possess ;Anne if not all of the following
charnel eristics :
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1. A good highway system, preferably oriented to t1) national
interstate -sycz;fem.

community leadership, intelligent and well donned in
terms of various programs available from different levels of govern-
ment. It seems to me that any dc'eloiiiilent group, any chamber of
commerce, would be we'l advised to lutve one member informed of the
various aids and benefits available from government. The numbers are
amazing and they are growing.

3. A conununity which is not dominated by a single large industry
whose influence is felt not only in normal day-to-day social intercourse
but in the labor market as well.

4. Sotne demonstrable evidence of labor availability in quantities
necessary to selectively staff neiv facilities.

5. Not remote from a large city as to prohibit easy access to the
facilities and services of the large city. A distance of 50 miles approaches
the outer limits of desirability in this connection.

6. A terrain which is not forbidding and which permits easy develop-
ment- of suitable industrial sites at moderate costs.

At Fantus we prepare our report, and we present it to our client.
The people in the client company use it as a guide for their own visit:.
They visit the recommended communities. They ask some of the same
questions that we aksed. If we ware agreed on the locational require-
ments, if we have used this to define the area of search, if we have
screened our communities properly, and if we have made some careful
'orecasts, the odds are that we will ref ommend the towns that are
superbly suited for our client.

How does, o tr client finally select a cit ? One t net alworking firm w n.
asked to choose between Russellville, 'Ky., and another Kentuek
community. We rated Russellville a little higher. Labor was a little
more available at the other community, but we felt that Russell% the
it-as a better location for our client. It was closer to Nashville, and thus
closer ' better air service. Russellville had au excellent record of ntd
tr:%ing to attract new plants until the previous companies had pretty
well digested theirneed for labor.

On the other hand. some people in the client company were pushing
for the other community. Finall , they said, "We will let you know."
Three months later I met a vice president of the eontpanv and I asked,
"What did Non fellows finally decide.. ?" Ile answered. "When the'
chips were down. we felt that you knew something that we didn't
know, so we took RustAlville."

At the Fault's ( 'o.. we have conducted r lose to 5.000 location :tidies
over orr 50-year history. Our clients over the site( truin of industry

eatee.or% , and spoltistication. We are t rtvy to some of their
innermost phtuning secrets.

Vet. hequontly I will read in the Mtn Sfrttl Jwirtatl. Ms; m-ss 11"r
or other business publid anon of a location irti.ion def% ing all logic.
At such times I say to t self', and I believe it. "The.% must know
something we don't know."' I suspect it %kil' l'r be thus, for all of us.

1
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CORPORATE A_ ND COMMUNITY DECISIONMAKING FOR
LOCATING INDUSTRY

STATEMENT OF JERRY D. GINTHNER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
MICHInAN CITY AREA CHAMBER or ColfMERCE, MICHIGAN CITY,
IND.

(EorcoR's Note: This chapter consists of four separate statements made during
a conference panel discussion.)

I would like to approach the subject of decisionmaking pertaining
to industrial expansion as if a given community had absohltOy_no
existing,:prog,ram. In other words, we are cranking up a new effort,
a fresh start. Let us call this community Mid-City, USA.

For a variety of reasons, the civic leaders of Mid-City have sud
denly become very enthusiastic and are rallying around the slogan,
"We've got to get some new industry." Fortunately for Mid-City,
these leaders are very cognizant of the tough road ahead, of the odds
against them, and are desirous of using good businesslike tactics. As
they put it, "If we're going to do it, let's do it right."

The following is come advice I would give the leaders of Mid-City.
First, assuming that you really do want to further your economic

base through industrial expansion, what kinds of industries do you
want? No, that question is wrong. The real question is, What kinds
of industries can .Mid-City support? A fact too often ignored by com-
munity groups is that industries expand for one simple be.,,ie reason,
to make a profit. I fed that in our local efforts We frequently over-
look this principle. We are selling what a great town Mid-tIty is,
the excellence of our schools, recreation, park, and shopping areas,
along with the friendliness of the people; we then proceed to develop
promotional campaigns around, and likewise solicit, industries with
this appeal. Now all the amenities of Mid-City are important and
do play a part in a firm's decisionmaking process in site selection,
but I (loubt if that is where the industry assigns its first investigaljve
priorities. What I am saying is that Mid -City should develop a .pro-
gram to identify which particular types of industries will gain eco-
nomic advantages by locating there and base the promotion on these
economic facts. This is not a simple assignment.

What about the organization? Although many people_ will Want to
be and should be invoked in Mid - City's industriid program, the
group heading up the project should be 'kept to a reasonable, work-
able sizeperhaps 8 to 10 of the most dedicated. influential, and will-
ing workers available. _Everybody (roes not have to be on the board.
There is much morn for participation on the committee level. work-
ing en cite promotion and other important research-oriented and __
promotional activities.

A near must in the leadership of this organinttion is the active and
siacere participation by the mayor of Mid-City. You have to have
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him. I am aware that in certain communities this may not be possible,
but at least get his support if not his active participation. For the
mayor of the city, besides using his natural role of leadership, can,
enlist several of the resource pecple you must have.

Let me explain this by setting one of the goals for Mid-City's pro-
gram. You will want to develop a total team effort. Not only will the
leaders of our industrial development group have the enthusiasm and
expertise to react favorably at a moment's notice to skillfully serve a
prospect, but another segment will be able to do so, too. Our team will
include not just the mayor, bankers, utility men, and other prime
movers, but also those representing our city's planning department.
sanitation board, water department, and pollution and health control
agencies, to name a few.

A third piece of advice for our Mid-City friends is to make a long-
term commitment to the development program. Call it continuity of
effort. This is equally true when preparing the promotional and
financial phases of the project. To me, a minimum commitment to
plan and finance a strong program would be 3 years, better let it be
for 5 years.

To keep Nlid-City's program rolling over the long haul, manage-
ment of the everyday rot .ne is vital. Mid -City has a chamber of
commerce, so I would suggest that the development group talk with
the chamber's directors about staff availabilitiOf the chi.mber of
commerce will give Mid-City's new economic development plans the
highest of priorities and i the staff is competent, then we have cleared
one big financial hurdle. It may be that the chamber of commerce will
have to do some restructuring internally, perhaps even dropping an
existing activity or two of less priority. Sometimes it can be a mistake
to divide civic leadership into too many portions.

A fourth suggestion, "Knew thyself." Know the strengths of
Mid -City and know its shortcomings. By some method, take a look
at Mid -City through the eyes of an outsider. Face up to your problem:,
and develop it plan for solving them. No community is perfect, and
every industrial prospect is aware of this. What impresses the pre
pert is the fact that you are doing something to correct your problem
anus. A strong industiial development program must be accompanied
b.% a strong community improvement program. Call it quality control,
and Nlitl-Citv is your product.

The Mid -('its development organization should establish a knowl-
edge of and develop a close working reLtionsitip with manytmLside
sources. These include, but are not limited to, rt.presontritiVi-ts of the
State industrial development agent V. Stub= utility and railroad indus-
trial departments. area cell,ges ruing unkersitis, end prolesioild1
plant location companieS Also, the t1Plelopinent organization should
reselualt aide variety of local. State, and Federal program's that
inigl.t be geared to a communit's economic growth effort-. The
ability to ,properly 11,4' these tool, w ill bet once an important aspet t
to id-r'ite's successes.

I have presented some fairly basic t oat epts of community or-
ganization Mid-City will design it program to meet the needs and
size of the conummit Muth of what I htl% e ad% ocated entails local
initiative, Actually, industrial development has three prongs. De-
termining who o,o- best potential nothetue i,, how tA,
approaeh theta, mid then being read when thy,-e prospects «tine to
look sou over
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STATEMENT OF HOWARD E. LINDOW, MANAGER, REAL ESTATE AND
MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING, ST. PAUL,.

MINN.

We seem to agree that a redistribution of population will preserve
the viability of rural America and ea-e the pressures on metropolitan
centers.

The ultimate purpose of such redistribution is to improve the
quality of life for everyone and to expand the individual's freedom
of choice, that is, for everyone to have the option of developing one's
self in im environment arrived at by choice and not by circumstances.

The 3M Co., out of enlightened self-interest, has become an old
hand at rural industrialization. In fact, we were practicing it as a
matter of corporate policy before it had a name, and Jong before the
out-migration from rural America was seen as a social concern of
national scope.

Please do not misunderstand. I make no chtims of being better
than others. In fact, a principal underlying message of the action
plan I will advocate is simply this: strong economic incentives must
be part of any effective policy of population dispersal.

A. second principal underlying message is that after all the study,
research, discussion, and agonizing are accomplishedand these are
necessary before actionnothing really happens until the shakers,
doers, and movers in each locality are there to make it happen. Let
us just call them moversindividuals who can match up human de-
sires and material things to achieve results for the good of allnot
especially gifted or holy individuals, just smart people. They are not
the type to remain in a static, unstiulating environment. They
tend to take off for the challenge and opportunity offered by metro-
politan centers, which have an insatiable appetite for smart people.

How ya gonna keep'em down on the farm?
By making it attractive esthetically, economically, socially. One's

livelihood is really the base from which he operates, the base on which
he can build solutions to various problems.

Today's young, and particularly the best young people in rural
communities, are intensely concerned about the environment, prob-
lems in education, transportation,. health care, and a host of oilier
social concerns. If it is possible for them to involve themselves actively
in the solution of those problems--if it is possible for them to develop
themselves right in their own home towns, where many would prefer
to live -if understanding and desirable economic opportunities exist
where they truly want to live, then bit; cities would not look quite
so green to them. Those opportunities will exist eommunities that
develop their potential in terms of labor supply, good sites, util'ae,,
and above all. movers.

It seems to me that there is no shortage of conummities with
the potential for some vombination deyelopmei ls that will ensure-
them a balanced ec01110111ir base. They are there; they possess the
potential. But too few have pil' it all together." Not, enough of
these sommonities have coordinated plan, to I, illt make themselves
attractive to the kinds of developments they hope to ..ttract. This is
not simpl% a matter of selling harder; it is a mat ter of arranging the
right thing to sell, such as attractive sites on stable soils close to rail-
road tracks and good utilities, a quality labor sun))) in a pleasant
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place to live, good schools, and so on. Interpreted properly, the right
thing to sell means attractive sites, not Aling hills. It means con-
struction sites on stable soils, not river bottoms. It means sites close
to railroad tracks, not across a U.S. highway. It means sites close to
sizable lines and water towers.

A firm idea of what the other fellow really needs and what the
community wants is basic. But needs and wants do not always co-
incide, and I should mention something about the community attitude
and the separation of desire from reality.

Every community has a character all its own. What is right for
one is not right for all communities with similar potential. Local
governments and development groups have every obligation to know
the pulse of the community, to make certain they are not going after
something the community does not want.

STATEMENT -OF G. A. HORNBERGEA, DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING, GENERAL FOODS CORP., WRITE PLAINS, N.Y.

Deocisionmaking for the location of manufacturing plants follows
a fairly standardized pattern, or sequence of events, regardless of the
industry or product to be produced. Factors within the pattern
reflect a greater degree of significance among industries or products.
It is important to note that the basic principles involved, or the
approach used, do not differentiate between rural and urban locations.

The proceditral process has two parts. The first is called an area
location study. Its purpose is to determine the approximate geo-
graphical areas to be considered. The second is referred to as site
selectionthe site on which a manufacturing plant will be constructed.

Site selection is a task group effort. No individual can be expected
to have expertise in all of the disciplines required for proper evaluation.
If adequate planning is done initially, and if the scope of work and
specifications are well documented, determ;ning the best possible
location is almost assured.

A new manufacturing plant is considered for It -. production of
a new product, or products, or for increased volu..,e requirements
on existing products. The search for a new site takes place when
existing plants, or sites, cannot accommodate expansion or when
they do not represent an optimum geographical lo-ation:

In developing the specifications for area location and site selec-
tion, a geographical market projection is needed. If this will be the
first, plant to produce a new product for national distribution, eco-
nomics usually dictate that it should be located in the Midwest or
mid-Atlantic.

The area location study takes into consideration how many plants
might ultimately produce the products. Will there be two, three,
four, or more? What other compatible products might be protium'
at the same location? What area will be serviced from this location
if additional plants will produce the same products? Economies and
transportation service determhe the geographic areas to be considered.

When the general area has been identified, it usually represents
a radius of 150 to 250 miles.

1 ),S. .Jti
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The next step i, the site selection process. Available sites within
the area are identified and evaluated.

The following factor, are what I believe to be significant for selecting
industrial sites:
Community Aspects:

Does the community want industry?
Maturity of citizensdo civic leaders have a progressive attitude

toward industry?
Are people active in politi,sand community activities?
Doe, the community have a good progressive development, pro-

gram that m PP t t hp immediate and long -terns needs of the
communit. and it industry? Some of the important consid-
erations are planning and zoning: water and air pollution
program,: construction planning. maintenance of streets, and
traffic control ...terns; residential housing; hotels, motels,
and rest an rant,: shopping facilities: and sufficient schools.

College facilities within a commuting distance.
feiift h and welfare (hospitals, doctors, nurses).

Disaster plan.
Public health program.
Sanitary laws.
Culture and recreation (outdoor attractions, parks, playgrounds,

churches. libraries, civic attractions).,
Police protection.
Fire protection.
Trash and garbage handling.

Potable water supply.
Sewage collection, treatment, and disposition.
Solid waste disposal.
Adequate supply of electric power at competitive prices.
Adequate fuel supply of coal, oil, and gas at competitve prices.
Storm drainage system.

Labor:
Population with a 35-mile radius. (This is recognized as the

normal commuting distance; however, with good highway
access this can be extended to a 50-mile radius.)

Nly rule-of-thumb indicates 25 percent, of the population repre-
sents the labor supply.

A single industry should not employ more than 5 percent of the
labor supply initially and 10 percent ultimately for the finan-
cial protection of the coMmunity,

What is the availability of labor and the distribution of popula-
tion among skilled, semiskilled, unskilled, scientific and tech-
nical, and managerial workers?

I, there a history of growt!. in the work group segment of popu-
lation?

What i, the competition for the work group among industries?
AvYiilability of eonstructimoraft .

Transportation:
Railroads (main lines, switcding service, transportation time an,I

cost to customers, distribution centers, and availability of
necessary equipment).

---
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Trucking (common carriers, access roads, main highways, equip-
ment availability, transportation time and cost to customers,
distribution centers, and road maintenance programs).

Air (air freight, passenger service).
Raw Materials:

What raw materials are required?
What is the source?
Are they available at this location at a competitive price?
Is there adequate transportation service on inbound materials

without payinga penalty?
Taxes:'

Local.
' County.
State.
Special.
Are taxes competitive with other communities?
How well are taxes balanced among residential, industrial, and

commercial?
Are taxes in line with services?

Communications:
Telephone.
Telegraph.
Radio.

Services:
Banking.
Electrical.
Sheet metal.
Hardware.
Other.

Obviously, other factors that must be considered are climate,
tonography, soil- hearing characteristics, constructiot. costs, etc. The
subjects previously mentioned are pertinent, from my point of view,
to rural development.

Industry encourages employees to participate in the development
of communities. Industry expects, and is willing to pay, its fair
share in the development of the necessary factors 1 have described-. On
the other hand, it must be assured that the requirements can be
fulfilled when needed.

Rural location incentives can assist a commuaiy in attracting
business and industry; however, incentives are of little value unless
the significant services are available when needed.

When an industry searches for a manufacturing site, it usually
wants the plant to be operational within 24 to 48 months. Area lo-
cation and site selection require between 6 and 12 months of this
time. This means thlit unless water and waste disposal systems are
available the plant cannot be funded, designed, constructed, t nd
guaranteed to be operational within this time spat. rt, is more eco-
nomical to have such services supplied centrally for the entire coin-

s munity than to have cacti induct ry provide its own.
The logical investigation of all factors described, plus the eco-

nomic evaijiation, determines the location of a manufacturing plant.
In competitive industries cost, quality, and consumer service are of
utmost importance.

31-884 0-74----7
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. SHIVELY, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER, NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT, COLUMBUS, NEBR.

Rural industrialization is just beginning to receive the attention
It needs, and there is a lack of experience to guide both corporations
and communities in the plant location process in rural areas.

In Nebraska we are trying to accumulate information, catalogue
experience, and assemble it in usable form so our communities may
base t'ieir industrial development programs on facts rather than
suppositions. Earlier this year we conducted a survey of industries in
Nebraska to determine what were the molt important factors that led
to the selection of their present location. Of 1,900 industrial plants
listed in the Nebraska Manufacturers Directory, we selected a sample
of 451 to whom a questionnaire was submitted. Three hundred thirty
usable questionnaires were returned, a response of 73.2 percent. The
330 responses represented 61 percent of the manufacturing employ-
ment in Nebraska.

The tabulated questionnaires gave us some interesting data. We
found, for example, that slightly over 70 percent of the manufac-
turing plants in the State were what we call home -grown industries;
that is, they were therp because that was where the founder of the
company lived. Yet we have been spending most of our time and
money promoting the other 30 percent of the marketnational cer-
porations that might put a branch plant in Nebraska. As a result of

ethis survey, I hope we will come up with some exciting new programs
to develop home-grown industries.

We asked the question, "At the time the decision was made, how
important were the billowing factors in selecting your present loca-
tion?" Forty-three factors were listed, and industries were asked to
rate their imnortance. Awarding three points for every time an item
was checked very important, two points for important, one point for
minor importance, and no points for not important at all, the factors
were then listed in order of importance on a point scale. The results
are shown in table 7.1. Note that the economic factors were rated
most importantlabor, transportation. utilitirs; taxes, and sites.

I was somewhat surprised at the low rating given what we might
call livability or community factors`. For extimple,, attractiveness of
the community was ranked 17th. Quality of local schools, housing,
recreation, medical services, and other comthunity facilities ranked
even lower. I was also surprised at hie low importance accordefii. n-
cial factors because Nebraska, along with molt States, has developed
numerous financial packages to attract industries.

Now that we know what factors are most Important to industries
that have located in Nebraska, we can use his information in the
decisionmaking process at the State and local and its
communities can initiate action to improve thiir competitive position
in those factors industries tell us are most important. Fol example,
one of the weak points in many communities in Nebraska is their
inability or unwillingness to develop an industrial site. This survey
showed that the availability of a suitcble industrial site was the fourth
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2
3
4

5 Reliability of electric-
1..ervice

6 Wage rates__ _ ......
7 Proximity to market
8 People alto started plant

, lived here
9 Natural gm, availability.

10 Right-to-work law. _

11 Taxos... ... . _

12 Electric rates ..... . _
13 Rail t ransport a t _ _

14 Community attitude to-
ward industr

15 Friendliness of people__ -
16 Natural gas rate,
17 Attractiveness of com-

munity _ . -

18 City water at site
19-20 health facilitie- and

-en :cep 465
19-20 Cut- weer at site. - 465

21 Availdble building _ 435
22 Quality of local schoitis., 42's
23 Groundwater supply.... 420
24 Amount of unionization. 417
25 Proximity to raw ina-

terutls-- - -_-__ 4In
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Tvlt.r 7-1. Ranking oftoratzon factors, all tralustrie,

Rank and factor Pants
Labor qualit (145
llighway transportatnba. 640
Labor a: ail:unt y _ _ 637
A%31181)1c site 604

Rank and factor Amt.
26 'Construction opts...
27 !lousing fot- plant

worker-. - --- -- _ _

g for executives. _
Caliber of Neal ID
group. c t
Locid _financial institu-
tions.... .........
Recreational opportuni-
ties
Vocational training pro-
grams
Air freight transporta-
tion
Nearness to colleges and
urn vei-sit
hotel, motel, and meet-
ing facilities

passenger transpor-
tation

:37 Supporting Industries...
seal investors._ . .....

39 1.13C financing. . ... _
40 Local subsidies
41 SBA tuincing.
42 Indwttrial revenue

bonds.. .... . 126
Recommendation of con-
sultant

29
5S5
5S2 30
562

:31-:32

3.1-32
537
529
520
519
514
511

49C
450

174
473

33

34

35

36

401

:ifC
372

347

327

298

298

293

28S

271

267
264
230 -
166
159
133

43
120

most important factot iii caisidering a plant location. Hating docu-
mented this rather obvious fact. I hope we (an be more sty cessful
in encouraging oiic communities .to acquire and develop industrial
sites.

Another benefit of this study is that we e an direct our national
advertising toward those'most important fat torslabc,r, transporta-
tion, utilities. etc. getting better results for our ack, rtising dollars.

We also asked the industries. Now that you hat e had some ex-
perience in Nebraska, what likes and dislikes do you have about
manufacturing here?" Overall, we were pleased with the results. Ex-
cept for taxes and air passenger service, all the ;actors were liked by
over 70 percent of those responding. ,

In table 7.2 are shown the percentages of "like" responses for each
item according to cOMMutlity size This was done to see if there
are sonic. differences in small towns as opposed to Omaha and Lin-
reln,-the. two tiMSA's 0-;tandard N1elropolitan Statistic ni Areas). It is
obvious that communit fa( stn ft as coedit al, housing, hotel,
motel. and meeting flu ilities, are less its niluble in smaller communi-
ties, While no one expects r comunity unch.r 2.500 populAtion to
have the c onununit t fwilituts that are at niblick in larger citiel, we
think the some} points out some weaknesses shout whir* something
can he done through :wean ilk phoning and local nutiatp e.

V
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TABLE 7.2 -11kES AND DISLIKES OF NEBRASKA MANUFACTURERS, BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY
_

Percent of "like responses

Factor Total
10,000 to

35. 000
2,500 to

9, 999
Under
2, 500

Right-to-work law 98.4 98 3 98.0 100.0
Electric service ......... . ,,., . ,.:, .. ,.. , , . 95 7 95.5 96.4 95.8
Quality of local schools _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ 93.3 95.3 88.2 90.9
Health facilities end services 91.9 91.8 84.9 80.4Natural gas service. ............. , 91.2 94.0 90.9 83.3
labor supply (unskilled) ..:: s , 91.2 92. 5 91.5 92.5
Truck service

_
89.6 89.6 84.6 86.1

Labor productivity- - - -- -- .. .. _ .. .. ............ . ... 89.5 91.1 92.7 85.0
1Lbor attitudes ...... ......... ..... , _ . , , .... ...... . 118.6 89.4 92.9 86.1
Short-term financing 87. 2 88.9 86.1 88. 2
Community attitude toward industry 85.8 91.4 79.3 71.1
Housing for executives..,,, _ :. .. ---- - -- ---- ... ,
longterm financing ...... ........ ....... ... ..

85.0
84.8

91.2
75.0

63.6
82.4

58.5
83.3

Nebraska highways .... . , - - -s-, ..... , , - - 83.2 71.9 80.0 80.4
Housing for wrkers 81.9 84.9 71.1 60,5
Opportunities for vocational training 81.3 90.9 79. 1 70.6
Hotel, motel, and meeting facilities ..... . . ..... .. _ .. 80.3 81. 0 60.0 56.4
Recreational opportunities - 79 7 89.8 77.1 82.1
Cultural We - 79 2 79.6 72. 5 61. 5
Barge service 77.3 85.7 7 40. 0 71.4
Rail service_ , 76.0 80.9 62.5 55.6
Air f reight service ...... ... ...... ........... - - - 72. 7 58.0 66.7 62.5
labor supply (skilled) .... . :.. ,.. , .. ...... 71.7 65.0 615 56.8
Free port exemption - - 65.8 70.0 76.9 50.0
Air tsassenger service -- 63 1 45 5 54.8 58.6
Salts and use tax 62. 5 68.6 79.0 56.3
Corporate Income tax._ ,. . _ _ ... ...... ..... . 51.9 55.1 52.6 61.3
Personal income tax_ ._, . _ s , s : s 51,8 54.0 52.6 61.1_ _

Corporate occupation tax -- - - -- ,: 49 0 51 4 37.2 48.0
Real estate tax.... .. ...... s . ,,,, -:-, s .. ... _......=-...... .., - - 40. 0 36 5 40.5 54.8
Personal property tax . : s 19.8 16 7 25 0 35.1

Note: "No opinion" responses were eliminated from these tabulations

One thing that disturbs me is the question on community attitude
toward industry. You will note that the smaller the community, the
lower-the-percentag-e-of_Thke_responses_received. I ,am afraid new
industries in smaller communities are sometimes greeted with suspi-
cion, distrust, and outright hostility. Rather than assuming everyone
in town wants a new industry, community leaders should find out
what the people think and, where necessary, initiate educational pro-
grams explaining why industry is needed and what it will do for a
town.

Another significant item is the lower rating received on the supply
of skilled labor in the smaller towns. This is an area in which a great
deal of work is now being done in Nebraska through a new state-
wide system of area community technical colleges. This is one way in
which-communities can improve their position if they have the desire.

Finally we asked the question, "If you had to do it over again,
would you locate in Nebraska and in the same community?" Again
the results were generally gratifying. Over 94 percent of the respond-
ents said they would again locate in Nebraska (table 7.3) News Front
magazine recently asked the real estate managers of the 700 largest
industrial corporations what percentage of plant locations turned out
to be happy moves. The average response was 79 percent, consider-
ably lower than the response given by Nebraska industries to a simi-
lar question. When we tabulated answers to this question.by commu-
nity size, we found very little difference in the percentage of those who
said they would again locate in Nebraska, but found a much lower
percentage who would again locate in a community under 2,500 popu-
lation-only 72 percent.

))
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Definitive information can help communities develop more ef-
fective industrial development programs. In the words of a song from
the Mdsiv Man, "Ya gotta know the territory." Community leaders
need to know what factors are most important in causing companies
to locate industrial plants in their area. They need to know how et-
isting manufacturers rate their community on these factors. When
they know these things, they are then in position to develop programs
to correct weaknesses and take advantage of their strengths.

Although the economic development problems of rural America
are nationwide in scope, they are essentially local problems and' will
ultimately be solved by local people. Decisiorimaking at the com-
munity level is the key to community progress. Community decisions
have a better chalice of he',Ig good decisions if they are based on fact
rather thanoon suppo.ition.

TABLE 7.3.INDUSTRIES THAT WOULD OR WOULD NOT LOCATE IN NEBRASKA OR THE SAME CDMMUNITY AGAIN,
BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY

Nebraska Same community

Yes No
Percent

yes Yes No
Percent

yes

Omaha 95 5 95.0 76 13 85.4
Lincoln 39 3 92.9 32 6 84.2
10,000 to 35,000 .... .......... , ..... 60 2 96.8 54 5 91.5
2,500 to 9,999 - 49 5 90.7 40 7' 85. 1
Under 2.500 , _ . _ 44 2 95.7 31 12 72.1

Total responses_. ... 297 17 94.4 233 43 84.4



PROBLEMS IN RURAL COMMUNI'T'IES AFTER INDUSTRY
ARRIVES

[John T. Scott, Jr., Professor of Agricultural Economics, University of Illinois,
and Gene F. Summers, Associate Professor of Rural Sociology, University of
Wisconsin]

When w" consider the problems encountered with industrial ex-
pansion al..1 with working in rural communities, we want %keep
certain important things in our focus. Some of these things are so
obvious that they are frequently overlooked when experts begin to
consider the ramifications of what they, the experts, think are the
salient problems.

First, contrary to what the urban tourist thinks as he speeds along
an interstate highway, all small towns and ruralcommunities are not
alikethey have their own peculiarities with respect to location, trans-
portation network, economic resources available, social overhead capi-
tal, private businesses and services, education, population composi-
tion, and many more.

Second, when there are problems, they are problems of people,
not places or things. People have problems! Towns, cities, and places
do not! All too frequently we lose our focus on this important fact.
A problem'becomes a community problem only when it is common to
a group of people in the community, and it is a problem which usu-
ally can be solved only by concerted public action of one kind or
another_Most_successfuLpohticians are the first to recognize, for
example, that it is peoplemothers, fathers, farmers, plumbersthat
vote, no', things schools, highways, or hospitals.. When a; thing is
built, the crucial questions for social scientists are (.1) who will be
affected by it, (2) how many will it affect, (3) in what ways will it affect
them,-and (4) hpw will they react to the thing?

The group that defines a situation as a problem may be the ma-
jority of the persons in the community; it also may be a minority
group with substantial influence and power to solve its problems as if
they wore community problems; or it may be a less powerful minority
which is allowed by the majority to solve its problem, because the
bad effects of the solution are not great enough to substantially affect
the welfare of the majority. We are assuming that the solutions to
most problems have both good and bad effects. Not only should the
benefits outweigh the costs in the aggregate when a problem is Solved,
but it is also important how these "goods" and "bads" are distributed
among the people. Are the "bads" as well as the "goods" equitably
distributed?

Preparation of this chapter was partially supported by the Illinois Agricultural Experi-
ment Station. University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign ; the College of Agriculture and
Life Sdences. University of Wisconsin. Madison ; National Institute of Mental Health,
P118 liege .rch Grant and U.S. Depqrtment of Commerce. Office of Economic
Research Grant OER-417--G-72-7 (la94-13248).
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DURING INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Most incoming companies view site acquisition as an important
problem because it relates to all the locational questions in the local
community such as land available, zoning, pollution regulations, and
access to railroads, the interstate system, airports, and utilities andtheir volume.

For example, when Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp., recently located
a large steel galvanizing and rolling Rill near Hennepin, Ill., the site
which provided optimum access to railroads and water transport was
10 miles from the nearest interstate highway and across the IllinoisRiver. How did the company handle, this transportation problem?
Before committing itself to the Hennepin location, the company ob-
tained a commitment from the Illinois governor that the State of
Illinois would reroute and/or flew top highways in the area to permit
convenient shipment of steel via the interstate system. This was done.A 10-mile interstate connection (I-180) was constructed from theplant entrance to Interstate 80. The highway, including a bridge
across the Illinois River, cost Illinois and U.S. taxpayers at least $20million. It is doubtful whether any kind of cost benefit analysis was
done by the State before the governor made this commitment.

But how does ttite acquisition affect people in the community? If
an incoming company does not find a site, all the economic advantage
that would have occurred in the community by having the company
there evaporates. This will have its effect on people looking for em-ployment and on all .businessmen located there. A recent study by
Shaffer [3] has shown, for example, that each permanent job directly
provided by an incoming industry- is worth $38,000, on the average, to
the community over, a period of time. A wide variation would be
found in thiS figure however, depending on the average level of in-
come per worker in the industry involved and the multiplier effect of

-thatparticular industry.- This means -that theoretically, at least, a
community could afford to subsidize an incoming industry up to
$38,000 for each permanent job provided ,by -the industry. However,
the economic advantage of a new industry to the local economy of the
host community must be considered cautiously. The danger of con-
siderable leakage of the economic advantages has been demonstrated
by Wadsworth and Conrad. [5] They identify at least four sources of
leakage. The first major leakage is payroll carried out of the host
community by nonresident, commuting workers and spent in nearby
towns and cities. A second leakage, though Wadsworth and Conradchoose not to call it that, is due to the incidence of local residents pre-
viously working in nearby' towns and cities who quit those jobs to
accept work in the new industry. Thus little net increase results from
this shift. Another leakage is the amount of savings and/or delayed
spending. And finally there is leakage due to paying off old debts
before incurring new ones. The extent of these leakages clearly de-
pends on two factors: (1) The delimitation of boundaries for the local
economy and (2) the nature of the work force of the new industry.
Thus the dollar value of each riew permanent job provided by incom-
ing industry is elusive at best and it is highly probable that many re-
ported values of new jobs or investment multipliers are overestimated.
Ile smaller the region or economic area, the lower the multiplier,
because the greater is the leakage. Seven is the investment multiplier
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often used for the United States as a whole. Some studies have shown
state multipliers between three and four. In an ill-defined small area,
with no political borders and no trade, communication, or transporta-
tion barriers, leakage is much greater.

These facts, while frequently not recognized by local community
leaders trying to bring industry to their community, lend very strong
support to the practice of several adjacent communities pooling their
efforts to develop new economic activity in their region. Such regional
efforts probably should be centered on a larger growth center and its
surrounding satellite communities, otherwise it becomes fairly obvious
that a good share of the expenditure and effort made by a small indi-
vidual community in securing new industry becomes only a charitable
effort for surrounding communities.

In our study of the Jones-Laughlin Hennepin Works, we have not
yet attempted to determine the specific net payroll input to the local
economy. Yet we noted that 83 percent of the plant work force liyes
outside the county in which the plant is located. Therefore, it seems
reasonable that the exportation of payroll has substantially reduced
the direct dollar value of new jobs in the local community.

When a site is acquired, the acquisition itself affects different
people in the community in different ways. If it is known beforehand
that an industry is coming into the community, whatever site is
obtained will be at a price above its previous value. This means that
usually the landowners who sell to the new industry are amply re-
warded. In our study the Jones-Laughlin Steel Corp. acquired 6,000
contiguous acres of land for industrial development ,on the edge of
Hennepin. Almost no one in the area knew the industry was planning
to locate there until after the land purchases has been completed.
Jones-Laughlin had the New York Central Railroad act as agent in
the land purchase. All owners were known before any land purchase
contacts were made. Then a battery of land buyers was.sent_intothe
area, and all the land was purchased or optioned in less than a week.
Most prices paid were less than one and one-half times agricultural
prices. So, even though this method of land buying kept communi-
cation and knowledge of what was happening at a_minimum among
landowners and thus controlled price inflation, they still received
substantially more than agricultural value, but of course, less than
had they known what was going on and had organized to get a higher
return. One immediate impact on surrounding areas was that the
landowners who sold to the incoming company began "trpng to
reinvest their money in other farmland. They naturally tried to buy
land in the same general region of the state where they knew land
quality heft. This had an upward effect on the values of other sur-
rounding agricultural land.

In the past we have frequently concerned ourselves with proper
compensation to the land sellerhow he can get the most for his
property, how he can reinvest the sale proceeds to minimize taxes, and
so on. These are, of course, proper concerns for any economic man,
but often we have had little concern for other people involved and
affected by this transfer of landownership to new use. The ',mediate
others affected are usually tenants of the property involved.

If the site is in an incorporated area it may be tenanted by small
businesses or residents. Sites which become industrial on the edgo of
small communities often are Tenanted by older residents with low
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incomes who may have real difficulty in obtaining other economically
comparable housing, and also it may be physically, emotionally, and
socially difficult for them to move.

Small towns in rural areas have long functioned as "retirement
villages" because of their advantages in living costs. Because of fixed
income, many such retired people constitute a segment of the com-
munity most vulnerable to negative effects of a rise in cost of living .

If industrial development increases the demand for housing and serv-
ices, it is reasonable to expect a resultant rise in the cost of living.
Thus it is possible that industrial development will erode the relative
advantages of small towns as retirement places.

TABLE 8.1.MEAN INCOME OF SMALLTOWN HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS BY AGE IN 1966 AND 1911

Age

1966 1971 Change

Mean income Number Mean income Number Mean Percent

65 and older
41 to 64
40 and younger _

13,011
7,615
7, 6in

200
480
267

, 84, 411
9, 250
8,, 827

200
370
276

+$1, 340
+1.635
+1, 217

43.55
21.47
15.99

Total 6, 655 947 7,969 846 +1.314 19.74

To obtain a preliminary examination of this possibility, we ex-
amined the mean income of heads of households living in small towns
in 1966 and compared these results, with comparable figures for 1971.
For each year residents were categorized by age: 40 and younger, 41
through 64, and 65 and older. The results of this analysis are shown
in table 8.1.

The evidence does not support the notion that industrial develop-
ment has an erosion effect on the relative economic advantages of
small-town living for persons 65 or older. In point of fact, the data
suggest-thatolder persons have increased -their relative advantage if-
we'assume that cost of living changes affect all gge levels equally. The
olde4 persons report a 43.55 percent gain in income between 1966 and
1971 whereets the 14-64 age category shows a 21.47 percent gain and
the 40 or y'olinger group reports a 15.99 percent gain for the same time
period.

To further examine this bit of evidence we divided the small-town
residents according to proximity to the Jones-Laughlin plant. Zone 1

iconsists of 6 towns in Putnam County where the plant is located and
Zone 2 consists of 10 towns in counties adjacent to Putnam County.

The results are presented in table 8.2. As is evident, the relative
gains of older persons are dramatically greater closer to Hennepin:

i82.34 percent in Zone 1 as compared with 37.90 percent in Zone 2.
Moreover, the effect of zone of residence on the relation of age to in-
come gains over time is apparent in all three categories of age. The
middle age category in Zone 1 gained 43.31 percent while the same
age category in Zone 2 gained 18.66 percent. And the 40 or younger
group had a negative gain (-1.34 percent) while in Zone 2 members
of this younger group gained 18.26 percent.

Two possible explanations can be suggested for these results. First,
for the older persons it is reasonable that increased gains result from
their ability to capitalize on the economic growth. This could conic
from increased business activity if the person owned a kcal business,

1
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from ability to participate in an expanding money market, or .from
increased sales and'or rentals of property. Second, for the 40 or
younger group the negative gain in Zone 1 probably is a result of
additions of very your heads of households to the population who
have little time in the labor force and therefore,lower incomes. This
phenomenon is marked by the range of ages included in our youngest
age category but the explanation is plausible since we know from other
data-analses that a disproportionate number of young heads of house-
holds has been added to the population of Putnam County.

TABLE 82 MEAN INCOME OF SMALLTOWN HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS BY AGE AND RESIDENTIAL ZONE FOR 1966

AND 1971

Residential zone
rid age

1966

Mean
income Number

1971

Mean
income ,Number

Change

Mean Percent

Zone I
65 or older $2, 979 35 $5, 432 25 $2, 453 82.34
41 to 64.... ... - . 6, 791 67 9.732 38 2,941 43.31
40 or younger 7, 9'5 30 7, 868 30 107 1.34

Subtotal 6, 049 132 7, 975 93 1, 926 31.84

Zone 2.
65 or older . 3,098 165 4.272 175 1, 174 37.90
41 to 64 7, 749 413 9,195 332 1, 446 18.66
40 or younger. 7.563 237 8,944 246 1, 381 18.26.. ,

Subtotal 6, 753 815 7, 969 753 1,216 18.01
----

7, 969 846 1, 314 19.74Total. . - 6.655 947

I Zone 1 consIts 01.6 towns in Putnam County. Zone 2 consists of 10 other towns in the survey area surrounding Putnam
County. -

Several words of caution should be noted in considering these
data. First, we have not introduced a direct measure of cost of living.
We are assunung-thiWitny change in cost of living affects alive levels-
equally. Second, the income is for heads of households'only and does,
not consider the effect of secondary wage earners. Third, we have
made no adjustment for' size of household. And finally, we have
not considered 'sources of income. Thus, it is still possible that for
older persons whose sole source of income is retirement benefits,the
industrial development may have had the erosion effect we postulated.
This possibility will be examined in future analyses.

If the land is agricultural and covers many acres, as in the Jones-
Laughlin example, a number of farm tenants will be displaced. Where
the demand for agricultural land is high, displaced tenants often have
to sell out, being unable to find other land to farm; and given their
age and_praining, they frequently cannot find work which will give
earnings comparable to their return in agriculture. In the example
cited, one retired small landowner, a widow, refused to sell until she
was given life tenancy of her home. Fortunately for the company, her
property was near the periphery of the area it was buying and so was
able to make this concession.,

Of course, !newt other side effects to a change in land use from
agricultural nr pdrhaps timber or residential to industrial are pos-
sible. For example, such a simple thing frequently overlooked is that
a larger proportion of the site will undoubtedly be under roof and
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Inrking lot, multiplying the amount of water runoff, taxing the ability
o: sewers or storm systems. This in turn could result in flooded base-
ments, soil erosion,.and other types of damage.

While handling water runoff may be a relatively simple problem,
1 the furnishing of water for industrial use and disposal of used indus-

trial waste water may not be. This may mean substantial. investment
in new water sources, water treatment plants, new pumps and mains,
and sewage treatment and handling facilities.

In the Jones:Laughlin develMc.ent where the plant would be
using,several times as much water as the village of Hennepin, and
where facilities of the town were just adequate for the town itself, the
company cooperated with the residents of Hennepin to develop a
water district that benefited both the community and the company.
They were able to influence the town to-establish a municipal water
district. Long-term municipal bonds were sold to build the facilities,
and the company pays for the water it consumes 'along with residents
in order to pay for operation, interest on the bonds, and bond prin-
cipal. Jones-Laughlin bought the bonds. The interest income is tax-
free and the water cost is tax deductible as an ordinary expense to the
company. Obviously this is a satisfactory symbiotic relationship for
both Hennepin and Jones-Laughlin.

Another similar situation occurred when Continental Can Co.,
recently built in a small town in Mississippi and the town floated
municipal bonds to build the plant for Continental Can. All those
interested in this type of tax-privileged situation should take ativan-
tage of it shortly, because there appears to be active legislation in
Congress which would eliminate much of this tax-privileged income.

After announcement of a large plant in a small town, there will
be considerable speculationboth the street-corner variety and specu-
ation backed up by financial means. In the case of Jones-Laughlin at
Hennepin,_ou r 1966_s_urveyPtheusehold_heads_showed_that_speco Ia-
tion as to the number of permanent employees ranged from 500 to
5,000 when the actual number turned out to be approximately 1,000.
Several parcels of land were sold at selected strategic lOcations for
amounts approximating three to four times normal agricultural prices.
Most were relatively small and purchased by local speculators. One,
however, was purchased by an urban-housing speculator and developer
from Chicago, and his tract consisted of more than 160 acres at the
edge of a nearby larger town, not Hennepin itself. rn the last 5 years
some housing has been developed there, but probably not more than
10 acres with perhaps 60 to 65 homes in the $20,000 to $30,000 range.
Moderate development of 2 other smaller parcels for housing has oc-
curred nearer Hennepin. There was one attempt and subsequent
failure tp develop a parcel for an industrial park. Except for a small
parki lot used by a new trucking firm, it is now being farmed again.
So t re was briefly a boom atmosphere, followed by a sliding back
and 1 veling out to a continuing existence only a little different from
before. .

If the industry is large relative to the town, substantial labor
problems can develop during both construction and later when the
industry begins operation. With a large plant, including complex
machinery installations, a general contractor who has experience in
this particular industry will be brought in to handle construction. He
will bring his own experienced foremen end as many experienced

0
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construction laborers as he can recruit from his own area and the re-

maining.laborers from wherever they can be obtainedbe it in the
community where the plant is beingsonstructed -or elsokhere. Many

specilized construction workers are normally itinerant workers who

are on the job only while their skill is needed.
Several factors connected with the presence of an itinerant con-

struction labor force encourage misguided expectations and conse-

quent frustrations for the local community. Large-scale construction

implies a greatly expanded market in housing, consumable items, and

personal services. But the expectations of market expansion often are

exaggerated.
Many such workers may live close enough to commute,daily. This

pattern was well documented by Andrews and Bauder [1] in their

study of Monroe County, Ohio, where they found that approxiniately

80 percent of the nearly 3,000 construction jobs were filled by persons

living outside Monroe County. A similar experience was noted by

Gordan (21 when a shirt plant located in Gassville, .Mic. Thus

the leakage of payroll benefits apparently occurs (pen during the con-

struction phase.
However, some will live in the community at leant during the

week, perhaps commuting home on weekends. This will result in a

short-run demand for sleeping quarters; usually from local house-

holders or low-priced motels. Local low-priced restaurant businiss

will increase, which may put a real strain on local restaurant facili-

ties. Yet local restaurant owners really cannot afford to expand theii

facilities for this one-time short-run boom in business. There will be

some increase in other local entertainment businessmovie theaters,
bowling alleys, and taverns. Thus the positive economic impact of

plant constrtfctio itself is often minimal on the local community.
In-some-instances the construction phase may actually produce a

long-term economic burden on local residents. -This is 'most -probabl

when the construction labor force is large relative to the local labor

supply and the construction covers an extended period. Under these

circumstances the construction labor force is likely to settle tempo-

rarily in the area and bring families with children., They can pre-

cipitate demands which severely strain local, 'municipal, and educa-

tional services while creating a short-term expansion. The construc-

tion of three dams near Sweet Hqme, Ogeg., is a prime example.

In 1963 Sweet Homo (not a pseudonym) was a small town of 4,000

in the Oregon Cascades when construction began on an $80 million

water resource development project. "To determine the effects of the

construction period on the people of Sweet Home, the pattern of the

cost and the level of school and municipal services wore correlated

with the construction work" [4]. Construction began in the spring of

1963 and was completed in late 1966, reaching a peak during the 1965-

66 fiscal year when the work force reached approximately 1,300, most

of whom settled in Sweet Home with their families. The effect was

to increase school enrollments by several hundred children and in-

crease substantially the demands on municipal services. Apparently

believing the projections of continued postconstruction economic

growth, the voting residents of Sweet Home and their elected officials

made a series of decisions which expanded the delivery capabilities of

the schools and municipal facilities. The construction workers left

1
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and the expected economic growth did not occur. "Now Sweet I--k3ine,residents are beneficiaries of improved services, but they are the benelfactors as well. They had to accept increased tax burdens rather thanhaving costs absorbed by a growing community;' [4].

WHEN THE PLANT BEGINS OPERATION
.., .When industry begins operation, one of flit most importan inputsis permanent labor fc, phtnt operation. Who 'these workers are, where .they come home where they live, their wage level, sex, age, ilYcomposition, and ethnic and color background will have pote ialsocial and economic effects upon the community. The extent to whicha plant work force alters the character of the host community willdepend upon the size of the work force compared to the size of thecommuni . Also,. an industry hiring

mostly women will have quitedifferent,e ects than an industry hiring mostly men. An industry wherethe wage rate and training level are high will have different effectsthan °lief where they are low. In all these cases, the hiring and trainingpolicies of,the 'company will have considerable impact on the labor..force and the consequent impact on the community..When an industry hiring mostly women comes into the community,the effect on population size of the community may be minimal,S\.>depending on the relative size of 'the inthistry and the current employ-ment situation for women in the community., Most rural communitieshave a very high elasticity of supply of women for the work force;that is, a very small increase in wage will attract a large' supply offemale labor. This is true.simply because the opportunity for womento do remunerative work outside the home is unite limited in smalltowns. Our surveys in the Jones-Laughlin study indicate women are.. willing to accept from 57 cents to 87 cents per hour less_than-men-order
t(l_olat,atia,,s;um-lar-ekinplovinenraTfirtliit actual wage differentialsfor men and women in the same job categories differed from $1 to $2per our. We also found that in some small towns before industrializa-tion only 38 percent of the women of working ago were employedoutside the home. Nationally, in 1970, 43.4 percent of all women aged16 and over wore employed outside the,bome.Therefore a factory hiring mostly women will have the followingeffects and noneffeets upon the community: Iktreased income for manyhouseholds in the community, and this in turn will be reflected inhigher consumnptiona higher level of livingand higher savings; morethings, such as -more cars and higher-priced cars; more conveniencefood purchases; more household services performed outside the house-hold; more laundry and dry-cleaning business; more outside rug, cur-tain, and drapery 'cleaning; more eating out, increasing the restaurantbusiness; and both, higher quantity and quality of women's clothingsold. There will be little increase in the number of houses, althoughthere may be some remodeling or moving up in the world tO -a,newhouse and some increase in furniture sees to "upgrade" but not thekind of increase in furniture sales that would go with an expandingpopulation and a spate of new houses. In this ease we have what we.might call development without growth;at least in population. Onedefinition of development used by economists is an increase in percapita income. '4his kind of industrialization,

where most of the laborv
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forCe in a new industry is female, -will result in this special kind of
development of rural community where per capita income is increased
with little or no change hythepopulation base.

Another consequence of attracting an industry which employs
mostly women is to risk increased unemploymentan outcome pro'b-
ably not tieipated by most community leaders. Two sources of ex-

. planae n ,can be given for this phenomenon. First, the contribution
of ales' to the unemployment rolls results from the number of
women (formerly not in the labor force) who after a period of plant
employment leave their jobs and become classified as unemployed.
Second, there is an increas,e in the nuinber of unemployed and in-
terrnittentl -employed men who remain in the area because women
in their families work at-the plant. Thus the slowdown of male out -
migration increases the, need for more jobs for employable males- at
attractive wage levels.

This pattern is documented by Jordan's study of Marion
Baxter counties in Arkansas [2]. A shirt factory openethin 1961,.and
created approximately 750 new job's, mostly for women. Uneniploy-
ment in 1961 was one-third higher than before the plant opened in
1960. In 1963 there was 60 percent more- Unemplopnent reported
than in 1960. During this tiike .period the increase for Arkansas was
only 1.2 percent.

A factory which hires mostly men will have quite 'different effects.
The aggregate income added to the community will be ,more (for the
same number of workers) beCause men are usually paid more. How-
ever,- the per capita income may not rise much becanse'athling male
employment. usually means adding more households. Therefore, with
this kind of employment one can expect an increase in population
and aggregate income, an increase in required housing, furniture sales,
lower-cost food sales, lower-cost car 6files, little increasein restaurant

-business, increases in tavern and bowling-alley business, increases -in-
the nuMber of students in the schools, increases in the demand for
various public services such as water, sewers, streets, and fire and
police protection.. At least much greater potential exists for the
expected kiiid of expansion of social and economic activity usually
associated with increasing population and income in a community
where industrial development increases male employment as opposed
to female employment.

Whether this type of expansion in fact does occur depends:too,
on the policies of the company involved. Some cAnpanies may move
a large proportion of stipervisory .and salaridd personnel to a new
plant from other plants lobated elsewhere. The company may exert
strong influence on where these employees lire iq the new location.,
For example, the Jokes-Laughlin Hennepin Works,witiAnale employ-

* ment of 600 to 800 and female employment of 200 to 300, near a town
of 350, encouraged as many initial employees as possible to live out-
side the immediate area. In this particular. case there were larger
towns 12 to 15 miles away and outside the county where' the plant is
located that were highly recommended by the compay. The Jones-
Laughlin Co. held a special invitational meeting for rea estate dealers
to describe the needs of the employees, especially the needs of
the employees th t were being transferred from other locations to the .

Hennepin Works. No real estate dealers from Putnam County were

7, I
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inv d. In fairness to Julies-Laughlin it should bt, noted that thispolk was consistent with their proanse-to the local residents that theywould do all possible to lessen their immediate impact oh Hennepinand Putnam County.
Obviously, if property taxes had to be increased to support addl-. tional public services, 'including expanded schools, such property taxincreases would nofbe assessed on The company property if the popu-lation growth were in adjoining counties. Also, a high proportion ofemployees were hired who commute from as far as 40 miles from theplant site. Of course, this was necessary since, a town of 350 could notfurnigh r,000 employees. Most new laborers also were less than 30years old, many were unmarried and living with their parents so thatthere was no immediate effect of new households being added to thecommunity: With most of the employees in this age range, the popu-lation ,increase and all the associated economic effects on housing,schools, and public services will occur in a lagged and gradual way sothere will be little immediate economic boom. The 'speculators anddevelopers -will be disappointed. But in time, some of those who arenow commuting may move closer to the plant, as they build up jobseniority and a feeling of job security. This would result in a gradualchange in geographic location of employees.

The lagging of economic effects is apparent in the data from ourstudy of the Jones-Laughlin plant. In 1966 the mean income of maleheads of households in the area surrounding the plant will $7,299.. By 1971 it had risen to $8,,053. In our control region where no indus-trial development had occurred, the mean income rose from $7,606 in1966 to $8,765 in 1971. Thus the industrial development appears tohave constrained the mean income-of male heads of households to alevel below which it might have been with "normal" inflationary ef-fects. This anomaly can be understood by noting the mean age ofmale heads of households-and- bearingin mind that new jobs are likelyto be taken by young& men. The mean age for the heads in tile de-velpping region dropped from 49;40 years in 1966 to 47.16 in 1971,while in the control area they increased from 45.8 to'48.9. Thus theJones-Laughlin plant appears to havb ushered the age distribution ofmale heads. of households by adding more younger than older menand younger men would be expeeted to have lower incomes.

SOME JOBS NOV GO BEGGING

it has been the experience of some specialists in rural developmentthat while most local businessmen publicly support efforts to bring innew plants, privately they (Choose such efforts and try to thwart thelocation of new industry in their communities. The main reason forthis is that these local employers are afraid at new industry willcause a tight labor market with higher wage rateAwtt will reduce thegeneral influence of the older local employers.
Studies 'have shown that when a new plant goes into operationin a community total employment in the community does not rise as'mach as expected. One reason already discussed is the commuting oflabor from outside the community, to the plant-7"employmentleakage."
But a more important reason, especially in the smaller rural com-munities, is the r9duction of disguised unemployment. People who

f (-1
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would be among the unemployed in an urban setting are frequently
employed in rural communities at jobs which'could go undone with-
out affecting the real product or reducing significantly the_level of
sP.'vices in the community. Public service jobscounty and municipal

jas well as janitorial, salesworkers, and others in private employment-
fall in this category. Many in agriculture who are counted as self-
employed are certainly not fully employed. Many smalbdarming op-
erations, while occiipyihg the time of the farm operator's, could easily
be absorbed larger, well-equiprped, weli-capitalized farmers with the
saihe labor they .alreafly have. The seme holds true for many other
small burginesses. The mamma-papa grocery stores, dry-goods, and
other retail stores all fall in this category, Is well as many small farm
eq4ipment and automotive sales outlets. This disguised unemploy-
*tit is often an integral Part of the slower economic climate in small
towns and rural areas and has become part of the institutionalized
pattern, of local social fabric. Local employers are often only dimly
'aware of this situation.

When flew industry comes into the community there is often a
trickle up to the new .jobs. Those who are the disguised unemployed
seldom move.directly into the new jobs. Rather those who are in the
better jobsthe necessary jobsmove into new jobs, and the disguised
unemployed move, into the old vacated but required jobs at the
existing wage rates.' And' many of the old, really unnecessary and
redundant jobs now go begging.

Thus some of the fears of old employers toward new industry
are now realized ,They will not or cannot pay more for the employees
they teally must li ,ve, so they hire less qualified persons, sometimes
older persons, to fill their jobs and let some jobs which might have
fallen in the disguised unemployment category go unfilled. Thus a
community can experience the trickle-up effect or upward job mo-
bility, a reduction of disguised unemployment, and a tightening of
the labormarket Without much visible cnange in total employment.

of
NOT ALWAYS A PANACEA

It has been cur experience that rural industrial development is
often viewed as a panacea for the economic ills of small towns and rural
areas. Thousands of small towns have formed committees to seek
industry for their community. Industrial parks have materialized with
the aim of attracting industry. Much has been said and written to
persuade local residents and industrial management of the benefit,
of locating industry in small towns. Clearly, gains are to be realized
by encouraging the dece.tralization -.I industrial activities.

But there are problems to be confronted when the economic base
of a small town or rural area is diversified and expanded. In addition
to those we have discussed, these are the problems of financing and
taxing for new public services, of the schools, of integrating newcomers

into the community, of financing and developing tertiary private busi-
nesses, of changes in local power structures, and many others.

The evidence is clear that local communities' that finance indus-
trial development on their own are likely to be the benefactors to
their neighbors. Expectations of benefits are likely to be exaggerated
viith consequent frustration and disillusionment. But this evidence
should not dissuade efforts for rural industrial development.

31-864 02:-74-8
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Industrial development in small towns and rural areas should be
encouraged. But the prQcess should be embraced gently with a Lull
realization that it involves negative as well as positive gains. It is our
conclusion that negative aspects of rural industrial development can
be minimized if local communities combine their efforts to attract in-
dustry by forming multicounty or regional development bodies and
plans. Ideally, this should be done voluntarily. Yet, suelia- policy
could be implemented by State and Federal agencies which assist local
communities in their industrial development efforts if they were to
support only multiconnty and regional plans.

FOOTNOTES

(1) Andrews, V. id Bauder, Ward W. 1968. The effects of industri-
alization on a rura : Comparison of social change in Monroe and Noble
Counties of Ohio. Wooster: Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center,
Department Series 407, May.

(2) Jordan, Max. 1967. Rural industrialization in the Ozarks: Case study of
a new shirt factory at Gassville, Ark. Washington. D.C.: U.S. Department
13
of Agriculture, Economic Research Service Agricultural Economic Report No.

(3) Shaffer, Ronald E. 1972. The net economic impact of new iggustr 3r on
rural communities in eastern Oklahoma. Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation. Stili7
water: Oklahoma State University.

(4) Smith, Courtland L.; Hogg, Thomas C.; and Reagan, Michael J. 1971.
-- Economic development: Panacea or perplexity ior mat areas? Rurat Sociology

36 (June) : 173-86.
(5) Wadsworth, Henry A., and Conrad, J. M, 1966. Impact of new industry

on a rural community. Lafayette: Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Research Bulletin No. 811, July.
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AN INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION SURVEY:
A GUIDE FOR YOUR RURAL

COMMUNITY'S DEVELOPMENT
Daniel S Kuennen.

With the passage of the Rural Development Act of 1972 increased resources have been matched to the
already present community interest for attracting industry both the rural enterprise real estate and rural en-
terprise operating loans contribute to renewing the chances of adding to your community's growth plans.

This publication has two sections. The first presents a brief review of facts concerning rural industrial ex-
pansion and your community The second section tells you how to research. compile and publish an attractiveindustrial promotion portfolio.

Preface__ -- __ __ _ -_______

Almost every rural community dreams o7 liffielfhpharcinr-rdrai-mdusiry v-igeh-iiiiltadd-revenue-,jobs_ _ ..and vitality to theirlcommunity and yet not disturb the traditional patterns of life to which they are accustomed .Unfortunately this dream never materializes With the acceptance of new industry a town will never be the
same Industry broils with it change Communities shouldn't be repelled by that fact, instead they should be
aware of the change which will occur and be ready to control it according to their plans

Tricarry out a controlled policy of industrial and community growth a community needs to advertize for
and attract a desirable industry For that reason this publication has been compiled A covunity must know ".what it has to offer and what resources are at its disposal before it can promote industrialization. Let's face it.
many rural communities are in competition for industry, so it is your job to show why your community. abet*
all others. is that dens one for industry Your case has to be factual and to the point. Industry will assess your
town in terms of their needs Therefore, you must be frank aboutyoyr strengths u well as your weaknesses.

This guide will help you prepare a well-rounded objective inventory of your community. Its, corn-.
rehensiveness may overwhelm you al first glance but its intent is simple, namely, to describe factually, what
your community offers that is advantageous to a given industry, nothing more

The industry you are inviting to your area is being asked to invest Melt time, energy and money in an
"unknown" The more you can help them feel secure about the benefitsof such a location the more you have
alleviated their anxiety They will want to predict as precirly as possible what the net rz.ults will be in dollarsand cents for establishing in your community Your cornm.may survey will provide them facts and figures.so
that a reasonable prediction of feasibility can be made. It Mu, indicates your community's spirit and reedited.
to accept them Your aggressiveness in going after industry. will be a factor in your favor If you ale willing to
work to attract industry you will also work to keep it As will be mentioned later, this does not mean you
are"selling the town out" You are not looking for a company town so to speak You do, however. want new in
dustry, so let's look at some considerations

Indastrial Trends

Information supplied by the united States Department of Agriculture shows that farm labor in the
United States will decline by 45 percent This trend has caused an exodus of manpower from rural Delaware to
urban centers. You should not conclude from this that the poor and minorities are the only groups which areleaving.

Middle class farm boys must also face the question of whether or not to farm or remain in rural America
knowing that it is estimated that only one "adequate" farming opportunity is available for every 10 farm boys.
The immediate question a community must ask itself. is. "Where will the other nine find employment".

Urban areas have attracted rural manpower simply because most of use industrial activity has centeredthere During a 20yearperiod, manufacturing plants in rural counties increased their employment 450,000 for
a total of 1.1 million employees In metropolitan rheas for the same 20-year span the increase has been 3.4million, for a total of 8 5 million employees+

This has resulted in a loss of growth for rural counties The imbalance, moreover, hascaused overcrowding--
on 5 percent of the land Five percent of the counties experienced an increase in employment seven times
greater than sixty percent of America' ..

It is clear that rural communities wishing to attract industry are fighting a trend, at least for the put 20years. of industry locatin in metropolitan areas There is, however. some reason to believe that this process isreversing u industry bec jnterested in rural sites

'Kuennen is Ares Asent, Community Resource Development, for Kent and Sussex Comities

4
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Your community can profit by informing itself about the site selection criteria used by ndustry Here are
some factors for your review

Positive site selectioa tutors

Corm* Liter Your community will not only be place of employment. at will also offer a prospec-
tive, ndustry, a place where its employees, both management and workers, will live The communitymust offer
the type of surroundings which will be conducive for a "happy" work force

One assurance of a healthy. vigorous community is a leadership which desires and will work for new an
dustry The location of a plant represents a long-term investment/which the company will want to protect An
alert community leadership reflects, in many MM, the attitude of the community toward industry A broad
based support is, of course, helpful so that all sectors of the town are represented Some favorable indications
Olen mentioned are good zoning laws. stable land prim and community involvement in attracting industry

Other communityfife factors are education. recreation and cultural activities The quality and diversity of
education is a key factoi for employees and employers The company employees naturally want good schools'
for their children and the company wants a place lo train workers in new techniques.

Many of the management staff will be concerned about moving to a rural community, wondering whether
or dot their new home will offer some sort of ICCIC1111011 such as a golf course, or cultural programs,such as
adulredueation classesMoving from a menopolitan area, as many will be, they will experience a read-
justment period as will the traditional townspeople Ifs good to-remember -that two "ways of life" will be
mixing in your community, possibly for the first time This isn't a seasonal or temporary encounter as the

have known it previously The change is permanent for all involved, so thinking and attitudes will have to
adjust to new community environment

Labor talent Plants can't operate without the people to man them Theremust be an available labor pool
which meets the needs of the plaifs operations Technical schools are an asset for industry, they offer a place
to train new employees

Secondly, many industries prei`f for OW work force to live within a 1010 20 mile radius from the plait':

FaciUdes aid Stroke Fading Few workers can relocate or move to an area without a housing capacity to
draw upon Workers must live somewhere Likewise utilities. such as sewer, water, electric, etc must be in suf.
ficient supply for the plant's operations.

,
Zoning is almost unknown in rural areas bin for urban dwellers zoning represents a protection of their in-

vestment for their employees and plant A well planned industrial park or zone close to utilities will offer a
real attraction to industry Residential zoning will insure a homeowner that his investment in a home will be
protected from property-value depreciation.

Police enforcment also protects a person's home and family Many rural communities will want to demon-
strate their capability to provide a safe community A fair tax structure contributes to the maintenance of com-
munity services In planning for industrial expansion you may want to review your tax base and code Check
out the 1.x structure in adjoining communities with industry

Other facilities of Importance are hospitals, motels. hotels, clinics, commercial facilities. and fire pro-
tection How does your community "measure-up" in these areas and others',

O

Tramportalio. Worm Rail. air. waterway and highway transportation outlets from your community can
all oe listed a .ets, although highway transportation has been given more emphasis in recent years Your sur-
vey will want to document your proximity to transportation arteries Remember the goods that are produced
require raw materials and finished products to be transported to and from the plant location.

ntosonte helots Added to these factors already mentioned are the cost/benefit factors of location Ap-,
praisals are based upon freight costs, raw material availability, quality of raw materials markets in the area,
current economic conditions, growth patterns in the region. population and migration trends, occurance of
natural disasters complementary industries, and storage facilities.

Negative Factors

'Rural communities are not condu.ive for relocation by urban management types Secondly, the demands
on the community -- that is political, social and cultural may create problems Thirdly, the increase of
population places a new financial burden on facilities intended for a smaller population (schools. parks, chur
ches) These are at least threg major deferents for industry thinking about rural relocation.

lE
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Of Indushy

Until row we have been speaking about industry as if all industry were alike Certainly in some respects
all industry needs some labor, utilities, housing and other necessities but industrial needs will differ with in-
dustrial types

For the sake of clarity and because of space limitations these general differences will be noted

Ube. type=

-large in size (over 1.000)
-requires skilled tabor
-varied shipment needs
--uses a concentrated supply of technicians
--needs close markets
-needs skilled repairmen
--short term lease
--large scale financing

Rural type=

--semi-skilled labor
--smaller plant size
--willing to train employees
-low profit margin
--catalogue ordering outlet
htgh inventory retention
--low utility requirements
--low level of technicians needed
long term lease (new construction)

ladstry to Avoid: A few words of caution are in order Many, quote. "rural type" industries have not
measured up to the expectations of communities You will want to avoid an "obsolescent" industry which is
fleentg-strban-competituan_to find what they believe to be a "cheap labor" supply Their employment needs are
usually not varied Consequently, your community will not upgrade-its manpower-from-unsktiled_to.semt- -
skilled Secondly. the industry may be dying Surely your community doesn't want to oe left with an industry
living past' its productive years You want a growth industry.

Don't be too hasty to place all ,your "economic eggs" in one basket. Diversify' Look for several small in-
dustries rather 'tun one large one,A drop in the economy will more often than not affect a "one industry town"
first Protect your citizens by trying to attract a wide array of oi4portunities for balanced community growth
Complementary industries may make this diversity feasible Avoid becoming tied to one industry.

Its not necessary for you to "bend over backwards" to entice industry You're not about to sell yourself
ehort for tndustry's sake Most surveys of industry indicate that they aren't looking for special tax deductions or
concessions so don't be bothered with unproductive gimmicks

Your Community's Future

Whatever decision you make in terms of industry for your town the fact remains that changes will occur
It is your job to anticipate and know what changes you want to see take place For this reason study the full im-
pact of industry in general and particular on your environment What will this growth do for citizens.
resources and surrounding natural life' Get a regional view of the implications, talk with industrialists, en-
vironmentalists, bankers, educators and your community Involve citizens in the planning process to- insure
their commitment to the decision reached

A Word About The Survey

The survey is a revised version of a guide distributed by the Central Illinois Public Service Company foruse in the State of Illinois It has been successfully used by the Community Development Services of Southern
Illinois University I appreciated their making a copy available to me

The survey is revised to meet the needs of Delaware communities With that objective in mind some
materials have been added and others deleted A listing of Federal. Regional and State agencies has been com-
piled for your reference Footnotes were omitted but am indebted to the material listed under Selected Soar-
tea

Lastly. I have tried to soirhine their insight to complement the survey guide fora better community un
derstanding of an industrial promotion portfolio

Selected Sources

Freund. James L "Regional Growth The Whys and Wherefores.- Business Review, Federai Reserve Rank of
Philadelphia, Oct. 1972 pp 18-26 a
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Garvin, Wilfred "Rural Economic Development with Emphasis on the Role of Small Concerns," National
Growth. The Rural Component. (USDA, 1971) pp 24.27

Gray, Irwin 'Employment Effect of a ,lei Industry in a Rural Area," Monthls Labor Review, (June, 1969).

Kuehn, John A et al Impact of Job Development on Poverts in Four Developing Areas," (USDA, Agr
Econ Rpt 225. (June. 19721.

Minority Ownership of Small Businesses Thirty Case Sludges (Dept El4W. 1972)

Rural Deselopment Problems and Advantages of Rural Locations for Industrial Plants (Agricultural Policy In
stiiiite. School of Life Sciences. North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1970)

Agencies to Contact

Federal Agencies:

11 Department of Agriculture

Farmers' Home Administration (FmliAl
Kent County - 2119 5 Dual tiw , Diner
Sussex County Rt 111 h Georgetown

2, Department of Commerce

Economic Development Administration (FDA)
Regional Office

770Wattrur-St---Philadelphia_Pa. 19106
(2151 S 746111

Delmarva Adsisory ( ouncil IDA( i
Industrial Promotion
One Plaza East, Salisbury, Md 21801
(1011 742-9271

3) Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor Statistics (Region 1)
Rm 400 Penn Sy Bldg 1117 filbert St
Philadelphia. Pa 191(17
(2151 s97-7816

State Agencies:

I) Department of (immunity Affairs S Lcoaomic
Development
Division of Economic Development
45 The (nevi
Doser. Delaware 1991(1
(1(2) 678-4254
Council .o Industrial Financing
(302) (.T8 a2s4

2) Department 1,1 Labor

Diso.ion of Industrial Affairs
618 N Union St
Wilmington. Delaware 19801
(102) 658-4111

31 Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control
Disision of Environmental Control
Natural Resources Building

Manpower Administration
PO Box 8796, Philadelphia, Pa 19101
(2151 438-5200
Employment Standards Administration
Rm 704C Penn Sy Bldg. 1317 Filbert St
Philadelphia, Pa 1911)7
(215) s97-9611

4) Ensironmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Curtis Bldg 6th and Walnut Sts
Philadelphia Pa 19106

----T2131_591-_9_800

5) Office of E.conomit Opportunity (0E0)
State Office
506 West 111th St
Wilmington Delaware 19801
(102) 6S8 9251 Est 252

6) Small Business Administration (SBA)
901 Market , Rm 818, Market Tower Bldg
Wilmington.Delaware 19801
(302) 658 6518

Dover, Delaware 19901
flOn 078 4771

-I) Department of State

Division of Corporations
Townsend Building
Dover, Delaware 19901
(102) 678.4221

6)

State Planning Office

Thomas Collins Building
Doser, Delaware 19901
(102) 678-4271

Delaware Opportunities Industrialization
Center. Inc (IX)IC)
811 West Street
Wilmington. Delaware
(1(12) 654 6205

f
sri .A.
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INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION
SURVEY

The Key to Your Community's Future

Each year, a rapidly growing number of communities -- communities very much like your own -- are taking
a careful look at what they really have to offer to America's industry
Once such a frank self-appraisal is down in black and white (and it's really not such a difficult task% this
collection of facts may well become the key to your community's future,

Industry; Diversification and Decentralization

There's a marked trend in industrial expansion today Indus' y, both large and small, is beginning to diver-
sify its output to make broader use of existing marketing r id distribution (acidities And, even more Im-
portant. expanding industry is moving away from established metropolitan centers
Let's face it No community. large or small, can offer everything an industrial prospect desires there justis no "ideal- community
So, the prospect on his own, or through one or more outside agencies -- screens all available facts and,
by a process of elimination. settles on the ime community which comes closest to his specific requirements

Dow to Get Down to Dram Tacks

Withthe proper amount of enthusiasm and leadership. you can assemble a collection of pertinent and
meaty facts from which an industry can decide whether your community is able to fit into its plans

°lionization of a Development Committee

It would be quite a chore for one man to assemble all these necessary facts Ifyou do not already have an
to do this job. you may want to organize a local Development Committee.

For this, you II want a reiteseiiiritiie-group- of-busmess_and professional people, such as a banker,
representatives of existing local industries, labor utility services. and the local government, a leading
realtor, and a newspaperman You may also desire to enlist the services of a member of the local
ministerial association, a physician or hospital director and someone connected with the schools. It's im-
portant that everyone on the Committee is respected locally. and knows how to get people to work
together

Your Development Committee should be divided into teams with each of your team chairmen picking their
own assistants This type of selection will assure success of the project. since the choice will include only
people who get along well together

Once the Development Committee has been organized into a working group. you'll be able to conduct a
survey of the community and the surrounding area which will result in the kind of solid information
required by industrial prospects

The spaces following are provided in the event you want to note all team assignments

Higlorical Team

Chairman
Phone

Members



General Facts Team

Chairman

Members
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Phone

Civic and Recreational Team

Chairman

Members

Phone

Educational, Health and Welfare Team

Chairman

Members

Phone

Industry and Resources Team

Chairman

Members

Phone

Industrial Sites and Buildings Team

Chairman
Phone

Members

Labor Market Team

Chairman
Phone

Members

N
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Housing Team

Chairman
Phone

Members

114

Transportation Facilities Team

Chairman
Phone

Members

Utility Facilities Team

Chairman
Phone

Members
I

Financial Facilities Team

Chairman
Phone

Members

Photography Team

Chairman
Phone

Members

Maps and Charts Team

° Members of this team will provide th pictures needed to support the work of other teams Snapshots
with good contrast will do

Chairman
Phone

Members

..

51,', .A...)
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Your County Engineer can provide sou with sources for topographical and other maps such as the LI S
Geological Survey Of course, drawn charts or sketches will do

The Community Survey

Each of your team chairmen should gel the appropriate section of the enclosed tiucstionaire, together with
the page it suggestions preceding sonic ,it the section, To obtain facts that are current and ctirrect, you
may want to contact such organizations and indisiduals as

County Planning Board
Local (iosernment
Chamber of Commerce
State EMpltAillent Sersice Office
Tax Assessor
Banks
Civic Organizations
L,ocal Industries
Superintendent of Schools
Area Agent, Cooperati, e Fstension Service
(-0itilltunit) Resource Des clopment
Rail, Bus and truck Line Agencies
Local Utilities

Airport Manager
Realtors
County Agents
State Industrial Planning and Deselopment Division
Postmaster
U S Weather Bureau
Newspaper and Radio Stations
feloision Stations

S Department of ( ommerce
State Department of Public Work,
Local Doctor, and Dentists
Ministerial AssoClation

O

II adthoonal pages become necessary it is suggested that you alphabetize the eXtras such as 7A,
= and so on

The Presentation

78.

I ,iter oti your corinnunits Otis is oh to prepare a more elaborate or colorful type of presentation tor wide
distribution to plant losatiop agencies and industrial prospects
Right now, hooves Cr a neatly 'completed copy it this community surse, with Its 'sashc enclosures, will
enable you tin make a presentation to intlisidual industrial prospects who hose your conimunn, under {Ain.
sideration

Right now howeser .1 neatly completed copy of this community sursey. with its basic enclosures, will
enable you to make a presentation to intlisidual intlustriaLprospests who has,: your community under
consideration

Please he cure to send the state two c,ipies of the complete sursey one for Mate Planning and the
other tor the tiles of the Dn of I commit,. DeSelopillent Industrial prospects MUM contact them in
contidence for up to slate mlonnauon which will enable them it determine whether there are town,
which will meet their specifi? requirement,

Some Added Thoughts

_sun after your ( (immunity Survey has been completed keep sour Committee on a permanent basis
aluablc experience will has,: been gained from compiling the survey and ( mummer member, will

therefore he Able to pro, itle a great deal of assistance to industrial prospects

According to a recent sum., hi the Chamber of ( ommerce 1110 new industrial plant worker,
result in the loifow ing growth for the area

246 more people
112 more households
sl more school children
8540.000 more personal income per year III area
5270,000 more bank deposits
107 more passenger car, registered
174 more workers employed
4 more retail establishments and
Si60,0(X) more retail, sales per year

You can easily see how es en a small new industry can mean a great deal to your 1.1Immunit% s progress
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Suggestions for Preparatio of the

"Tick" Page

Be sure to type the name of your town on the introductory page, centering it beside the dot At the bottom of
the page, type in the name of your local Community Development Committee The last line should include the
word "Chairman" and can be signed by the chairman of your committee since he will be the one inteested in-
dustrial prospects' would want to contact for additional information

Suggestions for Preparation of the

"Index" Page

After all the material for your Community Development Survey has been compiled, be sure to type in the
name of your community and draw an arrow to its approximate locatio,. on the map of Delaware

INDEX

Local History 5

General Facts 6

'Civic and Recreational Aspects 7

Education. Health and Welfare 8

Industry and Resources . 11

Industrial Sites and Buildings . 12

The Labor Market 13

Housing Facilities 14

Transportation Facilities , IS

Utility Facilities 16

Finarimal Facilities 18

Suggestions for the Preparation of the

"General Facts" Section

Popham

It the figure for 'Retail Pride Zone" should exceed population for County," be sure to indicate
extent of Retail Trade Zone

tocationt

Your Maps and Charts Team should prepare a suitable map for enclosure If desired, you may work
with the enclosed State of Delaware map

Fire Departont:

Give only an outline of your community's Fire Insurance Rate St5ucture, but have the complete story
available for industrial prospects

k ,U
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A

Popo Liles: (Latest Census).

City County

Locate&

Re Lot Trade Zone (estimated)

On U S Highway Number' On Delaware highways Number

Number of road miles to market venters north, south east and west of community

North_. South. East-: West

Form of Coverreat:

Type Number 1)1 elected officials
How elected Number appointees

Fire Department:

Paid or volunteer Number of members Pieces of apparatus
A

GPM of pumpers Numher installed hydrants Are hydrants installed
Pa..Underwriters specifications' Number of etills last year within) eZmunity

outside of community Fire insurance rates

4

Term

Other

Police Department:

Paid or volunteer Number ot members Is there around the-clock protection'_

is a prowl car operated) Is there two-way radio or other eommunical on

equipment' Special officers are stationed at school crossings

Is there a local deputy sheriff'

Local Taxes:

Property assesse from_rie it value

corporate limits..5 outside corporate limits

State police unit

Total lax rate per CI(K) tit valuation...10in

Multiplier last year

How do tax rate and multiphe compare to other townships in county'

Bonded Indebtedness

Commit' County School Other

Climate:

Mean temperature last January - last luly Mean huipidity last January

1.14' July Average annual precipitation nches Number of degree (lass

Last year's number of days clear partly cloudy cloudy

31-96V0 - 74 9

s..
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Insurance aassitkatIon:

The communitL-i classification under the Lode structure is

Newspaper:

Name 4,1 local ne,spaperisi Dads or %%eekls

DAS of put-qt.-anon Duls newspapers are reLetsed front the toll:ming Lines

,Detailed rate sLhedule, are asailahle tor inspection)

Radio and Television:

Call fetters of local radio scan nisi D mime or lull tune

VII or l-p.1 Operating passer

Network in independent ( ill letters of 11. al telestston station

Hours on the air dad, Ill' or UHF Operating power
Nct.rr or independent ( ifitAetrom whisk Clear radio programs areyed-

Number of ielesision ,channels reLeised 'rim

Clef Organizations:

Chamber of Commerce or similar int:mutation

Junior Ch'amber of CommrLe _________ Riotars_ _____ Kimonos Club

Lion, Club Optimist, (tub_ I LLhange ( tub 11fern..111

fiusineSS Club Frdernal organizations include

Women s Club Garden Club P r-A unit
Youth 4,rganit:ttii%ntel

Other

Churches:

Number in churches Methodist_ Presbsterian___ I utheran__ I pisLop _ ( atholic

Iliptist___ Christian ScienLe_ ( hureh tit ( hrist- Nit Irene_ Mormon__
Ssnagogues_ Other

Recreational Facilities:

Game hunted in area includes

(l s '11
.1 4



Fish in area includes

(lumber of lakes 'ponds streams Is there a local park'

Facilities offered include

is there a supervises: summer pliygrouna program' Number of public golf coursis_
Number" of bowling alleys_ swimming pools_ indoor theatres_ drive-in theatres_
Drivs.tn season extends from .11 Name of local library

Number of volumes Does it lend films Does it lend phonograph records1

Number of local or nearby baseball teams or leagues Other recreational facilities include

119

t

---"\
Private Me Fad litlex

Is there a country club!___ Golt course_r_Number of holes_ Swimming pool_ Other facilities

Other private cleb facilities. to Tinny

Suggestions for the Preparation of the

"Education, Health and Welfare" Section

High School

Sense standards of secondary education have become exceedingly important Buring the last few
years, he spesilis in dessribing the curriculum Fitt rostance. under 'Matherawics; don't vs! say "four
years' but 1pt the course as

Algebra. I year
Intermed8te Algebra, I year
Geometry. I year
'Trigonometry, I 2 yes
ttlitl Geometry I Near etc

Education

Name of XI:hool system

Date of opening in tall
Tyr

Buildings by
Nambcr Classrooms

O

Condition



Grade Schools
Total number of students Average number of students per class Average

nu. ner graduated annually into !tailor high school or high school Total Number of

faculty members___-- The curriculum includes

120

Is there a kindergarten' Number of children fed daily in cafeterta Number of buses

operated daily Number of volumes in school library Are gym and auditorium

combined' _ The seating capacity of each or combined unit is Are audio-visual aids

used' Is there a central communications system"' Is a school nurse on duty'

High Sabo&

Is th: e a Juno high school n. your syatemL___Total number of students enrolled in ' h Junior and

senior high school Average number of students per class, Average number

graduated annually Total number of faculty members Are teachers reqpired to take a
Master's degree' The curriculum includes the following courses in English.

Mathematics

Science -

History

Foreign Languages

Other

Is the school system accredited by Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools'._

Does school offer courses in Distributive Education's Does school offer vocational training

courses' Number of students fed daily in cafeteria ' Number of volumes in school

library Are gym and auditorium combined'' - The seating capacity of each or combined
unit Are audio-visual aids used"._ Is there a central communications syste

Is there a home-room guidance program, If so. how is it conducted'

Does the senior class vist various cities annually Are businessmen and specialists

invited to talk to home room groups,or the general assembly') Is there an athletic stadium

Is it lighted for night games Are practice fields pearby,, What class of football is

played' E;otacurricular activities of the sch,...1 include,

q
.4.
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tarot Mal frelmsol

Total number parochial schools in communny_Opermed by what denominanon(s)

What grades are covered" Total enrollment

Average number of students per class_ Average number graduated annually Arc facilities

and curriculum generally the same as for public schools" If not explain

College a Univernty:

What are the nearest colleges. Junior colleges or univet ties

State
Independent ,

.. College Denominational Enrollment Distance

Is there a night adult education program available from any of the above'

Do any of the above institutions have ROTC units)

It so, what branch or branches of service

Military Reserves:

Is there a military Seserve unit in the community' If not, what distance to nearest unit in

Army Navy Mr Force Marines

National Guard

Health and Welfare

Physicians and Dentist

Nuifiber of local physicians in General Practice Surgery Specialists Number of

dentists in community

maks:

Number of clinics in community Staff and facilities consist of

Hospitals:

Name of hospital(s) Number of

statf doctors registered (graduate) nurses licensed practical nurses laboratory

'1/4)
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technicians - other hospital employees_ Internes_ or residents, are employed.
A nursing school is offered Number of rooms_ wards-__: t.eds available
Facilities include operating room_ delivery nursery- (rooming-in is permitted-)
laboratory Xray_ electrocardiograph ptosiotherapy_ Hospital(s) approved by
the American Hospital 'Association- Other memberships

MIseellaseoten

Ambulance service is available There is a local county health unit '_ If so, what clinics does
it conduct

Does it provide nursing service' Is there a local nursing home' Other facilities
for the aged or retired include

Suggestions for the Preparation of the

"Industry and Resources" Section
Existing Industry:

Both your Photography and your Maps and Charts teams can be of great help.in dressing up your
survey The location of existing local and area industry can be indicated on a map and pictures of plantscan be enclosed

Existing Local Industry:

Manufacturing and processing plants located in include

Name Product

INDUSTRY = ; AND A"
RESOURCES

Established Employees

&Wing Area Indratryi

Major manufacturing and processing plants located within the retail trade zone
Name Product Established Employees
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Coal- Clay Dolomite Limestone Fuller's Earth- Fluorspar

Gravel Petroleum _ Lead Timber Sand Silica Sand Molding

' Sand.- Feat - Sandstone- Tripoli._ Zinc Other

Apletaimad Promisees

Principal agricultural products produced in the area are

Average annual market value of crops

Suggestions for the Preparation of the

"Industrial Sites sad Beildiap" Section

ladustrial Stec

Your Maps and Charts Team can have a field day on this one Unless a special map is prepared
locally. industrial sites can be indicated on a topgraphical map available from the U.S. Government
(your County Engineer can tell you how to obtain them) Use key number on your map and your
tabulation

Available

You'll want to follow the samelines detailed above.and put your Photography Team to work To help
identify each photograph, be sure to indicate the corresponding key number on the back the same num-

- her used on the map and your tabulation

Isdowerial Sites:

Size

Inside or outside Corporate Limits

Access to Railway'

Access to Highway

Utilities Available

Site No I

0127

Site No. 2 Site No 3
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Need of Additional
Filling and or Drainage

Going per -acre Rate

Soil Bearing C haracteristis 1

Present Ownership

Existing Buildings Available For industrial use:

Size

Inside or Outside Corporate Limits

Type of Construidion

Fi,r Rent or Sale

Rental or Sale Prive

Type of Industry Best-Suited For

717;;;TThavililts arc Already in Building

Access to Railway

Access to Fligh-.:y

Office Space in Building

Sprinkler System Installed

Fire Insurance Classification

Date ot Construction

Availability of Adjacent Property
for Possible Future Expansion

Zpning of Location

Present Ownership

Area Population by Age Group and Sex:
Male Female Total

16 21

22 - 30

.10

Building A building B Building C

11 10

SI - 60

61

9
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Available Labor:

In Community In Area

Total Available labor force is mostly union rionunton

Wage Rale=

Average hourly wage range in area for Male

Skilled Labor to

%cob skilled Labor to

Unskilled Labor to

Divisioa'ot Labor Force:

Female

to

to

to

Percentage employed in Industry Retailing Agriculture fstimated Unemployed

Strike History - Past Teo Years:

Date Duration Company Reason

Existing Constrottioac

Number id homes available fo purchase Average home is modern and in good repair

Yes_No_ Average price acket for etiSting A bedroom home is Percent of homes

owneroccupied

New-Home Construed=

f units built d ually Average price bracket for new 1-bedroom Lome is

Mt m building requirements include

Rentatv

Number of rental units
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Available Average Rent

Furnished Homes

Untut nished Homes

Furnished Apartments

Unfurnished Apartments

Furnished Rooms

Is there a lorent housing project considered or under construction'-- If so. numberand type
of units it contains

Zottior

Describe zoning ordinances

Is "spot zoning" permitted area outside corporate limits covered by zoning ordinance0

Rem

4.. ' ;-77dcpr.

;,TRANSPORTATION
FA CI 011 E:S

o

Name of radroad(s) serving community Is daily passenger

service furnishedl_ls daily freight service furnished If not on main line. main line connections
are made where' Is switching available on a 24-hour or daily basis,_
Is door delivery and pick-up provided for freight' Is Railway Express handled locally',
If not. where'

Truck:

Name of truck Inle(s) serving community

Direct service to

Sae

Name of bus line(s) serving community

How many schedules are orerated
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Name of local or nearest airpltrt There are administrative

shop__ hangar_.--.. facilities provided Theie are radio and beacon facilities
The following types and lengths runways are available

Type Length of Runway

Commercial airline(s) using airport include

If no e,ommercial airline is using airport. nearest city having commercial air facilities is

Air freight service is available Door delivery and ri,k-up is offered

Light plane charter service is available

Water.

Water transportation is available Channels connect with what major sea," ,rt(s)

inland city(s)s

Wharf facilities are available

Suggestions for the treparatioa of the

"Utility Facilities" Section

Water:

A copy of the latest **sample" report should be enclosed. If your local water source comes from
wells. a copy of the water table formation should also be included

amides

Name of power supplier

What size units are installed in the suhstation/

feeder lines are

They maintain a local office

Sizes and sources of

Voltage on the local distribution system is

Natural G

Name of local supplier They maintain a local office Natural gas is

available -(Interrupti'le)- The size of the mains is The pressure maintained

Water:

Name of local supplier There is an abundant supply without the water
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table being affected The water is clear and potable (Please see copy of latest sample

report) The size of the mains is The pressure maintained is The average

daily gallonage is The Maxim.. n daily gallonage is The source of water supply is_

If wells, how many are operated' What is the drilled depth'_
and what is the GPM capacity'

Telephone:

Name of telephone company Do they maintain a local office/

local service department'_ The system is dial_ manual If dial, is intercity dialing available

now'

Telegraph:

Western Union does maintain a local office Service :son a 24-hour basis

Streets:

Number of males of paved and.black topped streets in corporate limit Are the streets wide and

well drained' Are streets maintained by the state or community'

Type of street lighting Rules covering streets and sidewalks for new real estate

developments within and outside the community

Sewew. mad Refuse:

The community does have a modern sewerage disposal plant Number of lift stations

System serves entire community Value of sewerage plant is Storm sewers are installed

throughout the community Rule covering 'ewers and storm sewers for new real estate develop-

ments within and outside the community are

How is industrial waste handled'

Refuse disposal service is provided with_ or without cost The pick-up schedule in residential

and business zones is

Suggestions for the Preparation of the

"Financial" Section
Sankt

If your bank(s) cannot supply you with copies of their latest statement of condition, your newspaper will
probably have a few extra copies available

emilding and Loan Arociatioae:

Same as above



Name of bank(s) serving community.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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FINANCIAA4111e7:4-1.e
Ai; :`,4: 0. , ^11:

FACILITIES

Date founded

National. state or priyate

Interest on savings accounts

Interest paid how often

"" Types of loans made.

,Bank No I Bank No 2 Bank No 3

Farm

Home

Business

Consumer Installment

Association membership(s) of bank(s) include

Note I. Correspondent banks (if shy) of local banks are listed on separate page an this section

Note 2 See attached condensed statement of bank conditions at back of this section

&Men and Loan Associaionz

Name of local Building (or Savings) and Loan Assocuatton(s)

(See attached condensed statement of conditions).

Fellers' Land Seals

Is there a local office of.the Federal Land Bank Systeml If so, what was the aggregate of last

year's loansl

Fans Sumo AssoclatIon:

Is there a local office If so, what was the aggregate of last year's loans'

Ma Load Lending Aisne's=
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Follow-up Publicity

Once you have decided to participate in **Operation Brass Tacks:* ample publicity sJould be given towhat is being done This will maintain the interest of the workers and the community in the project
Here are some sugestions for publicity.

1 Announcement of General Chairman and target date (or completion of project Suggested
proclamation by Mayor is attached

2 Announcement by General Chairman of chairmen of various teams such as Education. Health
and Welfare. etc

3 Listing of workers on all teams as announced by team chairmen
4 Comment on progress of project by General Chairman
5 Announcement of completion of project. Perhaps a dinner or a meeting for the workers can be

arranged at which this announcement can be made
6 After completion. the local newspaper may want to take the various sections of the survey and

prepare a series of articles that will inform losal citizens on their local resources and facilitiesThe radio station may want to interview various team chairmen in regard to their team's findings

0134



RURAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH ELECTRONIC
TECHNOLOGY

[By Stan Wilson]

Abstract

Rural develOpment is viewed as a process that im-
proves the quality of life of rural residents. Quality of
life has a number of aspects but the economic is viewed
as a particularly strategic one for promoting overall life
quality. The. economic is defined as .providing.jobs for
rural residents. TwO means for doing this, inducing
firms to locate in rural areas and rural residents com-
muting to jobs in urban centers, contain economic dis.
advantages. An alternative is to have rural residents
work at hothe and send the effort of their work to firms
in urban centers via electronic communications sys-
tems. This alternative depends on the distinction be-
tween jobs and firms. It also depends on being able to
view many job as essentially consisting of information
processing. Th input to and output from the rural
worker flows o er a national network termed the "total
electronic info oration system."

Preface

The first version of this publication was approved as Technical
*Article No. 9854 of the Texas Ag.ricqltural Experiment Station and

was delivered at t i Third World Congress for Rural Sociology. in
Baton Rouge in Au' st 1972. Special thanks are owed to Dr. Arthur
Cosby, without w ose help the presentation at the Third World
Congress would no have been possible. This publication is particularly
directed at the la an anclis thus not written using the style and the
technical terms o rigorous scholarly work. It is hoped jobat this pres-
entation of the total electronic information system and its implications
for rural develop :nt will encourage the reader to use the bibliog-
raphy as a source f continued reading in the area. Many interesting
questions have .: in the process of preparing this publication. In
order not to dive t the reader from the main lines of the discussion,
these points have 'been relegated to footnotes and have been reserved
for more complete treatment in later papers and publications. The
illustrations were done by the Information Office of the Department
of ..ecultural Economics and Rural Sciology under the direction of\
Bob Robinson.

Coordlaator, APL Lab, the Texas Agricultural Ezr*riment Station, Department of
Apiculture 'Economics and Rural Sociology, Texas A. & M. University, College Station,
Tex.
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INTRODUCTION

The term "rural development" is a controversial one and this con-troversy has two dimensions. Some- prefer the term -"community
improvement" or "community development." Others would accept
but disagree over its meaning or over the main thrust of rural develop-
ment effort. For example, some would say that rural development
means improving the quality of life of rural residents. Others wouldcontend that rural development is economic development of rural
areas. Finally, one could ask what is meant by the term "rural." ,Is rural to be defined according to the mean population density of an
area or according° the attitudes of itn citizens?

For purposes of this paper, rural developmer t will be taken to mean
improving the quality of life of those living in rural areas. The term."rural areas" will mean areas of comparatively low pbpulation
density,- although such an area might include one or more towns of
several thousand people. In assigning this meaning to the term it is
not intended to convey that this is the "correct" definition and the
best term, but only to clarify the meaning in the context of this poser.

JOBS AND LIFE QUALITY

The term "quality of life" has a number of mea gs and implica:
tions. quality of life includes environmental quality (the ecological),
economic .welfare, social, cultural, and recreational' opportunities,
governmefital services (fire, police, court, etc.) and public services.
'(i.e., public utilities). One could include educational opportunities asa separate category or group it under cultural, opportunities and/or
government services. Each of Nthese types or aspects ofcs life quality
must be paid for in some way. If a service or good (such as a beauty or
barber shop or retail outlet) is 'provided by a business firm, then the
firm must have paying customers. If it is provided by a nonprofit
group (such as a local theater_company), then it must have patrons.
If it is provided by the local government, then it must be financed by
taxes. In manysrural areas the, yarious dimensioas of local life quality
are declining bbcause the number of customers, patrons or taxpayers
are declining. This is due to the migration of people from rural to
urban areas. This migration, in turn, is caused by the decline of jobs
in rural areas:

One usually ,thinks of agriculture as being the primary source of
rural jobs. For many decades, however, equipment and chemicals
have been replabing labor anti land in agriculture. This trend is unlikely
to change significantly. Indeed, less than 5 percent of the U.S. labor
fOrce is engaged ;An agriculture and many of these are only pattly
employed in it. As employment declines in agriculture, towns in rural
areas whose main function was serving the surrounding agricultural
population also experience declines. The rural residents' response has
traditionally been to move to urban areas and seek jobs in industries.

Migration to urban areas decreases the number of customers,
patrons or taxpayers in rural areas. This leads to the inability to pro-
vide private and public services. Declines in servicer further lower tht
quality of rural life, inducing further out migration. Conversely, a job
held by a rural resident making a product used outside his area will

F
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generate several local jobs as he spend on local goods and services and
those who provide the local goods and services also spend. This is the
well-known multiplier effect and it works in both directir.as.

The size of the multiplier effect depends on how wel: integrated the
economy of the community is. If it is highly integrated (i.e., if a large
portion of the goods and serViccs residents purchase are provided
ideally), then each additional job which produces a product sold out-
side the area will generate a larger number of local jobs. If the local
economy is not well integrated, then a job which produces products
sold outside the area will generate fewer local jobs.

One can also view this as a kind of "balance of payments" situation.
No matter how well integrated the local economy is, the local residents
will buy some products outside the community. To pay for these
purchases they must "export" products outside the area.

Migration of rural : nsidents to urban areas not only decreases sup-
port for local services '.nus lowering rural life quality but it also has
an adverse effect on the life quality of urban areas. Increasing the
population of an urban area usually leads to a higher population
density which in taut puts a burden on urban service systems they
were not designed tq handle. The most obvious example is the over-
crowded transportation systems of large cities. The demands on public
utilities and waste disposal systems increase beyond the capacity
the systems were designed to serve. The sheer concentration of large
numbers in a small` area produces colcentrates of waste which may
be beyond the capacity of the ecosystem to absorb without degrading
its quality. Overcrowding is alsO said to contribute to mental and
,emotional illness and criminal behavior. Indicating the implications
of rural life quality problems for urban life quality points out that
both of these share a common cause: A population imbalance. For
,ural areas it is too sparse a population and for ,urban areas too crowded
-a population.

. Rural development attempts to improve rural life quality and to
reverse the decline in rural population. But no matter how good the
overall life quality in an area, the residents must have jobs to continue
living. there. Thus assuring, these jobs is an essential element in rural
development. If at development is successful enough in raising
rural life quality, then these qualities n...ght become so high that
urban residents would be attracted to move to rural areas. This would
decrease the population pressures in Grban eas and thus relieve
many of the problems o these areas. Thus rural development, if
successful enough, might make a significant cor,0,4bution to mitigating
urban problems. But urban residents can not move to rural areas, no
matter how high the life quality, if they can not find employment.

To summarize, improving the quality of life in both rural and urban
areas is promoted by redistributing the population to achieve a better
balance,,This redistribution of people would be achieved by migration
from ufban to rural areas. But if people are to' be redistributed, then
economic opportunities must be redistributed.

APPROACHES TO RURAL DEVELOPMENT'

The key to redistributing people b, rural and urban areas is
to redistribute economic opportunities: That is, to redistribute jobs.
The key to generating a desirable multiplier effect is to have jobs for

s a 31-864 0-74W
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local residents (and which use local resources) which produce produ4tssold outside the area. Since agriculture is decreasingly able to providesuch jobs one naivrallv thinks of industry as the only alternative.(This assumes one is ruling out a simple income transfer from urban torural areas.) This in turn leads one to think of inducing industrialfirms to locate in rural areas. Thus rural development and inducingindustry to locate in rural areas becomes synonymous in the speech(and in the thoughts) of many.
One must remember, hov.vver, that firms locate in particular 'areasbecause there are economic advantages to doing so. Urban areas, bytheir nature, offer several significant advantages. One is a large laborforce containing a large number of diverse skills. A second is good trans-portation. A firm must be able to get its raw material in and to shipits products to a wide market. The cost of such transportation mustbe competitive with the transportation cost of other firms in its in-dustry. This is particularly true of bulk items such as industrial rawmaterial. A third economic advantage is the availability of a large localmarket for the firm's products. Simply because the firm is located in anurban area, in contrast to a rural area, there is a larger concentrationof population in the vicinity of the firm and, therefore, a larger con-centration of potential customers in the vicinity of the firm.
The importance of these advantages varies for different industriesand, thus, in fact, some firms do locate in rural areas. When they do,the rural area has some offsetting advantages such as a local source ofa particular raw material or local characteristic which is particularlyattractive to the firm's executives (such as outdoor recreation oftunities or excellent schools). But a rural area seeking to att.plants must usually overcome urban advantages and it can only doby creating counter advantages in the form of direct or indirectsubsidies. These may take the form of low interest loans, favorable

tax treatment, or subsidizing a more extensive bulk cargo transporta-tion system. But whatever the form, it is a subsidy and it costs local
and nonlocal citizens money.

A second approach to jobs for rural residents is commuting. This
solution presents no difficulty in attracting firms to rural areas: Thefirm continues to operate in an urban area but employees live in rural
areas and commute to work.

Commuting as a ,olution for unemployment in rural areas is limited,
however. Some people do live in rural areas 'and commute to a jobin an urban area. But this is possible only for rural aims close to an
urban center. The radius of conu;t3uting could, be increased by buildingbetter freeways or y mass transit. Any transportation grid which
would access all or m'ost of the thinly populated rural areas would be
very 'costly. A freeway system would, if successful in inducing ruralresidents to drive so far, substantially increase the congestion at rushhours. Public transit through a' sparsely settled area. would require
high fares in order to be self-supporting. This would not encourageusage. Thus much increased commuting is not a practical alternative
for most rural areas and hot a practical alternative strategy for rural
development. -

To begin to get around the difficulty outlined ahove one must start-by' making a basic distinction"! The distinction between the goals of
rural development and the "means to achieving these goals. The real
goal gri developmen' -; rategy is to provide, jo s for rural residents.f

'TO
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A firm located in a rural area could provide such jobs but this is only_-----
one source of jobs. Inducing firms to locate in rural areas is only one
alternative in providing jobs for rural residents:- Individuals living in
rural areas and commuting to_ jolA irciliban areas is only a second
alternative in _providing jobs for rural residents.

A third alternative proposed here is based on the distinction be-
tween jobs and firms. This approach suggests that an individual live
and work in a rural area but for a firm located in an urban area.

The distinction between jobs and firms becomes significant if one
conceives of individuals working where they live (in a rural area) and
setnding the results of their effort to the firm employing each individual;
the firm being located in an urban area.

PRODUCTS, SERVICES, AND INFORMATION

If the results of the individual's labor are a physical item, then this
third alternative is possible but hardy economical. The cost of trans-
porting raw or semi-finished material to the worker's home and trans-
porting the product to the firm is prohibitive. This process would also
involve the

product
due to not being able to apply specialization and

division of lahor on such an interisiVe scale.
But if the results of the individual's efforts were not physical

products, then does it bt come possible for him to work at home and
transport his efforts to a distant firm? How can this, in fact, be done?
If an individual is not directly involved in making a product, he must
of course, be producing a service. This is obvious if the firm is one *hose
product is a service, such as an insurance company. What about a
goods-producing company? If one examines closely the total number
of employees in a firm producing a product, one discovers that many,
perhaps a majority, are not directly engaged in producing the product.
They are occupied performing services which support or aid those who
are actually reacting with raw material and capital to make the
product. This service group which supports the "production" workers
is engaged in such activities as accounting, personnel, payroll, adver-
tising, public relations, finance, and data processing.

The majority of the American labor force is engaged in producing
services, not goods, and many of those who work for goods-producio.,
firms are not directly engaged in producing goods but instead produce
services. In the near future a cybernated control system may be di-
rectly engaged in making a product. Those who monitor the system do
not directly produce the product. They are engaged in the service of
monitoring and, when necessary, of control and correction. The trend
toward a service economy would seem to work against having em-
ployees fulfill their duties at home and transport the results of their
efforts to their firm. It may be uneconomical to produce products this
way, but they at least can be transported (i.e., it is technically possible
to geographically, separate the steps in the production of a product
although it may not be economically feasible). But it would seem that
it is not even technically possible to separate the stages of production
Of a service. One thinks of services as being immediately consurud on
the spot by the one receiving them. This usually requires that the
producer and consumer be in close proximity.

But one type of service does not require close physical proximity.
One might also view it as a product which could be easily transported.
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The product is information and the service is information processing.
Many services, when examined closely, are discovered to be informa-
tion-processing- activities. All those who work in offices are basically
performing information processing. In order to be able to recognize
information-processing activities, one must know what the basic steps
in the process are. Information processing consists, essentially, of
activities arranged in the following sequence:

(1) Information is received by an individual; (2) using this informa-
tion and his own experience and expertise as well as other information
available to him, he forms judgments; (3) the judgments may be used
to modify the received information, generate new information, select
existing information or any combination of these three; (4) the judg-
ments (which are themselves information), the modified and/or new
information is transported to others.

All processes or activities which can be viewed as essentially con-
sisting of the above four steps can be considered as information
processing. Only two of these, the second and the third, are true
processing. The first and fourth are transportation of in 'ormation. At
this point one comes to the crucial importance of one characteristic of
information for rural development. Information can exist in the, mind
of an individual.. But if it is to be transported. between individuals it
must be embodied in some physical medium. One type of medium is
print. This medium allows for fairly inexpensive transportation and
for bulk storage. But an even more efficient medium for inexpensive
transportation is the electronic.

ELECTRONIC TRANSPORTATION

The electronic media transport information at close to the speed
of light. This makes it possible for an individual engaged in information
processing to work at home. He May receive information from some
distant point, think about the information and form judgments,
modify and/or generate new information and send it to some distant
point. Since the transportation steps (the first and fourth) occur at
a speed near that of light, the entire process could occur many times
a day. The cost of electronic transportation is very low. The advan-
tages of specialization and division of labor are not lost. The informa-
tion transported can be specialized information between These per-
forming .specialized, sequential functions. In this way the labor of
a given job of information processing can be divided,

The key to this rests in two aspects of electronic communications:
It is, for all practical purposes, instantaneous, and a large amount of
information can be sent very cheaply. Information, embodied in
electromagnetic impulses, can be transported in a number of ways.
These include radio, microwave, cable, and laser, The electronic
impluse can be propagated in a spherical field about the source (such
as in radio or broadcast TV). This is the least efficient, costs the most
to transport large amounts of information (if each is receiving different
information) and would soon crowd the electromagnetic spectrum.
A ,,econd approach is to concentrate the impulse in a narrow beam
(such as by microwave or laser). This allows more information to
be carried by the electromagnetic spectrum and usually results in
more capacity. The capacity of an impulse is directly proportionate
to its frequency, and microwave and lasers have a higher frequency

j
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than radio or electric current. The final approach is to send the
impulse through a conduit. This might be electricity sent through
a cable or a laser beam sent through an empty pipe. The conduit
approach allows huge amounts of information involving conversations
between many pairs of points to be carried simultaneously. The
narrow beam or the conduit would be true high capacity electronic
"highways" for transporting high "volume," low cost information.
Along these electronic highways rural residents could "commute"
(or have their information "commute") to firms in urban areas.

With a national system of such electronic "highways," a given
individual could live in any community he chose and work for a firm
in any city. One could prof: bly imagine how electronic transportation
systems of high capacity would be economically justifiable between
large urban areas. One might even conceive of electronic "c _ghwaysr
between an urban-center and larger towns in rural-areas. But is
electronic highway to every home in a sparsety'settled rural Ja
economically feasible? Two such systems already exist. These we the
telephone system and the electric power syAtent. Electricity is a
form of electromagnetic energy. The connection between energy and
information has already been demonstrated. The telephone system
is, of course, a system for the transportation of information embodied
in electromagnetic impulses. The telephone wire doesn't have the
ability to carry substantial volumes of information but it would be
sufficient for one individual. One can,imagine a rural resident making
a local call to a nearby town. In the town his information is auto-
matically fed into a microwave system which connects the town to an
urban center. The microwave line could carry simultaneously the
telephone communications of several hundred or several thousand
rural residents in and around the town.

A wire system with higher transmission capability is probably
desirable for reasons that will be outlined later. Such a system is
already being built. It consists of the wires of cable television system..
These systems are particularly prominent in rural areas. Over 5
million homes in the United States are connected to a cable system
of some kind, By 198G it is projected that 40 to 60 percent of American
homes will be connected to some type of cable system. Most cable
systems have 40-channel capacity. Only a few of the channels are
actually utilized. The rest are for future expansion of services. These
vacant channels could easily provide enough capacity to transmit
vast amounts of information. It should be emphasized that all channels
which are used in transmission arc received in the home. Since a TV
an present only one channel at a time, the viewer selects the one to

be shown on the screen by the channel selector. But all channels
actually transmit to the TV at the same time. A single cable could
easily present a different channel on three TV's in each room of a
12-room house. Cables of higher capacity can carry 80 channels and
two-way conversation and pictures, making multiperson-multireceiver
conferences possible.,

COMPUTER TERMINALS IN THE HOME

Once the information can be transmitted into rural homes at the
speed of light, in high volume and cheaply, how can it be utilized by
the employee? The answer is to have the cable attached to a computer

"At 1
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terminal in the home. The worker can then sit at the terminal andperform his work (i.e. process information). Computer terminalp
come in several types and have wide capabilities.

The simplest is an electric typewriter. The typewriter is plugged intoa device (about the size of a shoe box) called an acoustic coupler. The
user simply dials the number of the computer using any ordinary
telephone anywhere. When the computer acknowledges the call by ahigh-pitched sound coming ovef tilt! receiver the user places the re-ceiver is a cradle on the acoustic coupler. The acoustic coupler trans-lates sound into electric impulses or electric impulses into sound.Thus, a person can. type in questions using the electric typewriter andthey will be transmitted to the computer over the telephone line.The computer can respond over the telephone line and its answers,will be typed out on the electric typewriter. Any information whichis in alphabetic and/or numeric form can le transmitted to or fromthe computer or between terminals.

A modification of the above device consists of an acoustic couplerand keyboard combined. The user again dials the telephone numberof the computer and puts the receiver on a cradle on the acousticcoupler, The keyboard is part of the coupler. Two wires go from thecoupler and these are attached by clamps to the antenna leads onany ordinary TV set. Instead of typing out information on paper, theacoustic coupler causes it to be displayed on the TV screen. Theuser's commands or the computer's responses can be displayed. Sucha device sells for under $1,000 cnd can be used to drive up to 10 TVscreens at one time.
A somewhat more sophisticated version of the TV set called acathode ray tube (CRT) allows the computer to display visual ma-terial. The CRT is basically a TV screen. On it the computer, canproject graphic, diagramatic or pictorial displays. The display can bein color and in three dimensions. The computer can rotate a threedimensional drawing to give the user views of different perspectives.

The CRT is especially useful if it is equipped with a light pen. Thelight pen is the size and shape of a pocket flashlight or large pen. Ithas a wire which attaches it to the CRT. Using the lighten, an in-dividual can "draw" pictures, diagrams, blueprints, drawings, chartsand other visual displays on the CRT. He can also point the pen at aparticular part of a display and have the computer modify it. Suchuses of the light pen are already being made.
The final development is the large, flat TV screen. These are alreadyin operation at some universities. They are 2 or a inches thick butare up to 16 feet by 20 feet in area. Using a light pen an individual -can produce on such a screen a very complicated diagram or "blue-print" of a large, complicated system. It is obvious that with a lightpen and CRT anyone whose information output is in the form ofvisual material could work at home. This includes draftsmen, de-

signers, engineers, and commercial artists. A CRT can display anycombination of alphabetic, numeric, and/or visual information onewishes.
THE TOTAL ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SYSTEM

The user could also have the computer transmit to his screen aparticular TV program that was on video tape. In this way theindividual can hive access to a whole library of material which could

r
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include not only books, journals, and other publications but video
taped lectures, courses, and programs on special topics. The computer
will search the library for him and assemble all the material on a
particular subject or key. word. If the user wishes, the computer
will even present the material in ascending order of difficulty so that
the user can, in effect, have his own tailormade course on a particular
subject. The computer will present questions on the material to the
user. If he passes, it will present new material. If not, it will recycle
and present the material again with emphasis on the questions he
missed..This would allow scholars to do research in their own home
instead of wasting time traveling to and from libraries and searching
shelves. It will also allow individuals to retrain or to expand their
knowledge in the privacy and convenience of their own home. Finally,
it will allow a great deal of education which is carried on in school
to be carried on in the home.

One may conclude from the above that an individual might never
actually leave such an educational system. The child will start out
with elementary lessons via the terminal and as he gets older he will
progress to more advanced material, but there is no reason why he
shouldn't continue using the system all his life. Trips to school for
special help from teachers will probably always be necessary, but ,
as the information system becomes perfected and the teaching pro-
grams more sophisticated, these will be infrequent.

A significant advantage of the system would be that any time one
library anywhere in the country got 'a piece of information (whether
it be a publication, film, or pictorial display) on their system it would
be instantly available to all systems. This is because the information
would already be in a form such that it could be transmitted by
electronic means. Thus, all they would have to do is send the infor-
mation over current electronic systems (cable or microwave) to all
other libraries or information centers. Similarly, if a researcher
anywhere prepared a video tape or a body of instruction for his
computer information system, it could be available to all other
systems. A teacher ordinarily spends 2 to 3 hours preparing for a
1-hour presentation. The teacher or researcher preparing a video
tape would spend days or weeks. But, it would be worth it because
once the material is in the form of video tape and/or computer lessons,
the presentation would be available to an audience which would
consist of everyone in this country (and later in the world) and would
be preserved for all time. If the researcher wanted to later modify
it, the video tape could be edited and the new tape loaded into the
computer information system. In making such a presentation, the
researcher or teacher would need the help of those skilled in the tele-
vision area (director, artist, camera man, technician, etc.). But
because of the size of the audience, the effort would be worthwhile
and the product would be a presentation which was far superior to
the current lecture.

One can see that such a system could not only directly promote the
economic development of rural areas it would also directly promote
other aspects of rural development. For example, it could provide an
education for the rural child equivalent to that of urban children.
All would access and be instructed by the same system. Thus the
quality of teaching and the diversity of subject matter would be the
same for all whether they are rural or urban residents. Jf a student
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fell behind in progress on the system, the computer would alert his
parents and the local educational system. At that point a human
teacher could be dispatched or he could be called in for counseling
and remedial work. But a teacher would not be needed much of the
time and, thus, the total cost could be less. --

Such a system could also allow the provision of cultural services to
rural areas. This would include a library of video tapes of cultural
events, visual displays of art work and adult training in culturally
enriching courses or humanistic areas. All this could be in the video
tape and memory banks of the computer system and called up and
displayed on TV screens in an individual's home.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

These electronic "highways" are projected as connecting computer
terminals in the home to firms in urban areas. The system has been
sketched from the computer terminal in the home over cable TV lines
to centers in small towns in rural areas. From these centers the infor-
mation goes by microwave or cables to an urban area. The urban
areas would be connected to each other in a national network of cablesor lasers.

The last aspect of the system which must be described is, the other
terminus of the system, the firm in urban areas. The nature of the
firm's technical setup was implied above. The firm must have or have
access to a computer system. The files of the firm must be in the form
of electromagnetic energy in the memory banks of the computer sys-
tem. Many firms already have computer systems. Others have access
to computer systems because they are part of a time sharing system.
Firths which are part of a time sharing system have their own private
files in the memory bank of the system. The private files of a company
can only be accessed using certain code numbers and words. When an
individual "left" one firm and "joined?' another the system would be
commanded to no longer let his number have access to the files of
his former employer. But it would be commanded to let him have
access to the files of the new employer.

The functioning of the system is obvious for a single worker but
what about a conference or team effort? The cable system can easily
allow conference communications. Each individual would have two
CRT's in operation. One would display the alphanumeric and/or visual
infortnation the meeting would be considering. The other, through
the use of split screens would display an image of each of the partici-
pants. One can imagine that the future office or work room would
consist of a room the walls of which were covered with large flat TV
screens. In the center would be A swivel chair and attached to it a
keyboard. Each CRT would have a light pen and the keyboard would
be detachable and light. The room would be part of the individual's
house.

When an individual finished producing his information and had it in
the form he wished, he would command the computer to save it in its
memory bank. He could later call it up at will for further work, for
presentation at a conference or have it stored so that others could call
it up and make use of it.

r)
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POLICY PROPOSALS

Having described the system, the next step is to suggest directiOns
to take in order to implement it. These directions can be classified into
two groups, the technical and the organizational.

The organization involves the question of who should organize, own,
and pay for the systems. The basic network between urban areas and
between urban areas and rural towns is a form of public transportation.
All should have access to it. The closest thing to it that now exists is
the highway system. One could therefore argue that it should be a
publicly built and operated system like the public roads. The cost
should be borne by those who use it as the current tax on motor fuels
attempts to do for ou- road system. The absolute size of the cost of
building such a nets' ,rk would be very great. But it could substan-
tially relieve the ri trig volume of traffic necessary to face-to-face
communication and would be cheaper than any conceivable means of
adding capacity to the transportation system. Because of the high
volume of usage possible, the service charge pei user would be very
low when the system came into general use. In order to reach this
state of higher usage, it would be best to charge each user a rate that
would cover cost when these systems came into high usage. This
would mean a net loss in operating the system for the first few years
and should be borne by the government as a cost of rural development.

In the rural area the system of cable TV wires connecting each home
to the center in a rural town could be operated like many similar
systems now (cable TV systems, rural electric co-ops or rural telephone
companies). For development purposes the system should prObably be
operated like a rural electric co-op. This would mean government low
interest loans at first. The rural information system co-op could, in
fact, be operated by the rural electric co-op and the two systems
could share facilities whenever possible. One can see that models for
organization of the system are easily available.

The technical dimension is also not without previous models. All of
the technical hardware (and software) described have been proven
technically feasible. The only exception is interfacing the large, flat
TV screen to a computer and light pen. (This may have already hap-
pened without the writer knowing it.) Their needs to be government-
sponsored research and development to do this. A second need is
government programs to develop hardware and operating systems
which are its cheap as possible. Current technical development pro-
grams, of private and government sponsorship, promise the necessary
level of cheapness in the forseeable future. A strong government fi-
nanced program to develop cheap CRT's is necessary to bring the
system into full operation as soon as possible. One is safe in observing
that the governmen 1,,ograms which liave not been most successful
have been those which aimed at a clearly defined technical goal. Rural
development will not be a simple technical process. It will have crucial
social aspects. But this country is better at solving technical problems
and as much of the underwriting of rural development as possible
shotild be (lane by technical means. This w11 make the social problems
easier to solve or at least less pressing and intractable.
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SUMMARY AND EXTRA ADVANTAGES

It Ills been argued that providing jobs for rural residents is a veryimportant part of rural development and that these jobs are provided,with difficulty and expense, by attempting to attract firms to ruralareas. An alternative approach makes use of an amalgamate of various
electronic technologies to bring the job to rural areas while the firmmaintains its location in an urban area. This amalgamate is referredto as the total electronic information system and is viewed as an elec-tronic transportation system for information. This alternative de-pends on (1) The distinction between jobs and firms, and (2) theassumption that many jobs can be viewed its consisting basically cifinformation processing. A corollary is that information may be inletters and numbers and/or visual form.

Several points should be made in conclusion. First, one shouldobserve that all workers in a rural area do not have to work throughthe total dectronic information system. Some workers must be en-gaged in activities that are goods producing. Others will earn theirliving by providing local consumer services.
Second, one should observe that there is a possible disadvantage toachieving rural development by attracting a firm to move to a ruralarea. The population density of a rural area may be so low that its

employment needs an be provided for by a few firms. Alternately, it
might attract one large firm and become a one company town with theemployees suffering all the disadvantages of working for a monopsonist.If either of these happens and one firm goes bankrupt or moves, then
the unemployment problem is serious. A large percentage of the locallabor force is unemployed. Their chances of finding other jobs locally
is very slim until another firm is attracted in. But with a total elec-tronic information system, even if all the workers do happen to work
for one firm (which is highly unlikely and not necessary) and that firm'goes bankrupt, they can simply apply for a job at any firm located
anywhere in the country. The individual, when he obtains such a job,would not have to leave his home. It would simply be necessary forthe new company to instruct its computer system to let the individual
have access to its records from his terminal. A national employmentservice is an easy thing to add, to the total electronic information
system. And when a worker got his new job, he 112041 not move. His
changeover is accomplished inside the memory banks of the total
electronic information system.

Third, one may object that computer technology can not providejobs for rural residents because only the highly trained could make
use of a computer and the unemployed or underemployed tend to be
low skilled and with low levels of education. But even if it were truethat the low skilled or low educated could not use a computer ter-minal, it Should be pointed out that a total electronic information
ystem would allow highly skilled individuals to live and work inrural areas and that their presence there would create demands for

local products and services. These demands could in turn generate
jobs for local residents who are unskilled or semiskilled. The presence of
high and medium income individuals in a community does not auto-
matically generate jobs for the unemployed and low skilled. But
absence of these individuals w;lild mean the absence of another
source of job. The unskilled we have to he trained for such jobs
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but without high income and medium income individuals to generate
demand for local goods and services these jobs would not exist and
training the low skilled for nonexistent jobs would be pointless. Thus,
the export of the efforts of the highly trained could generate a multi-

* plier effort which would benefit others.
However, it is not true that only the highly trained can use com-

puters. Airline reservations are taken and confirmed by clerks who use
computer terminals (CRT's and keyboards), High school students are
using computer terminals to formulate and solve problems which are
of immediate and significant interest to business firms. These problems
include scheduling shipments from a variety of warehouses to a
variety of retail outlets and determining the optimum mix of in-\ gredients for a product. A variety of clerk and secretarial functions
can be performed using a computer terminal. The keyboard is not
unlike that of a typewriter. Once a letter is typed in on a terminal it

n be sent over the total electronic information system to distant
locations instead of being mailed. Commercial artists and designers
can\nse CRT's equipped with light pens to design advertising dis-
play0ashionsand other items.

One ks correct in concluding that to design and build computers
requires substantial technical knowledge and expertise. Also, to design
the software (programs) which control the system one must have a high
level of training and experience. But to use these systenis requires
little or no formal training if the systems are user oriented (made to
be used by th,e average person). An analogy is the electric power
system. Considerable knowledge and experience is necessary to plan,
build, and operate a system but almost anyone can turn on a light,
plug in a toaster, or control a TV set. Further advances in the design of
hardware and software promise increased ease of usage. The develop-
ment and spread of the computer language, APL, a particularly
hopeful development. \

The chief advantage of APL is that it is much easier to learn and
to use than other computer, languages. Thus an individual can learn
APL very easily. He doesn't need to attend classes or devote a large
amount of time to learning the language before he can'use it. APL
can be learned as it is needed and used..dThis means that a
person, using APL at a terminal can give instructions to the com-
puter in the same time it would take him to communicate with a pro-
grammer. The individual would also get the results back right away
instead of waiting for the program to be coded, k unched and
debugged.

A second advantage of APL is that it is so simple tot that mis-
takes are fewer and easier to correct. This saves a substanti amount
of computer time which would be used in debugging. The 'implicity
of APL also makes it possible to train clerks and secretaries to enter
instructions or data. Since the APL terminal keyboard is an electric
typewriter keyboard, a secretary could take data or instructions
directly from a questionnaire or other written source and "type"
it directly into the computer's disk memory,

Fourth, one may wonder why, in a narrative concerning the
economic uses of a total electronic information system, so much
space was devoted to the educational uses of the system. .However,
education increases the skills and analytical ability of the student
thus making him a better information processor. In addition, the
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electronic library_roncept puts the sum total of the world's informa-
tion (or knowledge if one prefers) at his fingertips (literally). Thus in
his information processing (his job) he cannot only take in and make
use of the information of his company's records, but also the informa-
tion of society. Since he has a greater range and variety of input
information to choose from, he has greater variety or choice in the
output information lie sends back to his firm.

Fifth, one may wish to know which jobs consist essentially of infor-
mation processing. Scattered throughout this narration are indications
of jobs which might be viewed as consisting essentially of informa-
tion processing. Therefore, i,t might be more useful to state the con-
ditions or aspects which make a job consist essentially of information
processing. A. job consists of information processing if the input to
the one holding the job and the output from the One holding the job
consist of information. For the purposes of this narration, informa-
tion is anything which can be put in the form of letters (text), numbers,
pictures, "diagramsror any combination of these. The limiting factor
in implementing the system described here will not be the technological
or financial. It will be the human imagination. It will be our ability
or willingness to conceive of or imagine a job as consisting essentially
of information processing. This in turn depends on our ability to
conceive of the input and output as information.
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